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SUMMARY&IN&ENGLISH!

A!defective!regulation!at!the!gut!barrier!line!together!with!an!altered!gut!microbial!colonization!might!

propagate!to!excessive!immune!activation.!Inflammatory!bowel!diseases!include!two!disease!phenotypes!

known!as!Crohn’s!disease!(CD)!and!ulcerative!colitis!(UC).!CD!and!UC!are!two!distinct!diseases,!but!share!in!

part!similar!pathogenesis,!wherein!chronic!gut!inflammation,!reduced!mucosal!barrier!integrity!and!

disturbance!in!the!microbiota!have!been!implicated.!An!increase!in!E.!coli!strains,!in!parallel!with!a!decrease!

in!anaerobic!gut!commensals,!have!become!a!hallmark!of!an!inflamed!gut!environment!and!might!

contribute!to!the!induction!of!persistent!pro@inflammatory!immune!responses.!While!CD!is!described!by!a!

typical!Th1/Th17!mediating!immune!response,!UC!is!manifested!by!a!Th2!effector!response,!which!indicates!

the!involvement!of!different!disease!triggers!in!CD!and!UC,!respectively.!

The!aims!of!this!thesis!were:!1)!to!investigate!if!differences!in!bacterial!adhesion!patterns!to!gut!mucosa!are!

disease!associated!and!if!pathogenic!E.!coli!adhesion!can!be!averted!by!non@pathogenic!E.!coli,!2)!to!

examine!the!inflammation@inducing!properties!of!clinical!E.!coli!isolates!from!different!intestinal!locations!

and!disease!origins,!and!3)!to!study!the!regulatory!effect!of!anaerobic!gut!commensals!and!their!secreted!

products!on!the!host!response!to!disease@linked!E.!coli.!!

The!main!findings!were:!1)!the!CD@associated!E.!coli!LF82!showed!similar!adhesion!properties!to!gut!mucosa!

from!CD!and!healthy!controls.!The!non@pathogenic!E.!coli!Nissle!(ECN)!was!not!able!to!exclude!E.!coli!LF82!

adhesion!to!ileal!mucosa!from!CD!or!healthy!controls,!2)!intestinal!E.!coli!isolates,!irrespective!of!their!site!

of! location!(ileum/!colon/!faeces),!disease!origin!(diseased/!non@diseased)!or!pathogenicity,!had!the!same!

inflammation@inducing! properties! in! dendritic! cells! (DCs)! characterized! by! a! Th1/Th17! driving! effector!

response.!However,!two!E.!coli!strains!from!UC!patients!showed!distinct!cytopathic!properties!in!host!cells,!

which!were!not!identified!with!the!other!clinical!E.!coli!strains,!and!3)!secreted!products!from!anaerobic!gut!

commensals,!but!not!the!bacteria!themselves,!had!a!significant!suppressive!effect!on!the!pro@inflammatory!

DC!response!induced!by!pathogenic!E.!coli!LF82.!

In!conclusion,!this!PhD!thesis!provides!data!showing!that!intestinal!tissue!from!CD!and!healthy!controls!is!

subject!to!similar!E.!coli!adhesion!patterns,!suggesting!that!enhanced!bacterial!adhesion!by!E.!coli!LF82!is!

not!linked!to!the!pathogenesis!of!CD.!Moreover,!exclusion!of!E.!coli!LF82!adhesion!to!ileal!mucosa!by!non@

pathogenic!ECN!was!not!proven!to!be!effective;!on!the!contrary,!ECN!exerted!inflammation@inducing!

properties,!similar!to!E.!coli!LF82!in!DCs.!Generally,!an!increased!presence!of!E.!coli!in!the!gut!mucosal!

immune!compartment!might!enhance!the!risk!of!intestinal!inflammation;!however,!certain!disease@
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associated!E.!coli!strains!may!also!be!involved!in!the!initial!inflammatory!phase.!Finally,!a!homeostatic!gut!

environment!comprising!certain!anaerobic!commensals!and!their!fermentation!products!have!a!crucial!

function!to!control!E.!coli@induced!inflammation,!and!thereby!possibly!play!a!role!in!sustaining!gut!

homeostasis.!

!

! !
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SUMMARY'IN'DANISH!

Defektiv!regulering!af!tarmbarrieren!sammen!med!en!ændret!mikrobiel!kolonisering!kan!føre!til!en!

overdreven!immun!aktivering.!Inflammatoriske!tarmsygdomme!(IBD)!inkluderer!to!sygdomsfænotyper,!

kendt!som!Crohn’s!sygdom!(CD)!og!colitis!ulcerosa!(UC).!CD!og!UC!er!to!forskellige!sygdomme,!men!deler!til!

dels!den!samme!patogenese!beskrevet!ved!kronisk!tarm!inflammation,!reduceret!tarm!barriere!integritet!

og!ændring!i!mikrobiotaen.!Et!øget!antal!af!E.!coli!stammer,!parallelt!med!en!reduktion!i!anaerobe!tarm!

kommensale,!er!blevet!et!kendetegn!for!et!inflammatorisk!tarmmiljø,!og!kan!medvirke!til!et!vedvarende!

pro@inflammatorisk!immunrespons.!Mens!CD!er!beskrevet!ved!et!typisk!Th1/Th17!medierende!

immunrespons,!er!UC!manifesterede!ved!et!Th2!effektor!respons,!hvilket!indikerer!involvering!af!forskellige!

sygdoms@initiatorer!i!hhv.!CD!og!UC.!!!

Formålene!med!denne!ph.d.@afhandling!var:!1)!at!undersøge!om!forskelle!i!bakterielle!adhæsionsmønstre!til!

tarmvæv!er!sygdoms@associerede,!og!hvorvidt!patogene!E.!coli!adhæsion!kan!hindres!af!non@patogene!E.!

coli,!2)!at!undersøge!inflammations@inducerende!egenskaber!af!kliniske!E.!coli!isolater!fra!forskellige!

tarmområder!og!sygdoms!oprindelser,!og!3)!at!undersøge!den!regulatoriske!effekt!af!anaerobe!tarm!

kommensale!og!deres!secernerede!produkter!på!vært!responset!til!sygdoms@relateret!E.!coli.!

Hovedfundne!var:!1)!den!sygdoms@associerede!E.!coli!LF82!udviste!samme!adhæsions!egenskaber!til!

tarmvæv!fra!CD!og!raske!kontroller.!Den!ikke@patogene!E.!coli!Nissle!(ECN),!var!ikke!i!stand!til!at!ekskludere!

E.!coli!LF82!adhæsion!til!ileal!væv!fra!CD!eller!raske!kontroller,!2)!E.!coli!isolater,!uanset!tarmområde!(ileum,!

kolon/!fæces),!sygdoms!oprindelse!(sygdomsramte/raske)!eller!patogenitet,!udviste!de!samme!

inflammations@inducerende!egenskaber!i!dendritiske!celler!(DCs)!karakteriserede!ved!et!Th1/Th17!drevet!

effektor!respons.!To!E.!coli!stammer!fra!UC!patienter!udviste!cytopatiske!egenskaber!i!værtsceller,!hvilket!

ikke!kunne!genfindes!ved!de!øvrige!kliniske!E.!coli!stammer,!3)!secernerede!produkter!fra!anaerobe!tarm!

kommensale,!men!ikke!bakterierne!selv,!havde!en!signifikant!suppressiv!effekt!på!det!pro@inflammatoriske!

DC!respons,!induceret!af!patogene!E.!coli!LF82.!!

Afslutningsvis,!data!fra!denne!ph.d.@afhandling!viser,!at!tarmvæv!fra!CD!og!raske!kontroller!er!udsat!for!de!

samme!E.!coli!adhæsionsmønstre,!hvilket!tyder!på!at!øget!bakteriel!adhæsion!af!E.!coli!LF82!ikke!er!linket!til!

patogenesen!af!CD.!Desuden,!eksklusion!af!E.!coli!LF82!adhæsion!af!ikke@patogene!ECN!kunne!ikke!påvises,!

tværtimod!udviste!ECN!inflammations@inducerende!egenskaber!på!tilsvarende!vis!som!E.!coli!LF82!i!DCs.!

Generealt,!øget!tilstedeværelse!af!E.!coli!i!tarmslimhindens!immunsystem!kan!være!med!til!at!øge!risikoen!

for!inflammation,!hvor!visse!sygdoms@associerede!E.!coli!stammer!har!potentialet!til!at!være!medvirkende!i!
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den!begyndende!inflammatoriske!fase.!Endeligt,!et!homeostatisk!tarmmiljø!bestående!af!visse!anaerobe!

kommensale!og!deres!fermenterings!produkter!har!en!afgørende!funktion!i!kontrollering!af!E.!coli@

inducerede!inflammation,!og!dermed!spiller!en!væsentlig!rolle!i!opretholdelse!af!tarm!homeostasen.!!!!!!

!

! !
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INTRODUCTION!

The!studies!of!this!PhD!thesis!were!designed!with!the!aim!of!gaining!further!insight!into!the!microbial!

significance!in!the!pathogenesis!of!inflammatory!bowel!diseases!(IBD)!by!studying!the!bacteria=host!

interactions!at!the!epithelial!line!and!in!the!underlying!immune!mucosa.!To!this!aim,!we!established,!

evaluated!and!applied!model!systems!at!different!host!levels!to!allow!for!the!challenges!of!working!with!

biological!systems!outside!the!host.!!

This!thesis!comprises!six!Chapters:!Chapter!1!introduces!the!effector!functions!of!host!cells!and!the!

microbiota!during!gut!homeostasis!and!inflammation.!Chapter!2!comprises!a!review!discussing!the!major!

predisposing!and!pro=inflammatory!factors!in!Crohn’s!disease!(CD).!Chapter!3!addresses!the!validation!

principles!of!a!quantitative!real=time!PCR!(qRT=PCR)!assay!to!quantify!mucosal!adherent!E.#coli!LF82.!In!

Chapter!4,!the!adhesion!patterns!of!E.#coli!LF82!to!gut!mucosal!samples!from!CD!patients!and!healthy!

controls!are!analysed!by!the!pre=validated!qRT=PCR!assay!discussed!in!Chapter!3.!Chapter!5!focuses!on!the!

differences!in!pathogenic!attributes!of!clinical!E.#coli!isolates!by!typifying!the!immune!phenotype!of!E.#coli=

exposed!dendritic!cells!(DCs).!The!data!discussed!in!Chapter!6!deals!with!the!immune!suppressive!effect!of!

microbial=derived!fermentation!products!produced!by!gut!commensal!species.!Finally,!Chapter!7!

summarizes!the!main!findings!of!the!studies!and!discusses!their!relevance!in!regard!to!the!pathogenesis!of!

IBD.!

The!adherent=invasive!E.#coli!(AIEC)!LF82!(serotype!O83:H1)!has!been!included!throughout!all!the!studies,!

as!this!strain!was!isolated!from!a!CD!patient!and!has!been!suggested!to!drive!inflammation!in!CD.!Thus,!

AIEC=LF82!represents!in!this!thesis!a!well=characterized!disease=associated!E.#coli!strain.!Moreover,!the!

pathogenesis!of!CD!has!been!the!prime!focus!in!this!thesis,!but!also!ulcerative!colitis!(UC)!has!been!

addressed.!!

Study!motivations,!strengths!and!limitations!of!the!thesis!chapters!(1!to!6)!are!discussed!below.!!!

Chapter!1.!Background:!Host!protective!functions!and!the!gut!microbiota!

This!section!introduces!the!essential!host!effector!functions!of!the!gut!epithelium!and!mucosal!immune!

system!with!a!specific!focus!on!DCs!and!cell=mediated!immunity!by!T!cell!activation.!The!gut!microbiota!is!

discussed!during!homeostasis,!defined!as!a!symbiotic!relationship!between!the!host!and!bacteria,!and!in!

gut!inflammation!manifested!by!an!altered!microbial!ecosystem!due!to!increased!prevalence!of!aggressive!

E.#coli!strains.!
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Chapter!2.!Are!NOD2!Polymorphisms!Linked!to!a!Specific!Disease!Endophenotype!of!Crohn’s!

Disease?!

In!this!review,!we!introduce!the!term!“disease!endophenotype”!to!define!a!specific!disease!phenotype!of!

CD.!Dividing!CD!into!more!disease!endophenotypes!will!help!clarify!the!mechanisms!causing!disease!and!

thereby!serves!as!a!better!platform!for!implementing!successful!treatments.!We!here!focus!on!defining!an!

endophenotype!induced!by!NOD2!polymorphisms!in!CD,!and!the!strategies!to!probe!and!treat!this!specific!

disease!endophenotype!of!CD.!!

Chapter!3.!Quantification!of!specific!E.!coli!in!gut!mucosa!from!Crohn's!disease!patients!

This!study!was!published!as!a!letter!describing!our!approach!of!validating!a!qRT=PCR=based!assay!to!

quantify!the!AIEC=prototype!strain,!LF82,!in!human!gut!samples.!This!study!was!a!forerunner!to!the!study:!

“Ex#vivo#intestinal#adhesion#of#Escherichia#coli#LF82#in#Crohn’s#disease”,!described!in!Chapter!4.!The!assay!

was!validated!with!high!robustness!and!specificity,!and!thus!suited!the!aim!of!the!project:!to!quantify!ex#

vivo!adhesion!of!LF82!only.!However,!as!a!means!to!quantify!mucosal!AIEC!strains!in!a!global!application=

setting,!the!high!specificity!to!E.#coli!LF82!of!the!described!assay!becomes!a!limitation.!Therefore,!this!study!

was!published!with!the!aim!of!demonstrating!the!validation=principles!of!a!qRT=PCR=based!assay!for!

studying!complex!sample=material!(like!human!gut!tissue),!in!a!context!where!high!specificity!is!warranted.!

Chapter!4.!Ex!vivo!intestinal!adhesion!of!Escherichia!coli!LF82!in!Crohn’s!disease!

In!this!study,!we!analysed!the!E.#coli!LF82=host!interaction!to!gut!mucosal!human!samples!from!CD!and!

healthy!controls!to!assess!host!factors!that!might!drive!the!inflammation!in!CD.!In!contrast!to!intestinal!

epithelial!cell!line!(IEC)!models,!primary!tissue!preserves!the!epithelial!properties!such!as!mucous,!

membrane!expression!and!secretion!of!glycolipids!and!=proteins,!likewise!maintaining!disease/non=

diseased=related!patterns.!These!properties!are!all!important!for!the!first!line!of!host!defence,!and!

therefore!need!to!be!considered!when!studying!bacterial=adhesion!patterns!to!host!cells.!!

Due!to!the!size!of!the!biopsies!(approx.!1!mm
3
),!and!the!irregularity!in!shape,!we!could!not!restrict!bacterial!

adhesion!to!the!apical!surface!only,!and!this!is!considered!as!a!key!limitation!of!the!study,!as!bacterial!

adhesion!has!in#vivo!relevance!at!the!apical!surface.!!Although!we!were!not!able!to!exclude!bacterial!

adhesion!to!both!compartments!of!the!biopsies,!we!found!in!the!initial!experiments!that!this!is!likely!not!

the!case,!which!is!discussed!further!on!in!the!paper.!

!

!
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Chapter!5.!Functional!divergence!in!innate!immune!activating!properties!of!E.!coli!strains!from!

patients!with!ulcerative!colitis!and!Crohn’s!disease!

In!the!previous!chapter!we!showed!that!enhanced!bacterial!adhesion!is!not!likely!to!play!a!significant!role!in!

the!CD!pathogenesis.!We!next!looked!at!the!pathogenic!traits!of!clinical!E.#coli!isolates!from!different!

clinical!locations!(gut!locations,!diseased/!non=diseased!individuals!and!pathogens/!non=pathogens),!and!

examined!if!pathogenic!attributes!of!E.#coli!could!be!linked!to!the!disease!phenotype!of!IBD.!Monocyte=

derived!dendritic!cells!(moDCs)!were!used!as!the!primary!host!model!to!study!the!immune!response!to!

clinical!E.#coli#isolates,!as!they!are!responsible!for!driving!the!immune!response!towards!distinct!adaptive!

Th=phenotypes!characterizing!the!pro=inflammatory!immune!phenotypes!of!IBD.!In!addition,!Caco=2!cells!

cultured!in!a!transwell=system!were!included!as!a!model!for!the!epithelium!to!study!the!front=line!host!

defence!against!bacteria.!

The!strengths!of!this!study!was!mainly!defined!by!the!inclusion!of!clinical!E.#coli!isolates!of!different!origins!

tested!at!different!host!levels!(moDCs!and!IECs),!and!to!differentiate!E.#coli!strains!by!the!host!immune!

phenotype!induced!by!the!single!strains.!One!of!the!limitations!was!the!number!of!analysed!E.#coli.!(16!

strains)!likewise!the!number!of!patients/non=diseased!individuals!(6!in!total).!A!higher!number!of!clinical!E.#

coli!isolates!from!IBD!patients!is!needed!to!correlate!specific!E.#coli!attributes!to!the!disease!phenotype!of!

UC!and!CD,!respectively.!!

Chapter!6.!Rewiring!inflammatory!signatures!in!dendritic!cells!induced!by!viable!pathogenic!E.!

coli!via!fermentation!products!from!gut!commensal!bacteria!

In!this!study!we!focused!on!the!significance!of!gut!commensal!bacteria!and!their!products!in!abrogating!E.#

coli!induced!inflammation!in!host.!Thus,!we!aimed!to!investigate!whether!a!similar!distinct!pro=

inflammatory!host!signature!would!be!manifested!in!a!homeostatic!gut!environment.!The!strains!we!

included!in!the!analysis!were!viable#E.#coli!LF82,!UV=killed!Bifidobacterium#longum,!Bifidobacterium#bifidum!

and!Faecalibacterium#prausnitzii!and!their!respective!fermentation!products.!These!species!were!included!

as!they!are!abundantly!represented!in!the!gut!ecosystem,!have!host=beneficial!effects!and!are!reduced!in!

IBD!patients.!Although!a!limitation!of!the!study,!it!was!a!necessity!to!study!the!effect!of!UV=killed!

commensals!rather!than!live,!due!to!the!oxygen!requirements!of!the!host!cells!(moDCs!and!Caco=2!cells).!!

In!contrast!to!other!studies!examining!the!effect!of!bacterial!fermentation!products!on!host,!we!analysed!

the!effect!in!the!presence!of!viable,!pathogenic!E.#coli,!which!has!a!higher!in!vivo!relevance.!Additionally,!

we!showed!that!the!pro=inflammatory!phenotype!induced!by!viable!E.#coli!could!be!supressed!by!

fermentation!products!from!gut!commensals,!which!underline!the!high!potency!of!the!fermentation!

products.!!! !
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CHAPTER!1!!

!

!

Background:!
!
Host!protective!functions!and!the!gut!microbiota!

'

!

! !
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Gut!tolerance!contra!inflammation! !

The!microbiota!and!the!host!exist!as!a!symbiotic!relationship,!defined!as!mutually!beneficial!for!both!

compartments.!The!host!provides!a!nutrient@rich!environment!and!bacteria!in,!return!produce!vitamins,!

develop!and!train!the!immune!system,!and!competitively!prevent!colonization!of!pathogens.!Thus,!the!

cross@talk!between!host!and!microbes!is!normally!beneficial!for!both!parties,!but!under!some!circumstances!

this!interaction!can!have!adverse!effects!and!lead!to!chronic!gut!inflammation!1.!!

!

Figure!1.!Polarization!of!naïve!T!cells!(T0)!into!different!effector!T!cells!(Th1,!Th2,!Th17!and!regulatory!T!cells!(Treg))!mediated!by!
bacteria\activated!dendritic!cells!(DCs).!The!cytokine!environment!secreted!by!DCs!upon!microbial!stimulation!determines!the!
type!of!effector!response:!Th1!(IL\12,!IL\27,!IL\18),!Th2!(IL\4),!Th17!(IL\6,!TGF\β,!IL\1β,!IL\23),!and!Treg!(IL\2,!TGF\β).!!

A!peaceful!microbial!ecosystem!gives!rise!to!tolerogenic!host!cells!manifested!by!a!dominance!of!IL@10!and!

TGF@β!secretion!and!the!differentiation!of!regulatory!T!(Treg)!cells!2,!Figure!1.!This!allows!the!host!and!

commensals!to!be!in!a!symbiotic!environment!by!suppression!of!pro@inflammatory!immune!effector!

functions!mediated!by!Th1,!Th2!and!pro@inflammatory!Th17!cells.!To!monitor!dynamics!in!the!microbial!

ecosystem,!Treg!cells!are!supported!by!anti@inflammatory!Th17!cells,!which!under!the!right!circumstances!

augment!IL@10!production,!and!keep!bacterial!replication!under!control!3.!Overall,!the!host!displays!a!

tolerogenic!phenotype!to!the!microbial!gut!ecosystem.!!!!!
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Local!gut!inflammation!!

To!eliminate!an!acute!infection!efficiently,!the!host!induces!a!set!of!specialized!effector!functions.!The!

epithelium!secretes!chemoattractants!such!as!IL@8,!which!recruits!innate!immune!cells!to!combat!the!

infection!4.!Dendritic!cells!(DCs),!macrophages!and!neutrophils!are!important!in!the!initial!phase!of!an!

infection,!as!they!possess!antigen@presenting!functions,!which!evoke!a!host!response!through!activation!of!

the!adaptive!immune!system!(T!and!B!cells).!Depending!on!the!nature!of!pathogen!encountered!by!the!

host,!the!forwarded!immune!response!is!directed!into!suitable!effector!functions!carried!out!by!adaptive!

immune!cells.!DCs!exposed!to!intracellular!pathogens!(or!pathogen@derived!antigens)!exert!a!pro@

inflammatory!phenotype!characterized!by!high!IL@12!production!that!drives!the!expansion!of!Th1!cells,!

Figure!1.!IFN@γ!producing!Th1!cells!have!a!stimulatory!effector!function!on!macrophages!to!initiate!

phagocytosis!of!the!pathogens!and!infected!cells!5.!Conversely,!macrophages!also!aid!with!signals!to!sustain!

Th1!expansion!by!IL@12,!and!also!secretion!of!TNF@α,!IL@6!and!IL@1β,!which!intensify!the!local!inflammation.!

DCs!exposed!to!extracellular!pathogens!preferably!elicit!a!pro@inflammatory!phenotype!producing!high!IL@4!

levels!that!drive!the!differentiation!of!a!Th2!cell!population,!Figure!1.!In!turn,!this!activates!the!other!branch!

of!the!adaptive!immune!system,!the!B!cells.!A!third!pro@inflammatory!effector!function!enhanced!during!an!

infection!is!carried!by!pro@inflammatory!Th17!cells;!the!expansion!of!Th17!cells!is!favoured!in!the!presence!

of!TGF@β,!IL@6,!IL@1β!and!IL@23,!Figure!1,!and!takes!place!parallel!to!the!classic!Th1/Th2!effector!responses.!

Th17!produced!IL@17!favours!phagocytosis!of!extracellular!pathogens!(or!antigens)!by!recruiting!and!

activating!neutrophils!6.!The!inflammation!is!subsequently!further!augmented!by!infected!cells!undergoing!

pathogen@induced!cell!death!(necrosis)!resulting!in!release!of!intracellular!content!7.!Together,!these!pro@

inflammatory!host!events!are!crucial!for!combating!an!infection,!and!thus!to!restore!the!homeostatic!gut!

environment.!

Inflammatory!bowel!diseases!

In!some!cases!the!gut!homeostatic!environment!cannot!be!restored!after!bacterial!induced!immune!

activation,!and!consequently!the!gut!is!exposed!to!a!chronic!inflammation.!Inflammatory!bowel!diseases!

(IBD),!including!Crohn’s!disease!(CD)!and!ulcerative!colitis!(UC),!are!characterized!as!chronic!inflammatory!

diseases!of!the!gastrointestinal!tract!manifested!by!a!high!rate!of!relapses!8.!The!annual!incidence!of!CD!and!

UC!is!geographically!determined,!with!the!lowest!incidence!being!present!in!Asia/Middle!East.!The!highest!

annual!incidence!(per!100,000!persons)!of!CD!in!Europe!is!estimated!to!12.7!persons,!5.0!persons!in!

Asia/Middle!East!and!20.2!persons!in!North!America!9.!The!annual!incidence!rate!of!UC!is!24.3!persons!in!

Europe,!6.3!persons!in!Asia/Middle!East!and!19.2!persons!in!North!America!9.!!
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Although!CD!and!UC!share!disease!symptoms,!there!are!a!numbers!of!pathological!differences.!CD!is!

manifested!by!discontinuous!inflammation!occurring!anywhere!in!the!gastrointestinal!tract!(i.e.!from!

mouth!to!anus),!but!most!frequently!located!in!the!ileum!and/or!colon.!The!inflammation!of!UC!is!restricted!

to!the!colonic!mucosa;!begins!at!the!rectum!and!propagates!up!through!the!colon!8.!The!aetiology!of!CD!

and!UC!is!not!concretely!defined,!but!there!are!several!factors!appearing!to!play!a!major!role!in!the!disease!

progression,!which!fall!into!three!distinct!categories:!genetics,!host!immune!system!and!environmental!

factors!(including!the!microbiota)!10,!polymorphisms!in!genes!associated!with!bacterial!recognition!(NOD2)!
11@13,!cytokine!response!(IL@23R)!14!and!cell!death!(ATG16L1)!15,!have!specifically!been!associated!with!the!

pathogenesis!of!CD,!whereas!genetic!factors!have!shown!less!significance!in!UC!16.!The!immune!phenotype!

driving!the!inflammation!in!CD!is!characterized!by!a!distinct!Th1/Th17!effector!response!17,18,!while!UC!is!

manifested!by!a!Th2!effector!response!!19.!Both!CD!and!UC!are!known!to!harbour!an!altered!microbiota!

(dysbiosis)!compared!to!healthy!individuals,!shown!by!a!reduction!in!the!microbial!diversity,!increase!in!

Proteobacteria!together!with!a!decrease!in!Firmicutes!20,21.!!

This!chapter!aims!to!address!the!fundamental!host!functions!employed!during!gut!homeostasis,!and!to!

emphasize!the!factors!driving!the!immune!response!towards!inflammation,!including!impaired!gut!barrier!

functions,!excessive!immune!activation!and!microbial!dysbiosis.!The!gut!epithelial!cells,!DCs!and!T!cells!will!

be!the!three!main!cell!types!considered!in!this!chapter.!!

Organization!of!the!gut!epithelium!and!mucosal!immune!system!

The!gut!mucosal!immune!system!comprises!the!largest!mass!of!lymphoid!tissue,!by!containing!up!to!70%!of!

the!body’s!immune!cells.!The!gut@associated!lymphoid!tissue!(GALT)!serves!as!the!source!of!activated!

effector!cells,!and!thereby!aims!to!protect!the!host!against!pathogens!and!preserve!self@tolerance!22,!Figure!

2.!!

!
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Figure!2.!!Organization!of!the!gut\associated!lymphoid!tissue!(GALT)!and!the!overlaying!epithelium.!The!GALT!comprises!isolated!
lymphoid!follicles!releasing!IgA\producing!plasma!cells!and!Peyer’s!patches!(PP),!which!are!closely!associated!to!the!M!cells,!and!
contain!naïve!and!active!T!cells.!DCs!sampling!bacteria!directly!from!the!lumen,!can!migrate!to!lymphoid!organs!such!as!
mesenteric!lymph!nodes,!and!activate!T!and!B!cells!and!their!migration!to!the!lamina!propria.!Modified!from!Maynard!et!al!
(2012)!1.!

The!interaction!between!the!microbiota!and!immune!cells!is!fine@tuned!during!homeostasis,!and!is!confined!

to!distinct!sites!on!the!epithelial!lining,!mainly!Peyer’s!Patches!(PPs).!PPs!form!clusters!of!multiple!lymphoid!

follicles!distributed!in!the!sub@epithelium!dome,!and!are!covered!by!M!cells!that!serve!as!the!main!site!for!

trafficking!luminal!antigens!to!the!mucosal!immune!cells.!Transported!antigens!are!directly!delivered!to!

antigen@presenting!cells!such!as!DCs,!which!are!in!close!proximity!to!the!M!cells23.!Mature!DCs!present!the!

antigen!to!naïve!T@!and!B!cells!in!PPs!or!via!the!draining!lymph!nodes!to!the!mesenteric!lymph!nodes,!

wherein!a!pool!of!naïve!T!cells!is!ready!to!be!activated.!Differentiated!T!cells!finally!migrate!to!the!lamina!

propria!and!exert!their!cell@mediated!effector!functions!established!by!DCs.!Alternatively;!DCs!sample!

antigens!directly!from!the!lumen!by!protruding!dendrites!through!the!epithelium!tight!junctions!without!

disrupting!the!barrier!integrity!24.!!

Epithelial!barrier!functions!!

The!gut!epithelium!forms!a!physical!barrier!between!the!luminal!content!and!mucosal!immune!

compartment!and!has!a!crucial!role!to!preserve!gut!homeostasis!by!secretion!of!antimicrobial!factors!and!

by!interaction!with!mucosal!immune!cells!25.!Different!subsets!of!epithelial!cells!aid!to!the!gut!barrier!

functions,!Figure!2.!The!most!abundant!cell!group!comprises!enterocytes.!The!main!function!of!enterocytes!
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is!to!secrete!digestive!enzymes!followed!by!nutrient!absorption,!but!they!are!also!the!major!type!of!cells!

forming!the!physical!barrier!layer!between!bacteria!and!mucosa.!A!further!layer!of!protection!is!obtained!

by!the!thick!and!sticky!mucus!layer!covering!the!epithelial!cells.!Goblet!cells!(Figure!2)!which!are!the!second!

most!abundant!cell!group!of!the!epithelium!are!involved!in!the!maintenance!of!the!mucus!by!producing!the!

major!components!constituting!the!mucous.!A!network!of!glycoproteins!and!@lipids,!mucins!and!a!variety!of!

bioactive!components!make!up!the!mucus!layer,!which!thereby!serves!as!a!biochemical!barrier.!The!

thickness!of!the!mucus!increases!from!the!duodenum!to!the!colon!26;!likewise!Goblet!cells!become!more!

numerous.!Commensal!bacteria!have!shown!to!be!important!for!inducing!mucins,!and!moreover!they!

interact!with!the!sugar@!and!protein!motifs!in!the!mucous!27,28,!which!allows!them!to!stay!closely!associated!

to!the!host.!The!inner!mucus!layer!is!also!termed!the!glycocalyx!and!is!normally!bacteria!free;!however,!

some!pathogens!produce!mucus@degrading!enzymes!such!as!glycosydases,!which!make!them!able!to!work!

through!the!mucus!to!the!epithelial!layer,!if!they!are!not!defeated!before.!The!inner!gut!mucosa!in!IBD!has!

been!associated!with!an!increased!load!of!bacteria!29.!The!glycocalyx!comprises!surface@bound!

glycoproteins!such!as!glycosylated!carcinoembryonic!antigen!(CEA),!CEA@related!cell!adhesion!molecule!

(CEACAM)@1,!CEACAM6!and!CEACAM7!30,31,!and!these!serve!as!important!anchors!for!bacterial!(and!

pathogenic)!interactions!with!the!host!32,33.!!

Paneth!cells!are!found!at!the!base!of!the!crypts!in!the!small!intestine,!i.e.!mainly!the!ileum,!and!are!an!

important!source!of!antimicrobial!defence!molecules!(Figure!2).!Alpha@defensins,!lysozymes!and!secretory!

phospholipase!A2!are!among!the!most!important!defence!molecules!secreted!by!Paneth!cells!upon!

bacterial!stimulation!34.!Impaired!expression!of!α@defensins!has!been!associated!to!ileal!CD,!but!not!colonic!

disease!activity,!and!thereby!highlights!a!significant!function!of!α@defensins!in!maintaining!ileal!homeostasis!
35.!The!importance!of!Paneth!cell@derived!defensins!in!CD!is!reviewed!in!Chapter!2!of!this!thesis!36.!!

M!cells!enable!cross@talk!between!bacteria!and!the!mucosal!immune!system!(Figure!2).!This!specialized!

epithelial!cell!group!lacks!the!microvilli!structure,!but!display!broad!pocket@like!microfolds!allowing!

sampling!and!transport!of!intact!antigens!through!the!epithelial!layer!and!into!the!underlying!immune!

compartment!37.!The!epithelial!surface!of!M!cells!is!not!covered!with!a!thick!mucus!layer,!but!has!its!own!

distinct!glycosylation!pattern,!which!is!an!important!platform!for!bacterial!interaction.!It!was!recently!

shown!that!only!M!cells!express!the!membrane!bound!protein:!glycoprotein!2,!which!has!affinity!to!FimH!

expressed!by!Gram@negative!bacteria!such!as!E.!coli!and!Salmonella.!This!interaction!was!favoured!by!

mannose!motifs!on!glycoprotein!2,!as!mannose!addition!abolished!the!interaction!38.!Thus,!suggesting!an!

important!function!of!M!cells!in!pathogen@induced!immune!activation.!!

!
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Gut!mucosal!immune!system!!

Innate!immune!cells!such!as!DCs,!macrophages,!natural!killer!cells!and!neutrophils!are!important!for!

supporting!the!immune!function!in!GALT.!DCs!are!a!class!of!antigen@presenting!cells!that!induce,!maintain!

and!regulate!immune!activity.!DCs!originate!from!the!bone!marrow!and!migrate!through!the!bloodstream!

to!secondary!lymphoid!tissues!(such!as!GALT),!wherein!they!monitor!microbial!changes,!and!if!needed,!

activate!adaptive!immune!cells!(T!and!B!cells)!by!antigen@presentation!39.!In!vivo!there!are!two!major!

divisions!of!DCs:!myeloid!(mDCs)!and!plasmacytoid!DCs!(pDCs).!The!former!derives!from!blood!monocytes!

(CD14+!CD11c+)!and!have!a!strong!ability!to!sample!and!present!antigens!and!mediate!effector!signals,!in!

particular!IL@12!40.!pDCs!share!properties!with!plasma!cells!and!IFNα/β!producing!cells.!mDCs!and!pDCs!are!

best!distinguished!by!their!surface!molecule!expression.!mDCs!show!high!CD11c!and!MHC!class!II!

expression,!whereas!pDCs!express!interleukin!3!receptor!(CD123)!and!type!II!c@type!lectin!BDCA@2!(CD303)!

for!antigen@presentation!instead!of!MHC!class!II!39,41.!mDCs!and!pDCs!are!comprised!of!additional!DC!

subsets!exerting!different!functions!that!all!are!important!for!host!protective!effects!in!the!gut.!In!this!

thesis!the!functional!characteristics!of!DCs!will!be!addressed!from!a!general!perspective!and!not!from!the!

single!subsets.!

Maturation!of!dendritic!cells!and!T!cell!activation!

DCs!control!microbial!driven!T!cell!differentiation!by!recognition!via!pattern@recognition!receptors!(PRRs)!at!

the!time!of!infection.!Immature!DCs!migrate!through!the!bloodstream!to!the!gut!tissue!and!sample!

antigens!from!infected!or!dying!cells!via!phagocytosis.!Interaction!with!microbial!products!facilitates!the!

maturation!of!DCs!by!changes!in!surface!receptor!expression!pattern,!and!enables!DCs!to!migrate!to!

lymphoid!organs!for!T!cell!activation.!Maturation!of!DCs!involves!upregulation!of!MHC!class!II,!chemokine!

receptors!such!as!CCR7!and!co@stimulatory!molecules!(CD40,!CD86!and!CD80)!39.!MHC!class!II!is!involved!in!

the!antigen!presentation!to!naïve!T!cells!via!interaction!with!T!cell!receptors!(signal!1,!Figure!3).!CCR7!

supports!the!migration!of!DCs!from!the!peripheral!tissue!to!the!T!cell!zone!of!the!lymph!node!42,!wherein!

interaction!via!B7!(CD80!and!CD86)!expressed!on!DCs!and!CD28!on!naïve!T!cells!prime!the!activation!of!

naïve!T!cells!(T!cell!activation!signal!2,!Figure!3).!Finally,!CD40@CD40L!interaction!between!DCs!and!T!cells!

are!important!for!an!effective!T!cell!response,!by!increasing!CD80/CD86!expression!and!IL@12!production!43.!

DC!maturation!via!CD40!expression!has!been!correlated!to!gut!inflammation!in!the!absence!of!T!and!B!cells!
44,!and!an!increased!expression!has!been!found!on!DCs!from!inflamed!mucosa!in!CD!45.!Following!T!cell!

activation!by!DCs!in!the!secondary!lymphoid!tissue,!it!is!believed!that!DCs!undergo!apoptosis!to!preserve!

gut!homeostasis!46.!
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Figure!3.!T!cell!activation!by!dendritic!cells!requires!3!signals.!Mature!dendritic!cells!(DCs)!express!high!MHC!II!which!is!associated!
with!processed!bacteria\derived!peptides.!MHC!II!interaction!with!T!cell!receptor!(TCR)!on!naïve!T!cells!mediate!mediates!T!cell!
activation!(signal!1).!Signal!2!arises!upon!interaction!of!CD86/CD80!(also!known!as!the!co\stimulatory!signal)!on!DCs!with!CD28!
on!T!cells.!Finally,!signal!3!is!recognized!as!the!polarizing!signal!(Th1!versus!Th2!polarization)!that!is!mediated!via!cytokines!from!
DCs!(refer!also!to!Figure!1).!Thus,!signal!3!depends!on!the!nature!of!the!pathogen\associated!molecular!patterns!(PAMPs).!CD40\
CD40L!interaction!is!important!for!efficient!T!cell!polarization!47.!!!

Activation!of!T!cells!by!DCs!can!lead!to!two!different!types:!CD4+!or!CD8+!T!cells.!The!former!cell!group!

exerts!immune!regulatory!functions!and!these!cells!are!also!termed!T!helper!(Th)!cells.!CD8+!T!cells!show!

cytotoxic!effector!functions,!and!hence!their!name!cytotoxic!T!cells.!The!phenotype!of!T!cells!depends!on!

the!antigen!encountered!by!DCs,!and!thus!the!MHC!class!expressed!on!DCs.!Intracellular!antigens!are!

presented!by!MHC!class!I!and!activate!a!cytotoxic!T!cell!phenotype,!whereas!extracellular!antigens!are!

expressed!by!MHC!class!II!and!activate!the!immune!regulatory!phenotype!of!Th!cells.!The!type!of!effector!

response!elicited!by!Th!cells!is!furthermore!highly!dependent!on!the!cytokines!secreted!from!activated!DCs!

(signal!3,!Figure!3).!DC@immunity!with!IL@12!secretion!polarizes!a!Th1!response,!while!IL@4,!IL@5!and!IL@13!

drive!a!Th2!response,!IL@1β,!IL@6,!and!IL@23!promote!Th17!differentiation!and!finally,!TGF@β!and!IL@2!mediate!

a!Treg!cell!response!48.!These!effector!functions!are!summarized!in!Figure!1!and!will!also!be!discussed!in!

relation!to!the!immune!phenotype!of!IBD.!

Host!recognition!by!cell\surface!receptors!

The!gut!epithelium!and!mucosal!immune!system!act!together!to!prevent!microbes!from!passing!the!

epithelial!barrier!and!proceed!into!the!underlying!mucosa.!The!microenvironment!therefore!has!to!be!

sensed!constantly,!and!because!pathogens!and!commensals!share!several!molecular!patterns!such!as!

lipopolysaccharide!(LPS)!and!flagellin,!the!host!needs!different!strategies!to!recognize!and!distinguish!

between!commensals!and!pathogens.!PRRs!are!a!diverse!group!of!epithelial!and!innate!immune!receptors,!
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which!are!found!at!the!cell!surface!as!well!as!in!the!cytosol!and!endosomes!of!the!cells,!Figure!4.!The!latter!

group!of!receptors!have!a!special!function!by!sensing!invasive!microbes!(i.e.!pathogens).!There!are!three!

subgroups!of!PRRs:!Toll@like!receptors!(TLRs),!nucleotide!oligomerization!domain!(NOD)@like!receptors!

(NLRs)!and!C@type!lectin!receptors!(CLRs).!The!microbial!motifs!recognized!by!PRRs!are!referred!to!as!

microbial/danger/pathogen@associated!molecular!patterns!(MAMPs/!DAMPS/!PAMPS).!The!expression!and!

responsiveness!of!PRRs!are!tightly!regulated!by!host@microbial!interactions.!!

!
Figure!4.!Host!recognition!of!microbial\derived!molecules!by!pattern!recognition!receptors!(PRRs).!Toll\like!receptor!(TLR)!
activation!can!be!mediated!by!extracellular!stimuli,!or!intracellular!bacterial\derived!antigens,!leading!to!NF\κB,!mitogen\
activated!protein!kinase!(MAPK)!and!interferon\regulatory!factor!(IRF)!signalling!and!the!production!of!pro\inflammatory!
cytokines.!Nucleotide!oligomerization!domain!(NOD)!1!and!2!are!activated!by!intracellular!signals!and!follows!the!same!
signalling!as!TLRs.!!A!second!group!of!NOD\like!receptors!(NLRs)!involved!in!intracellular!recognition!of!microbial\derived!
molecules!include!NLRP3,!NLRC4!and!NLRP1,!which!are!involved!in!caspase\1!mediated!cell!death!(pyroptosis)!and!the!secretion!
of!bioactive!IL\1β !and!IL\18!49.!

TLRs!

TLRs!are!transmembrane!receptors!which!can!be!expressed!on!the!cell!surface!(TLR1,!TLR2,!TLR4,!TLR5!and!

TLR6)!or!associated!with!intracellular!vesicles!(TLR3,!TLR7,!TLR8!and!TLR9).!Ligand!binding!by!TLRs!is!

mediated!via!the!leucine@rich!repeats!(LRRs)!domain.!Surface@linked!TLRs!recognize!extracellular!microbes,!

whereas!the!intracellular!compartment!responds!to!microbial/viral@derived!nucleic!acids,!Figure!4.!

Signalling!by!TLRs!involves!the!myeloid!differentiation!protein!88!(MyD88)!leading!to!downstream!

activation!of!NF@κB,!mitogen@activated!protein!kinase!(MAPK)!and/or!interferon@regulatory!factors!(IRFs),!

which!can!act!synergistically!or!independently!and!lead!to!the!transcription!of!pro@inflammatory!cytokines!
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such!as!IFNα/β,!TNF@α,!IL@12,!IL@6,!IL@8,!IL@1β!and!IL@18!49.!Expression!and!activation!of!TLRs!are!dependent!

on!the!host!cell!type!and!the!nature!of!the!MAMP/DAMP/PAMP.!Normally,!IECs!express!TLR3!and!TLR5!

constitutively,!but!only!low!levels!of!TLR2!and!TLR4!50.!DCs!on!the!contrary!express!increased!TLR2!and!TLR4!
47.!!

TLR2!forms!heterodimers!with!TLR1!or!TLR6,!and!responds!to!a!broad!spectrum!of!microbial!patterns!

including!peptidoglycans!(PGNs)!from!both!Gram@positive!and!@negative!bacteria,!lipoteichoic!acid!and!

lipoproteins.!Activation!of!TLR2!has!been!linked!to!IL@23!production!(driving!Th17!reactions),!and!anti@

inflammatory!IL@10!3.!Similarly,!TLR5!activation!by!bacterial!flagellin!in!DCs!has!shown!to!mediate!Th17!

differentiation!51.!TLR4!has!high!affinity!to!LPS,!and!is!thus!essential!for!recognition!of!Gram@negative!

bacteria.!The!host!response!to!LPS!is!mediated!via!interaction!with!three!other!extracellular!host!proteins,!

known!as!LPS!binding!protein,!CD14!and!myeloid!differentiation!protein!2!52.!In!DCs,!LPS!signalling!through!

TLR4!mainly!produces!the!pro@inflammatory!Th1!cytokine,!IL@12.!!The!route!used!by!TLR4!to!mediate!IL@12!

involves!both!NF@κB!and!IRF,!which!are!necessary!for!transcriptional!expression!of!the!two!subunits!of!bio@

active!IL@12!(IL@12p70!comprising!IL@12p35!and!IL@12p40).!Whereas!both!NF@κB!and!IFRs!are!required!for!

activation!of!the!p35!subunit,!activation!of!p40!only!relies!on!NF@κB!53@55.!Only!TRL4!signalling!leads!to!

activation!of!both!NF@κB!and!IRFs,!and!thus!might!clarify!the!IL@12!association!to!TRL4!upon!LPS!stimulation.!

Noticeably,!TLR2!and!TLR4!have!shown!to!be!overexpressed!in!inflamed!gut!mucosa!in!CD!and!UC!patients!
56,!and!also!epithelial!TLR4!expression!has!been!found!to!be!upregulated!50.!These!disease@linked!

manifestations!are!likely!triggered!by!gut!microbial!changes!in!particular!E.!coli.!

CLRs!

The!CLR!family!contains!carbohydrate!recognition!domains!with!affinity!to!sugars!as!mannose,!fucose!and!

glucan,!which!are!concentrated!in!the!bacterial!membrane.!CLRs!are!divided!into!two!distinct!groups!based!

on!their!molecular!structures!and!ability!to!bind!different!sugar!motifs:!the!mannose!receptor!family!and!

the!asialoglycoprotein!receptor!family.!Activation!of!CLRs!leads!to!downstream!activation!of!NF@κB!and!the!

production!of!pro@inflammatory!cytokines!57.!The!affinity!to!mannose!and!glucan!structures!allows!the!host!

recognition!of!fungi,!viruses!and!mycobacteria,!whereas!the!fucose!specificity!permits!host!activation!to!

parasitic!worms!and!certain!groups!of!bacteria.!Thus,!CLRs!recognize!a!broad!spectrum!of!potential!

pathogens!58.!

!
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NLRs!!

NLRs!have!an!important!role!in!intracellular!recognition,!as!these!receptor!proteins!are!only!associated!with!

the!cytosol.!More!than!20!NLRs!are!known!in!humans!and!are!believed!to!be!particularly!important!for!

pathogenic!recognition.!Furthermore,!members!of!the!NLR!family!have!shown!to!be!increasingly!implicated!

in!the!inflammatory!fates!of!cells!death,!i.e.!pyroptosis.!NLRs!are!structurally!characterized!by!an!LRR!

domain,!a!central!NOD!and!an!N@terminal!pyrin@!or!caspase@recruitment!domain.!

!

The!NOD!proteins!comprise!NOD1!and!NOD2,!which!recognize!PGN@derived!components!including!

glutamyl@meso@diaminopimelic!acid!(iE@DAP)!59!and!muramyl!dipeptide!(MDP)!60,!respectively.!Since!iE@DAP!

is!not!contained!in!the!membrane!of!Gram@positive!bacteria,!NOD1!sensing!is!restricted!to!Gram@negative!

derived!PGN.!MDP!on!the!other!hand!is!a!PGN@derivate!from!both!Gram@positive!and!@negative!bacteria,!

and!thus!NOD2!activation!is!mediated!by!both!Gram@positive!and!@negative!bacteria.!Mainly,!antigen@

presenting!cells!and!epithelial!cells!express!NODs,!however!in!the!intestine,!NOD2!expression!is!restricted!

to!Paneth!cells!61!in!contrast!to!NOD1,!which!is!constitutively!expressed!by!most!primary!epithelial!cells!62.!

The!signalling!cascade!through!NOD1!and!NOD2!result!in!the!activation!of!NF@κB!and!the!production!of!pro@

inflammatory!cytokines!as!shown!in!Figure!4!63.!

The!importance!of!NOD2!in!host!protection!was!emphasized!after!the!discovery!of!three!disease@associated!

single!nucleotide!polymorphisms!in!NOD2!11@13,!which!were!detected!in!30%!of!CD!patients!64,65.!The!role!of!

NOD2!in!gut!homeostasis!and!the!implications!of!NOD2!polymorphisms!in!CD!pathogenesis!are!reviewed!in!

Chapter!2!of!this!thesis!36.!!

NLRP1,!NLRC4,!NAIP5!and!NLRP3!together!with!caspase@1!each!form!a!cytoplasmic!multiprotein!complex!

known!as!the!inflammasome.!NLRs!which!are!associated!with!the!inflammasome!follow!another!signalling!

pathway!compared!to!TLRs!and!NODs,!by!triggering!activation!of!caspase@1,!leading!to!pyroptosis!and!

secretion!of!active!IL@1β!and!IL@18,!Figure!4.!The!NLRP1!inflammasome!was!the!first!identified!complex!and!

is!activated!by!MDP!and!lethal!toxins!derived!from!Bacillus!anthracis!66.!The!NLRC4!inflammasome!is!

stimulated!by!flagellin!from!Salmonella!and!Pseudomonas!67,!whereas!NAIP5!recognizes!flagellin!from!

Legionella!pneumophila!68.!The!best@characterized!inflammasome!is!comprised!of!NLRP3,!which!respond!to!

a!diverse!group!of!stimuli!including!adenosine!triphosphate!(ATP),!pore@forming!toxins!and!uric!acid.!

Additionally,!bacteria!shown!to!induce!signalling!through!NLRP3!include!Listeria!monocytogenes!and!

Shigella!flexneri!69.!

Thus,!NLRs!have!a!crucial!function!in!specifically!responding!to!pathogens!by!recognizing!intracellular!

microbial!components!and!pore@forming!toxins!that!together!mediate!a!cascade!of!cellular!events!
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ultimately!leading!to!the!processing!of!pro@inflammatory!cytokines!(IL@1β!and!IL@18)!and!to!the!cell!death!

pathway!known!as!pyroptosis.!!

Host!effector!responses!

To!symbiotically!coexist!with!the!microbial!habitat!of!the!gut,!the!host!has!evolved!complex!and!organized!

regulatory!networks,!comprising!of!physical!barriers,!bioactive!molecules,!immune!surveillances!and!

effector!responses.!!

Gut!epithelial!effector!responses!

IECs!are!normally!more!exposed!to!luminal!content!compared!to!the!mucosal!immune!cells,!and!therefore!

the!expression!of!PRRs!on!the!epithelium!is!tightly!regulated!to!prevent!a!constant!state!of!inflammation.!

IEC@associated!TLRs!are!low!expressed,!and!are!generally!limited!to!the!basolateral!site!70.!For!example,!

TLR5!expression!is!found!only!at!the!basolateral!membrane,!which!is!an!ingenious!host!strategy!to!

distinguish!between!commensals!and!pathogens,!as!only!pathogen@derived!flagellin!can!reach!the!

basolateral!membrane!71.!Moreover,!basolateral!TRL9!signalling!has!shown!to!induce!NF@κB!activation,!but!

not!apical!TLR9!stimulation.!Instead!apical!TLR9!stimulation!induces!basolateral!tolerance!by!abrogating!the!

inflammatory!response!from!basolateral!TLRs!72.!The!basolateral!site!also!exerts!a!crucial!function!by!

communicating!directly!with!the!underlying!immune!compartment!through!secretion!of!important!effector!

molecules.!During!an!infection!IL@8!might!be!the!most!important!epithelial!produced!cytokine.!IL@8!acts!as!a!

chemoattractant!for!innate!immune!cells,!such!as!neutrophils!4,!which!are!committed!to!clear!off!

extracellular!bacteria!via!phagocytosis.!Also,!TNF@α,!IL@1β!and!IL@18!are!secreted!by!IECs!and!are!important!

in!initiating!and!persisting!the!inflammatory!response!to!the!infection.!In!contrast!to!the!classical!pro@

inflammatory!cytokines,!which!are!secreted!by!immune!cells!and!IECs,!TSLP!is!a!cytokine!mainly!secreted!by!

IECs,!and!has!a!role!during!both!homeostasis!and!inflammation.!The!pro@inflammatory!signature!of!TSLP!

involves!the!activation!of!Th2!responses!via!interaction!with!the!TSLP@specific!receptor!(TSLPR)!expressed!

on!DCs!73.!Moreover,!TSLP!in!the!absence!of!IL@12,!favours!the!expression!of!OX40!ligand!on!DCs,!which!is!

crucial!for!driving!the!DC!response!towards!a!Th2!reaction!74.!Colonic!samples!from!CD!patients!show!a!

dysregulation!in!the!TSLP!expression!75,!which!indirectly!supports!a!Th1!phenotype.!Additionally,!TSLP!

positively!affects!the!differentiation!of!Treg!cells!by!DCs!76.!This!effector!function!is!also!attained!by!TGF@β!

secretion!from!IECs;!however!TGF@β!is!also!reduced!in!CD!isolated!IECs77.!Collectively,!a!reduction!in!TGF@β!

and!TSLP!impairs!the!differentiation!of!immune!suppressive!Treg!cells.!
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Thus,!IECs!not!only!are!a!physical!barrier!that!prevents!microbes!from!entering!host;!they!also!have!

important!immunomodulatory!effector!functions!via!secretion!of!pro@!and!anti@inflammatory!cytokines.!

This!effector!function!is!crucial!for!the!cross@talk!between!IECs!and!the!immune!cell!compartment.!!

Host!tolerance!to!gut!commensals:!Treg!cells!

The!immune!response!is!shaped!by!the!present!microenvironment;!thus!commensal!bacteria!mediate!a!

tolerising!host!effect,!whereas!the!presence!of!pathogens!drives!a!pro@inflammatory!effector!response!that!

aims!to!eradicate!the!pathogen.!To!prevent!autoimmunity!as!a!consequence!of!an!overexposed!immune!

system,!the!pro@inflammatory!response!needs!to!be!tightly!regulated.!This!is!supported!by!the!

development!of!Treg!cells,!immunosuppressive!cytokines!and!bacteria@specific!IgA!that!together!allow!the!

host!and!bacteria!to!proceed!in!symbiosis!with!minimal!host!damages.!!!

Treg!cells!were!initially!described!as!suppressor!T!cells!due!to!their!ability!to!counteract!the!effector!

functions!mediated!by!Th!cells!via!production!of!IL@10!and!TGF@β,!the!most!well@defined!anti@inflammatory!

cytokines!78.!Treg!cells!are!characterized!by!a!high!expression!of!CD25!(IL@2!receptor)!and!FoxP3!

(transcription!factor),!and!have!been!found!in!different!tissues!and!compartments:!gut,!periphery,!tonsils!

and!thymus.!However,!the!largest!Treg!population!is!located!in!the!gut!79,!where!there!is!a!special!need!for!

regulating!immune!activation!due!to!the!massive!load!of!antigens!encountered!by!mucosal!immune!cells.!

There!are!two!Treg!subfamilies!known!as!natural!Treg!and!induced!Treg!cells.!The!former!develops!in!the!

thymus!to!mediate!tolerance!and!produce!only!TGF@β,!whereas!induced!Treg!cells,!comprised!of!Tr1!and!

Th3,!are!differentiated!in!the!periphery!when!exposed!to!self@!or!non@self@antigens!during!tolerance.!Tr1!

and!Th3!produce!high!IL@10!and!TGF@β,!respectively!48.!The!differentiation!path!of!naïve!CD4+!T!cells!into!

Treg!cells!depends!on!TGF@β!and!IL@2,!whereas!in!the!presence!of!IL@6,!TGF@β!supports!pro@inflammatory!

Th17!cells!rather!than!Treg!cells.!In!addition,!Treg!and!Th17!cells!themselves!inhibit!the!differentiation!of!

the!other,!and!hence!are!inversely!linked.!High!TGF@β!has!also!been!linked!to!an!upregulation!in!the!FoxP3!

(i.e.!Treg!differentiation),!whereas!lower!TGF@β!levels!favour!the!IL@23R!expression!(i.e.!Th17!

differentiation)!80.!Importantly,!Th17!cells!also!display!host!protective!functions!important!for!gut!

homeostasis,!by!keeping!the!bacterial!load!steady,!produce!IL@22!81!and!IL@10!in!the!absence!of!IL@23!3.!

Th17@derived!IL@17!can!activate!neutrophils!to!engulf!extracellular!bacteria,!and!thus!controls!bacterial!

replication.!IL@22!is!important!for!tissue!repair!and!expression!of!antimicrobial!peptides!(including!β@

defensins)!81,!and!thus!to!maintain!barrier!integrity.!Th17!cells!can!therefore!switch!between!a!pro@and!

anti@inflammatory!phenotype,!although!the!former!is!most!common!and!is!also!associated!to!diseases.!

Besides,!being!a!determinant!of!Th17!and!Treg!differentiation,!TGF@β!is!also!one!of!the!major!signals!for!IgA!
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generation!from!activated!T@!and!B!cells.!IgA!is!essential!for!host!homeostasis,!by!attacking!and!neutralizing!

pathogens!and!protecting!against!bacterial!adhesion!to!host.!Thus,!the!immune!suppressive!effect!of!TGF@β!

is!intensified!by!motivating!IgA!production.!

The!crucial!effect!of!Treg!cells!in!preserving!gut!homeostasis!has!been!demonstrated!by!their!absence.!Mice!

lacking!the!ability!to!produce!Treg@associated!cytokines,!IL@10!82!and!TGF@β,!develop!severe!colitis!via!a!Th1@!

and!Th17!driving!inflammation,!which!implies!the!importance!of!Treg!cells!in!immune!suppression.!CD,!

which!is!described!as!a!Th1/Th17!inflammation,!shows!a!reduced!number!of!peripheral!Treg!cells!during!

active!disease.!Similar!findings!have!been!observed!in!active!UC!83.!!

As!a!final!remark,!IL@10!and!TGF@β!production!is!not!only!restricted!to!Treg!cells,!as!DCs!are!also!an!

important!source!of!these!cytokines!in!a!tolerogenic!environment.!The!differentiation!of!Treg!cells!from!

naïve!CD4+!T!cells!is!also!generated!by!interaction!with!tolerogenic!DCs!2.!!

Immune!effector!response!to!microbial!infection!induces!cell!death!

Immune!activation!and!cell!death!are!intrinsic!defence!mechanisms!used!by!the!host!to!eradicate!bacterial!

pathogens!49.!Host!recognition!of!an!infection!initiates!a!cascade!of!pro@inflammatory!events!such!as!

cytokine!secretion,!oxidative!stress!and!finally!host!cell!death.!An!increase!in!pro@inflammatory!cytokines!

(TNF@α,!IL@6!and!IL@β)!arises!secondary!to!the!primary!Th@response,!and!oxidative!stress!is!followed!by!a!

raise!in!reactive!oxygen!species!(ROS).!ROS!comprise!a!group!of!chemically!reactive!components,!including!

superoxide!anion!(O2
@),!hydrogen!peroxide!(H2O2)!and!hydroxyl!radicals!(OHv),!and!emerge!from!active!

neutrophils!and!macrophages!during!phagocytosis,!and!contribute!to!efficient!clearance!of!the!pathogen.!

Increased!ROS!have!been!associated!to!IBD!84,!and!from!experimental!mouse!models,!it!was!suggested!that!

ROS!might!be!an!early!inflammation!mediator,!since!depletion!of!antioxidant!enzymes!involved!in!ROS!

neutralization,!caused!spontaneous!colitis!in!mice!85.!!

The!pro@inflammatory!host!response!is!accomplished!by!activating!host!cell!death!programs!of!infected!

cells!to!prevent!replication!and!spread!of!the!pathogen,!as!some!species!have!found!ways!to!escape!the!

host!immune!response.!So!far,!three!mechanisms!for!mediating!cell!death!have!been!identified:!Apoptosis,!

necrosis!and!pyroptosis.!Apoptosis!is!the!major!and!preferable!way!of!resolving!host!response!to!an!

infection,!and!is!also!important!for!the!natural!cell!turnover!program.!Induction!of!apoptosis!leads!to!a!non@

inflammatory!and!programmed!cell!death!manifested!by!the!formation!of!apoptotic!bodies!that!

encapsulate!cell!fragments!and!allow!phagocytic!cells!to!engulf!these!in!a!non@inflammatory!manner.!

Apoptosis!composes!two!pathways:!the!extrinsic!(death!receptor@mediated)!and!intrinsic!(mitochondrial)!
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pathway,!of!which!the!former!is!induced!by!extracellular!stress!such!as!toxins,!cytokines!(e.g.!TNF@α)!or!

ligands!of!the!TNF!receptor!family.!The!intrinsic!pathway!on!the!other!hand,!is!induced!by!intracellular!

factors!including!DNA!damages!or!ER!stress!86.!Thus,!apoptosis!is!maintained!when!the!infected!cell!can!

deal!with!the!infection!itself.!Necrosis!on!the!other!hand!is!non@programmed!cell!death!and!occurs!through!

a!NF@κB!dependent!pro@survival!signalling,!which,!prevents!cell!death!via!the!natural!apoptotic!way!7.!The!

fate!of!necrosis!is!not!fully!understood,!but!danger!signals!from!pathogens!and!ROS!are!potent!triggers!of!

the!reaction!leading!to!organellar!swelling,!membrane!rupture!and!release!of!intracellular!content!7.!Finally,!

pyroptosis!is!an!inflammatory!programmed!cell!death!pathway,!which!similar!to!apoptosis!also!involves!

caspase!activity,!but!not!the!classical!apoptotic!caspases.!Assembling!of!the!inflammasome!upon!NLR!

activation!stimulates!downstream!caspase@1!that!cleaves!pro@IL@1β!and!pro@IL@18!to!their!active!forms.!IL@1β!

and!IL@18!are!not!required!for!inducing!cell!death,!but!their!production!indeed!contributes!to!the!

inflammatory!response!elicited!by!pyroptotic!cells!7.!!

Crohn’s!disease:!Th1/Th17!inflammation!

It!has!long!been!known!that!the!immune!response!driving!towards!chronic!inflammation!in!CD!was!

dominated!by!a!Th1!mediated!immune!response.!This!disease!phenotype!was!first!established!based!on!the!

increased!IL@12!and!IFN@γ!production!found!in!mucosal!immune!cells!from!CD!patients!compared!to!non@

diseased!individuals!18,19.!Later!on,!the!development!of!anti@IL@12p40!antibodies!showed!clinical!

improvement!by!a!reduction!in!IL@12,!IFN@γ!and!TNF@α!from!lamina!propria!mononuclear!cells!87,!and!thus!

supported!the!disease@contribution!of!IL@12!in!CD.!However,!the!efficacy!of!anti@IL@12p40!antibodies!was!

not!merely!attributed!to!the!neutralization!of!IL@12,!since!a!second!cytokine!also!had!the!p40!domain,!and!

was!also!upregulated!in!CD!88.!This!cytokine,!known!as!IL@23,!is!recognized!for!its!function!in!supporting!

Th17!proliferation!and!survival!by!interacting!with!IL@23!receptors!(IL@23R)!expressed!on!differentiated!Th17!

cells.!It!is!now!accepted!that!also!Th17!cells!are!aiding!to!the!pro@inflammatory!immune!phenotype!of!CD!88.!!

The!expansion!of!Th17!cells!becomes!effective!in!a!cytokine!environment!dominated!by!TGF@β,!IL@6,!IL@1β!

and!IL@23!89.!IL@6!and!TGF@β!mediate!the!differentiation!of!naïve!T!cells!into!IL@17!producing!Th17!cells.!In!

the!absence!of!TGF@β,!the!differentiated!Th17!population!has!shown!to!aid!to!severe!effector!functions!

compared!to!the!conventionally!TGF@β@induced!Th17!cells!90.!IL@23!can!also!co@operate!with!IL@12!on!IL@17@

producing!T!cells!to!become!IFN@γ!producing!T!cells!in!the!absence!of!TGF@β,!and!thus!favours!the!Th1!

rather!than!Th17!pathway!91,92.!Thus,!the!cytokine!milieu!is!a!critical!determinant!for!the!effector!function!

of!Th17!cells,!which!as!mentioned!previously,!can!also!be!of!anti@inflammatory!nature.!!!
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Kinetic!studies!in!colitis!mice!models!have!shown!that!the!initial!phase!of!inflammation!in!CD!is!dominated!

by!Th1!reactions!from!a!dominance!in!IL@12!and!IFN@γ!producing!Th1!cells,!which!in!the!disease!progression!

becomes!supported!by!Th17!cells!through!an!increase!in!IL@23,!TGF@β!and!IL@17!91.!IL@17!has!also!shown!to!

be!an!inhibitor!of!IFN@γ@producing!T!cells,!which!in!a!similar!way!negatively!regulates!Th17!cell!development!
93.!In!CD,!a!CD4+!T!cell!population,!producing!both!IL@17!and!IFN@γ,!has!been!identified!94,!and!data!from!

mouse!studies!have!shown!that!IL@23!can!drive!the!differentiation!of!IL@17/IFN@γ!double!producing!T!cells,!

which!have!a!crucial!effector!function!in!intestinal!inflammation!95.!It!has!been!suggested!that!the!pro@

inflammatory!nature!of!IL@12!and!IL@23!is!manifested!by!systemic!and!local!inflammation,!respectively.!This!

was!observed!from!an!increase!in!serum!cytokine!levels!mediated!only!by!IL@12,!whereas!the!inflammation!

related!to!IL@23!was!located!to!the!tissue!as!found!from!an!increased!production!of!IL@17!from!murine!DCs!
44.!!

IL@18!and!IL@27!are!two!additional!cytokines!sustaining!Th1!polarization!in!CD.!In!the!presence!of!IL@12,!the!

expression!of!IL@18!receptors!on!the!surface!of!Th1!cells!increases,!and!thus!favour!IL@18!mediated!IFN@γ!

from!Th1!cells!or!NK!cells!96.!That!IL@18!plays!a!role!in!CD!has!also!been!confirmed!from!an!upregulation!in!

IL@18!mRNA!and!the!detection!of!IL@18!positive!cells!in!lamina!propria!97.!Unlike!IL@12,!IL@27!does!not!directly!

stimulate!the!production!of!IFN@γ!from!differentiated!Th1!cells,!but!instead!IL@27!commits!naïve!CD4+!T!cells!

to!become!Th1!cells,!by!stimulating!the!expression!of!IL@12!specific!receptors!(IL@12Rβ2)!on!naïve!CD4+!T!

cells,!to!which!IL@12!binds!and!lead!to!IFN@γ!producing!Th1!cells!98.!A!second!function!of!IL@27!is!to!inhibit!

Th17!differentiation,!and!hence!IL@27!has!also!been!suggested!to!be!an!anti@inflammatory!cytokine!99,100.!

Biopsy!samples!from!CD!patients!have!an!increased!expression!of!IL@27!mRNA101,!which!likely!correlates!to!

the!pro@inflammatory!nature!of!IL@27!through!Th1!differentiation.!!

Thus,!there!is!a!lot!of!evidence!supporting!a!Th1!association!in!the!inflammatory!cascade!of!CD.!The!impact!

of!Th17!in!CD!is!also!apparent,!however,!it!is!believed!that!Th1!cells!have!higher!disease!significance!

compared!to!Th17!cells!89.!!This!is!not!only!explained!from!the!magnitude!of!Th1!cells!and!Th1!derived!

cytokines,!but!also!through!the!cytotoxic!nature!of!Th1!cells!on!host!cells!compared!to!Th17.!First,!Th1!is!

activated!in!response!to!intracellular!bacteria!(a!common!pathogenic!trait),!whereas!Th17!cells!exert!their!

function!to!extracellular!bacteria!(also!in!homeostasis).!Secondly,!Th1!cells!employ!their!effector!response!

on!host!cells!by!promoting!phagocytosis!of!infected!cells,!whereas!the!Th17!effector!response!is!directly!

targeting!bacteria!via!recruitment!of!neutrophils.!Finally,!Th1!cells!cannot!exert!anti@inflammatory!host!

effects!regardless!of!the!cytokines!being!present,!whereas!Th17!cells!show!anti@inflammatory!effector!

responses!in!the!right!cytokine!milieu.!!
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Ulcerative!colitis:!Th2!(/Th17)!inflammation!

The!classical!description!of!UC!is!the!dominance!of!a!Th2!response!apparent!from!high!IL@5!and!IL@13!19,102,!

but!recent!evidence!also!points!to!the!significance!of!Th17!cells!in!UC!103.!CD4+!Th2!cells!have!shown!to!be!

the!cellular!source!of!IL@5,!whereas!CD4+!natural!killer!T!(NKT)!cells!are!responsible!for!IL@13!production!in!

UC!102.!NKT!cells!are!a!special!group!of!CD4+!T!cells!that!show!cytotoxic!attributes!similar!to!NK!cells,!and!in!

UC,!these!cells!have!a!Th2!phenotype,!accomplished!by!the!secretion!of!IL@13.!The!cytotoxic!activity!of!NKT!

cells!in!UC!becomes!effective,!when!they!interact!with!the!neoclassical!antigen@presenting!molecule,!CD1,!

which!is!expressed!by!DCs!and!IECs,!Figure!5.!The!production!of!IL@13!from!activated!NKT!supports!the!

cytotoxicity!of!NKT!cells!by!acting!directly!on!the!cells!and!causes!tissue!injuries!104.!!

!

Figure!5.!The!function!of!natural!killer!T!(NKT)!cells!in!promoting!a!Th2!response!in!ulcerative!colitis!(UC).!NKT!cells!interact!with!
epithelial!or!dendritic!cell!(DC)\expressed!CD1,!and!mediate!IL\13!production,!which!has!a!direct!cytotoxic!effect!on!the!tissue!89.!

The!significance!of!Th17!cells!in!disease!progression!has!not!only!been!linked!to!CD,!but!also!UC.!An!

upregulation!in!IL@17!mRNA!has!been!found!in!CD4+!cells!from!UC,!and!when!these!cells!were!exposed!to!

IL@23,!they!produced!elevated!levels!of!IL@17!in!comparison!to!CD4+!cells!from!non@diseased!individuals.!The!

same!study!also!showed!that!IL@17!was!differently!regulated!by!IL@23!in!CD!versus!UC!isolated!CD4+!cells,!

which!was!attributed!to!the!amount!of!IFN@γ!in!CD!that!inhibits!IL@17!production!103.!From!these!findings,!it!

was!suggested!to!revise!the!immune!phenotype!of!UC!and!CD,!to!a!Th17!and!Th1!mediated!disease!

respectively!103.!!

In!conclusion,!the!immune!phenotype!of!CD!and!UC!is!mediated!by!different!host!cell!groups!and!immune!

reactions,!and!hence!suggest!the!involvement!of!different!disease!triggers.!CD!is!manifested!by!a!

predominance!of!IL@12!differentiated!Th1!cells!that!produce!IFN@γ!and!control!cell@mediated!functions!such!

as!activation!of!macrophages.!UC!on!the!other!hand!is!dominated!by!Th2!cells!and!the!presence!of!IL@5!and!

IL@13,!which!controls!humoral!immunity!by!mediating!B!cell!activation!and!class!switching.!The!primary!
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function!of!Th1!and!Th2!cells!is!to!protect!against!intra@!and!extracellular!microbes,!respectively,!but!the!

nature!and!combination!of!stimuli,!which!together!initiate!and!persist!exaggerated!immune!activity!and!

lead!to!chronic!inflammation,!are!not!yet!clarified.!!

The!gut!microbiota!!

Each!individual!harbours!a!unique!microbiota!which!partly!is!determined!by!the!host!genotype,!but!also!by!

environmental!factors.!The!distal!ileum!and!colon!are!the!habitats!for!a!diverse!bacterial!ecosystem!

representing!10!times!as!many!bacteria!compared!to!human!cells!and!comprising!of!more!than!400!

different!species!82.!Approximately!99%!of!the!gut!microbiota!is!composed!of!species!divided!into!four!

bacterial!divisions:!Firmicutes,!Bacteroidetes,!Proteobacteria,!and!Actinobacteria,!Table!1!105,106.!

Table!1.!The!four!dominant!phyla!of!the!human!gut!microbiota,!and!the!most!prevalent!genera!of!each!phylum.!

Firmicutes' Bacteroidetes' Proteobacteria' Actinobacteria'
Clostridium! Bacteroides! Escherichia! Corynebacterium!
Streptococcus! Prevotella! Helicobacter! Actinomycineae!
Lactobacillus! ! ! Bifidobacterium!
Enterococcus! ! ! !

!

Members!of!Firmicutes!dominate!in!the!microbial!ecosystem!by!accounting!for!64%!of!the!population,!by!

which!Gram@positive!anaerobic!Clostridium!species!are!the!main!inhabitants.!Bacteroidetes!is!the!second!

most!common!bacterial!division!representing!23%!and!is!mainly!represented!by!Gram@negative!anaerobic!

Bacteroides.!Proteobacteria!and!Actinobacteria!are!less!prevalent!by!accounting!for!8%!and!3%!of!the!

bacterial!ecosystem,!respectively.!Gram@negative!and!facultative!anaerobic!E.!coli!are!the!main!specie!of!

Proteobacteria,!whereas!Gram@positive!and!facultative!aerobic!Corynebacteria!predominate!Actinobacteria!
106.!!

The!bacterial!habitat!changes!in!number!and!composition!from!the!ileum!to!the!colon.!The!distal!ileum!is!

mainly!comprised!of!Gram@positive!species!including!lactobacilli,!streptococci!and!bifidobacteria!together!

with!Gram@negative!bacteroides!and!enterobacteriaceae!such!as!E.!coli.!The!dominant!bacterial!groups!of!

the!colon!belong!to!the!bacteroides,!clostridium,!bifidobacteria!and!enterobacteriaceae!105.!

Bifidobacteria'

Bifidobacteria!are!categorized!as!Gram@positive!anaerobic!bacteria!that!mainly!inhabit!the!colon.!Gut!

colonization!of!bifidobacteria!is!associated!with!several!health@promoting!effects!such!as!exclusion!of!
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enteropathogenic!E.!coli,!maintenance!of!host!barrier!integrity,!prevention/treatment!of!diarrhoea!and!

modulation!of!the!host!immune!response!107,108.!

Intestinal!adhesion!by!several!bifidobacteria!species!has!been!demonstrated!to!Caco@2!and!HT29!cells!and!

the!mucous!producing!HT29@MTX!cell!line!27,109,110,!and!is!suggested!to!occur!via!binding!to!sugar!motifs!of!

glycolipids!displayed!by!the!epithelial!surface!and!in!mucous!28.!The!immunomodulatory!features!of!

bifidobacteria!are!best!described!by!their!ability!to!induce!host!tolerance.!It!has!for!example!been!shown!

that!DCs!exposed!to!Bifidobacterium!bifidum!(B.!bifidum)!induces!the!polarization!of!naïve!CD4+!T!cells!to!

Treg!cells!111.!In!general,!bifidobacteria!have!shown!to!be!low!IL@12!and!TNF@α!inducers!in!DCs!112,!however!

studies!in!peripheral!blood!mononuclear!cells!have!demonstrated!the!ability!of!B.!bifidum!strains!to!induce!

IL@17!secretion!and!thereby!Th17!polarization!111,113.!This!feature!was!suggested!to!be!an!important!effector!

function!in!the!host!by!stabilizing!a!skewed!Th!response!113,!like!it!is!the!case!in!IBD.!!

The!interaction!between!DCs!and!bifidobacteria!occurs!via!TLR2!expressed!on!DCs!and!the!lipoprotein!from!

the!bacterial!membrane.!It!has!been!suggested!that!the!interaction!with!TLR2!accounts!for!the!ability!of!B.!

bifidum!to!induce!IL@10!and!inhibit!a!Th1!immune!response.!This!was!supported!by!the!observation!of!high!

IL@12!and!low!IL@10!from!bone!marrow!DCs!in!TLR2@deficient!mice!compared!wild@type!DCs!114.!Also!the!

fermentation!products!secreted!by!bifidobacteria!have!shown!to!suppress!IL@12!production!in!DCs!

stimulated!with!UV@killed!Lactobacillus!acidophilus!115,!which!implies!that!not!only!the!bacterium!itself!but!

also!its!secreted!products!possess!immunomodulatory!properties.!Improvement!in!barrier!integrity!of!the!

epithelium!has!moreover!shown!to!be!an!effector!function!mediated!by!metabolites!of!bifidobacteria.!It!

was!demonstrated!that!T84!monolayer!cells!treated!with!B.!longum!derived!metabolites!increased!the!

protein!expression!of!tight!junction!proteins!(ZO@1!and!occludin)!116.!Noticeably,!the!expression!and!

distribution!of!tight!junction!proteins!have!shown!to!be!changed!in!both!CD!117!and!UC!118.!Likewise,!

bifidobacteria!are!reduced!in!faecal!samples!from!CD!patients!compared!to!non@diseased!individuals!119.!

Faecalibacterium'prausnitzii''

F.!prausnitzii!is!one!the!most!abundant!anaerobic!species!detected!in!human!faeces,!and!is!a!major!source!

of!host@beneficial!products!such!as!butyrate!120.!Moreover,!F.!prausnitzii!has!shown!to!evoke!an!anti@

inflammatory!immune!phenotype!in!peripheral!blood!mononuclear!cells!manifested!by!a!reduction!of!IL@12!

and!IFN@γ,!but!an!increase!of!IL@10!production!121.!Metabolites!secreted!by!F.!prausnitzii!are!also!proved!to!

carry!important!effector!functions,!by!abolishing!IL@8!production!from!IL@1β@stimulated!Caco@2!cells.!!

F.!prausnitzii!belongs!to!the!phylum!of!Firmicutes,!which!is!reduced!in!CD!121.!The!reduction!of!this!phylum!

might!be!attributed!to!a!reduction!in!F.!prausnitzii,!which!is!depleted!in!the!mucosal@associated!microbiota!
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of!CD!106,119.!Moreover,!a!higher!risk!of!postoperative!recurrence!of!ileal!CD!has!been!associated!with!a!

mucosal!reduction!in!F.!prausnitzii!121.!!!!

Secreted!products!by!gut!commensals!

Secreted!components!from!bifidobacteria,!F.!prausnitzii!and!other!gut!commensals!are!important!energy!

sources!for!host!cells!and!bacterial!proliferation.!Moreover,!the!immunomodulatory!properties!of!these!

products!are!essential!for!the!crosstalk!between!the!host!and!commensal,!and!thereby!to!preserve!gut!

homeostasis!122.!The!composition!and!structure!of!commensal!secreted!components!are!not!fully!identified.!

Until!date!the!best@known!commensal@derived!metabolites!are!short!chain!fatty!acids!(SCFAs)!and!

exopolysaccharides!(EPS).!SCFAs!are!produced!and!secreted!following!microbial!fermentation!of!digestible!

and!non@digestible!carbohydrates,!and!have!shown!to!display!important!immunomodulatory!effector!

functions.!The!three!major!luminal!SCFAs!comprise!acetate,!propionate!and!butyrate,!which!are!absorbed!

by!the!epithelium!via!passive!diffusion!or!by!mono@carboxylic!acid!transporters!in!the!ileum!and!colon!123.!

Besides!being!important!energy!sources!for!host!cells,!SCFAs!also!have!host!regulatory!effector!functions!

via!interaction!with!host!cell!surface!receptors.!Acetate!and!propionate!in!particular,!are!ligands!for!G@

protein@coupled!receptors!(GPRs):!GPR41!and!GPR43,!which!are!expressed!in!a!wide!range!of!tissue!and!

immune!cells,!including!DCs!124,125.!This!suggests!that!SCFAs!can!exert!their!host!beneficial/regulatory!

effector!functions!in!a!variety!of!cell!types.!Reported!host!effector!functions!mediated!by!SCFA!include!

stimulation!of!mucin!secretion,!inhibition!of!NF@κB!activation!126,!enhancement!of!epithelial!barrier!integrity!
105,!and!induction!of!immune!activation!against!enteropathogenic!E.!coli!108.!!

EPS!comprises!of!glycopolymers!displayed!on!the!surface!of!several!gut!commensals,!and!have!also!shown!

to!exert!important!host!effector!functions!in!epithelial!cells!and!immune!cells.!It!was!recently!demonstrated!

that!EPS!mediate!adhesion!of!bifidobacteria!to!in!vitro!IECs!110,!which!might!be!an!important!property!in!the!

exclusion!of!non@commensal!species.!The!immune!effector!capacity!of!EPS!has!been!demonstrated!in!

peripheral!blood!mononuclear!cells,!where!the!type!of!effector!response!was!found!to!depend!on!the!

physical!characters!of!EPS.!High!molar!mass!EPS!induced!a!suppressive!immune!effector!response,!whereas!

smaller@size!EPS!evoked!a!pro@inflammatory!response!110.!!

E.'coli!Nissle!1917!

E.!coli!Nissle!1917!(ECN)!also!known!as!the!Mutaflor!strain!was!originally!isolated!during!First!World!War!

from!the!faeces!of!a!soldier,!who!survived!an!outbreak!of!severe!diarrhoea.!Since!then!there!has!been!

increased!attention!to!the!host@beneficial!effects!by!ECN,!especially!in!intestinal!disorders.!ECN!has!been!

promising!in!preventing!relapses!in!inactive!UC,!but!not!in!CD.!One!clinical!trial!showed!that!ECN!reduced!
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the!relapse!rate!in!colonic!CD!127,!but!the!small!number!of!patients!and!concomitant!drug!intake,!make!their!

data!observations!questionable.!Thus,!more!studies!are!required!to!conclude!on!the!clinical!efficacy!of!ECN!

in!IBD!128.!

The!probiotic!efficacy!of!ECN!has!so!far!been!more!promising!in!in!vitro!studies.!Pathogenic!exclusion!by!

ECN!has!been!examined!in!in!vitro!IEC!models!129,130,!and!is!also!reviewed!in!Chapter!2!of!this!thesis!36.!

However,!studies!of!gut!immunomodulatory!properties!of!ECN!are!currently!scarce,!and!most!often!include!

dead!rather!than!live!bacteria!131,132.!!!

The'significance!of'E.'coli!in!inflammatory!bowel!diseases!

E.!coli!comprise!an!enormous!group!of!bacteria!characterized!with!a!high!degree!of!phenotypic!diversity!133."
More!than!700!serotypes!of!E.!coli!are!recognized!and!they!are!distinguished!by!their!antigenic!structures,!

mainly!the!O,!H!and!K!antigens.!The!O!antigen!is!derived!from!the!cell!wall!(namely!LPS),!the!H!antigen!

refers!to!the!flagellin!antigen,!and!the!K!antigen!is!part!of!a!secretory!polysaccharide!capsule.!Commensal!

versus!pathogenic!E.!coli!have!been!distinguished!by!their!pathogenicity!to!host.!Normally,!E.!coli!coexist!in!

a!symbiotic!relationship!with!the!host!cells.!However,!certain!E.!coli!strains!have!acquired!distinct!

pathogenic!traits!making!them!able!to!adapt!to!new!niches!and!to!escape!host@mediated!clearance.!These!

virulence!factors!are!often!encoded!on!mobile!genetic!elements!(plasmids)!that!can!be!transferred!

between!different!strains!and!thereby!forming!new!pathogenic!E.!coli!phenotypes!134.!The!most!successful!

combination!of!virulence!factors!becomes!permanent,!and!this!has!led!to!the!description!of!six!different!

intestinal!E.!coli!pathotypes!known!as:!Enteropathogenic!(EPEC),!enterohaemorrhagic!(EHEC),!

enterotoxigenic!(ETEC),!enteroinvasive!(EIEC),!enteroaggregative!(EAEC),!and!diffusely!adherent!(DAEC)!E.!

coli!strains!134.!Finally,!there!is!a!seventh!pathotype!describing!pathogenic!E.!coli!strains!causing!disease!

outside!the!intestine,!and!hence!are!known!as!extraintestinal!pathogenic!E.!coli!(ExPEC).!The!latter!group!of!

E.!coli!includes,!among!others,!E.!coli!strains!infecting!the!urinary!tract!and!animals!135.!!

Despite!the!high!diversity!among!E.!coli,!the!pathogenic!strains!use!a!common!strategy!to!adapt!to!the!gut!

environment:!1)!adhesion,!2)!evasion!of!host!clearance,!3)!replication!and!4)!host!damage.!Most!of!the!

pathogenic!E.!coli!strains!adhere!to!host!epithelial!cells!via!fimbrial@!and/or!afimbrial!adhesins.!Fimbrial!

adhesins!are!heteropolymeric!protein!filaments!located!at!the!surface!of!the!bacteria!and!include!for!

example!the!FimH!adhesin,!which!is!often!defined!by!its!adhesive!structure:!type!1!fimbriae!(also!known!as!

type!1!pili).!Type!1!fimbriae!are!categorized!as!lectin@like!adhesins,!because!they!have!affinity!to!

glycosylated!motifs,!mainly!mannose!136.!Afimbrial!adhesins!include!protein!or!polysaccharide!structures!

that!can!either!be!anchored!to!the!bacterial!surface!or!secreted,!and!include!among!others!Afa!adhesins137.!
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Following!adhesion,!E.!coli!invade!the!host!and!exert!their!pathogenic!effects!within!the!cell.!This!involves!

the!encapsulation!of!bacteria!within!a!vacuole,!which!is!lysed!by!the!bacteria!within!the!host!cell’s!

cytoplasm.!Consequently,!bacteria!are!released!into!the!cytoplasma!and!promote!apoptosis!or!necrosis!of!

the!host!cell,!and!thus!facilitate!spread!to!adjacent!cells!7.!

Although!CD!and!UC!are!characterized!as!two!pathologically!different!intestinal!diseases,!they!share!a!

disease!pathology!involving!an!altered!gut!microbial!colonization,!manifested!by!an!increase!of!species!

belonging!to!the!phylum!Proteobacteria,!namely!E.!coli,!and!a!decrease!in!species!of!Firmicutes!119,121,138@143.!

In!comparison!to!commensal!E.!coli!strains,!the!group!of!E.!coli!isolated!in!IBD!patients!have!acquired!

distinct!pathogenic!traits!that!favour!their!adaption!to!the!gut!niche!wherein!they!cause!disease.!This!group!

of!E.!coli!strains!has!been!phenotypically!characterized,!and!show!strong!adhesive!and!invasive!properties!

in!IECs!and!can!escape!clearance!from!activated!immune!cells.!The!distinct!pathogenic!phenotype!of!these!

E.!coli!has!not!been!described!previously,!as!they!do!not!belong!to!any!of!the!already!described!pathotypes.!

A!new!pathotype!known!as!“Adherent@invasive!E.!coli“(AIEC),!has!now!been!defined.!Chapter!2!of!this!

thesis!reviews!the!pathogenicity!of!AIEC!in!CD!36.!!

UC@associated!E.!coli!strains!have!to!a!lesser!extent!been!phenotypically!characterized!in!regard!to!the!host@

interaction,!although!there!are!several!studies!showing!that!E.!coli!from!UC!specimens!express!virulent!

genes!and!belong!to!the!disease@related!phylogenetic!group!B2!141,144,145.!Functional!studies!characterizing!

the!UC@associated!E.!coli!group!are!therefore!warranted!to!understand!the!involvement!of!E.!coli!in!UC.!

!

! !
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BASIC SCIENCE REVIEW

Are NOD2 Polymorphisms Linked to a Specific Disease
Endophenotype of Crohn’s Disease?
Stina Rikke Jensen, MSc,*,† Ole Haagen Nielsen, MD, DMSc,† and Susanne Brix, MSc, PhD*

The complex and yet unknown etiology of Crohn’s disease (CD) might consist of various disease endophenotypes, each of which represent their

own pathogenesis. This review focuses on the disease endophenotype linked to polymorphisms in the nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain

containing 2 (NOD2) protein and on the importance of established adherent-invasive E. coli (AIEC) in ileal mucosa. To date, there are several

reports pointing to the implications of NOD2 polymorphisms in epithelial and immunological responses against microbes, but the pathological

significance of NOD2 mutations in CD is not yet clarified. The enhanced number of pathogenic E. coli in the ileal mucosa of CD as compared

to healthy controls may result from a genetically based failure in one of the intestinal bacteria sensing systems, like NOD2, making the ileal epi-

thelium more prone to colonization with microbes harboring specific properties such as AIEC. Increasing the focus on defining subgroups of

patients with similar disease initiations, mechanisms of action, and manifestations in CD may be pivotal for the development and implementation

of future individualized treatment strategies of benefit for the single patient at an early stage.

(Inflamm Bowel Dis 2011;17:2392–2401)

Key Words: Adherent-invasive E. coli, Antimicrobials, Crohn’s disease, Gut-associated lymphoid tissue, NOD2, Paneth cells

D uring the last decades intensive research efforts have

continuously been directed to reveal the complex

etiology of Crohn’s disease (CD), a disorder belonging to

the inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs). Changes in host

genetics, gut epithelium homeostasis, immune regulation, and

the luminal microbiota of the intestine are key features of

importance for CD, and essential determinants predisposing to

an aberrant inflammatory response observed in the intestine.

The etiology of CD is likely to resolve from distin-

guished disease endophenotypes that share comparable ex-

posure responses in a global setting, but segregate within

subgroups in terms of the basis for disease initiation and

the specific clinical disease course. The individual genetic

setup and the nature of triggering factors are essential in

this segregation. Several genetic predispositions are found in

CD, including single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in

the genes encoding the nucleotide-binding oligomerization

domain containing 2 (NOD2) protein, autophagy-related pro-

tein 16-like 1 (ATG16L1), immunity-related GTPase family,

M (IRGM) and the interleukin 23 receptor (IL-23R),1–5 and

these genetic mutations may diversely predispose into

different disease endophenotypes. Moreover, a number of

different mucosa-associated pathogens (e.g., species from

the genus of Escherichia, Mycobacteria, and Bacteroides)

are observed to correlate with CD,6–12 but it is yet unclear

whether specific microbes cluster with specific genetic traits,

whether certain microbes trigger disease initiation, and/or

whether their presence is a consequence of disease. Lastly,

the different anatomic locations of the inflammation along

the gastrointestinal tract (esophagus, stomach, small bowel,

or colon, but most often confined to the distal small bowel

and proximal large bowel) also point to the existence of dif-

ferent disease endophenotypes in CD.

A systematic identification of genetic and environ-

mental factors important for the development of a particu-

lar disease endophenotype is essential for defining the

mechanisms involved, and is thus a vital step needed in

order to improve treatment strategies for the various sub-

groups of CD.

This review will focus on the group of genetically pre-

disposed CD patients carrying a variant of the NOD2 protein

and summarizes the factors of importance for the impaired

host response against both enteric and pathogenic bacteria.

The intention is to identify if certain features segregate this

group of patients into a specific disease endophenotype.

At the gut epithelium, two integrated systems cooper-

ate to exclude pathological processes: 1) the gut epithelial

cells that keep the barrier to the outside intact, and 2) the

underlying gut-associated lymphoid tissue. The gut immune
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cells initiate immune responses against invading pathogens,

and reside primarily in the lamina propria and at intraepi-

thelial locations, but also sense and take up foreign anti-

gens/intruders in the gut lumen. Both defense systems will

be emphasized in this review, as defective signaling via

NOD2 affects both levels.

REVIEW CRITERIA
PubMed was searched in December 2010 using the

following search terms: Adherent invasive E. coli, Crohn’s
disease, inflammatory bowel disease and/or ulcerative coli-

tis in combination with antimicrobial peptides, a-defensins,
b-defensins, CARD15, dendritic cells, E. coli Nissle, mac-

rophages, neutrophils, NOD2, and Paneth cells. English-

language original articles, reviews, letters, and editorials

were considered. No publication date restrictions were

applied. Subsequently, articles were selected for inclusion

in the review on the basis of their relevance, and additional

articles were identified by scanning their reference lists.

NOD2 POLYMORPHISMS: A GENETIC
LINKAGE TO CD SUBGROUPS

NOD2 was the first susceptible gene identified to be

associated with CD. It is located in the IBD locus 1 on

chromosome 16 and is also known as CARD15.4,5 More

than 30 variants of the NOD2 protein are presently identi-

fied; however, the three most common SNPs comprise two

single nucleotide substitutions: Arg702Trp (SNP8) and

Gly908Arg (SNP12), and one frame shift mutation;

Leu1007fsinsC (SNP13). These SNPs account for 81% of

the NOD2 variants associated with CD.13 An increased risk

for a more troublesome course of CD is in particular

related to the SNP13 variant,14,15 as this mutation com-

prises a base-insertion that produces a truncated protein

carrying severe functional alterations in comparison to the

single-base substitutions. The severity of the phenotypic

changes correlated with this variant has been confirmed in

various in vitro studies.16,17

The clinical disease profiles linked with NOD2 poly-

morphisms in CD are 1) ileal disease affection (the most con-

sistent phenotype),15,18–22 2) early onset,22 3) fibrosteno-

sis,23,24 4) increased need for ileocecal surgery, together with

5) a higher frequency of reoperations at the neoterminal ileal

site,22 and 6) a higher rate of granuloma formation.21 How-

ever, NOD2 variants do not correlate with ulcerative colitis

(UC),18 an inflammatory disorder confined to the colon. Like-

wise, NOD2 mutations are rarely observed in colonic CD.

The cellular disease profiles related to a defect in the

NOD2 gene are more complex and yet not fully described.

The wildtype function of NOD2 (wtNOD2) is to protect

the host against invading microbes by generating an innate

immune response towards certain cell wall components

from bacteria. In this respect, two of the dominant NOD2

mutations (SNP12 and 13) are located within the domain

responsible for sensing and binding bacterial components,

the leucin-rich repeat domain, and the third mutation,

SNP8, is located close to this region. It is therefore plausi-

ble that these NOD2-SNPs induce a reduced host response

against invading microbes that potentially may result in the

establishment of a less favorable gut microbiota which

drives diseases pathogenesis.

Cellular Phenotypes of NOD2 Polymorphisms
NOD2 expression is present in dendritic cells,25 mac-

rophages/monocytes,26 neutrophils,27 and epithelial cells,

here mainly in Paneth cells of the ileal crypts.28,29 NOD2

responds to bacterial peptidoglycan of which muramyl

dipeptide (MDP) comprises the minimal component sensed

by NOD2.17,30 Upon NOD2 stimulation, the transcription

factor NF-jB is activated,17,26,30,31 resulting in the produc-

tion of various proinflammatory mediators promoting an

immune response against invading microbes.

Two general phenotypes have been associated with

the NOD2-variants: 1) the ‘‘gain of function’’ and 2) the

‘‘lack of function’’ phenotypes. The ‘‘gain of function’’

implies that other pathways are induced (and enhanced) to

compensate for the impaired wildtype function,32 whereas

the ‘‘lack of function’’ describes the lack or reduction of

NOD2-mediated molecules that are important for the pro-

tective function.17,30,33–35 Although most studies point

towards a ‘‘lack of function’’ behavior in NOD2 polymor-

phisms, both phenotypes are likely to evolve from a

NOD2-defective (mutated NOD2; mtNOD2) protein.

Specifically, it is probable that the intestine attempts to

reestablish homeostasis by evoking other regulations to

compensate for the missing one(s), and in some instances

this induction may be even progressively increased. In this

review the ‘‘lack of function phenotype’’ will be related to

the disease endophenotypes linked to a reduced secretion

of antibacterial compounds from the epithelial lining of the

ileum and colon, and the impaired innate immunity of the

underlying compartments.

‘‘Lack of Function’’: Reduced Levels of
Paneth Cell-derived a-Defensins

Based on studies in mice, Paneth cells are recognized

to comprise an important cellular subtype involved in

maintenance of the intestinal barrier integrity by regulating

the composition of luminal microbes of the ileum.36–39

Upon bacterial stimulation, Paneth cells release granules

containing antimicrobial peptides that act against a broad

spectrum of bacteria, with enteric microbiota being more

resistant towards host-secreted antimicrobials than patho-

genic bacterial species.40 Human defensin-5 (HD-5) and -6

(HD-6) represent such peptides, and they are normally only

expressed by Paneth cells. The mechanism by which
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defensins act as antimicrobial peptides is proposed in a

model termed ‘‘Shai-Matsuzaki-Huang’’41 in which bacte-

rial cell membranes are presumed to disrupt due to interac-

tions between the cationic defensins and the anionic motifs

of the bacterial membrane. However, it still needs to be

clarified how the host-beneficial microbes differentially

cope with these antimicrobial compounds.

In CD patients with ileal involvement, the level of

a-defensin mRNA and protein is notably reduced as com-

pared to healthy subjects, and this reduction is even more

pronounced in mtNOD2 CD patients.16,42,43 Since NOD2
polymorphisms are associated with ileal inflammation, the

reduced a-defensin production at this site may be one fac-

tor influencing the increased susceptibility to ileal bacterial

colonization (Fig. 1A,B). In mice, Paneth cells isolated

from the ileal crypts have previously been shown to pro-

duce factors that induced bacterial killing upon stimulation

with MDP,39,44 implying that NOD2 is a functional stimu-

lator of antimicrobial compounds in Paneth cells. Moreover,

impaired bacterial killing in NOD2-deficient models have

been documented,45–48 confirming the importance of NOD2

in bacterial regulation. However, a direct linkage between

NOD2 activation and a-defensin production has so far not

been identified, and it is therefore presently unknown if this

regulation is mediated through the a-defensin stream or as

postulated by Simms et al49 via an inflammation-induced

FIGURE 1. The influence of NOD2 impairment in the first line of defense. Three mechanisms proposing the function of (A) a functional
NOD2 protein (wildtype, wtNOD2), (B) a mutated NOD2 (mtNOD2) protein, and (C) an inflammation-induced NOD2 defect in ileal Paneth
cells. (A) In the well-functioning NOD2-expressing Paneth cell, NOD2 acts as a sensor of intracellular bacteria (bacterial components). Upon
activation, the protein initiates a cascade linked to the a-defensin transcription (yet not clarified, but suggested to involve NF-jB), and
mature a-defensins are secreted in granules into the lumen for regulating the composition of microbes. (B) Impaired NOD2 function due to
one of the three SNPs (8, 12, 13) on chromosome 16 results in reduced transcription of a-defensins, and decreased host shielding against
invasive bacteria, such as AIEC strains. (C) Colonization and invasion of resident and foreign bacteria caused by tissue injuries producing a
defect NOD2 protein. The numbers indicate the point of departure of the mechanisms.
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disruption of epithelial cells (Fig. 1C). In that context,

other pathways, besides NOD2, might also be involved.

Reported data indicate that the Wingless (Wnt)-signaling

pathway is central for regulating the a-defensin production

directly through the b-catenin/T-cell factor-4 (TCF4) medi-

ators, of which a lowered level of TCF4 mRNA is corre-

lated with ileal CD; however, this regulatory pathway is

not coupled to the NOD2 genotype.50 Finally, Paneth cells

also produce other antimicrobial peptides, e.g., the lyso-

zyme and secretory phospholipase A, which are not dimin-

ished in the inflamed ileum or regulated in a NOD2-

dependent manner.16

Together, these observations support the current view

that the complex etiology of CD cannot be linked to a few

general pathways, and it is yet unknown whether release of

certain antimicrobial peptides is linked to activation by

specific bacteria species rather than the variety of intestinal

bacteria.

Colonic Inflammation: Metaplastic Paneth Cells
Under normal conditions, the colonic epithelium does

not contain Paneth cells, which also explains the absence

of NOD2 and a-defensins in the colon of healthy individu-

als. However, inflamed colonic regions express NOD251,52

due to the differentiation of colonocytes into metaplastic

Paneth cells. The metaplastic Paneth cells are found in CD-

affected crypts of the colon, and it is assumed that chronic

injuries may facilitate differentiation of this cell type, thus

pointing to an involvement of metaplastic Paneth cells in

the chronic inflammatory course of well-established colonic

CD.28 The level of a-defensins in inflamed colonic tissue

is, however, lower than observed in healthy ileal tissue,

corresponding to the natural localization and function of

Paneth cells in the ileum. One study has shown that colonic

a-defensin production is also affected by the NOD2 geno-

type, since CD patients that carry wtNOD2 has an increased

expression in inflamed colonic tissue versus mtNOD2

patients.16 This points to a general NOD2-mediated regula-

tion of a-defensins in Paneth cells of the ileum and/or the

colon, but does not exclude the involvement of other signal-

ing mediators as well.

The colonic epithelium also expresses a second group

of antibacterial components, the human b-defensins (HBD),
and these exhibit a more pivotal function in the colon as

compared to the a-defensins. The expression of b-defensins
is also affected in IBD, particularly in CD, in which the

level of HBD-2 is attenuated in the inflamed colon.53,54

Usually, inducible b-defensins are solely upregulated upon

bacterial stimulation and during inflammation, making

these defensins prominent in inflamed segments of the

colon.53–55 Moreover, HBD-2 induction is, like the a-defen-
sins, also suggested to be mediated by NOD2 signaling,56

and thereby pointing to an antibacterial NOD2 regulation

of both the ileum and colon. As NOD2 is not associated

with colonic CD, it is likely that this endophenotype is

rather linked to other regulatory mechanisms. CD patients

with colonic inflammation have a lower copy number of

the HBD-2 gene (<3 copies) as compared to 4 in nondi-

seased individuals and patients with ileal affection. The

low gene copy number of HBD-2 is suggested to predis-

pose to colonic CD, and is probably due to a reduced

expression of b-defensins at gene copy numbers below 4.57

However, an increased risk for both ileal and colonic CD

at a high HBD-2 gene copy number (>4 copies) was

recently reported,58 and this observation suggests that the

HBD-2 gene copy number in CD comprises distinct sub-

groups with an yet unsolved phenotype.

Overall, the intestinal levels of antimicrobial com-

pounds, i.e., the defensins, are important for protecting the

ileal and colonic host epithelium against enteric and patho-

genic bacteria. However, failures in the intestinal levels of

defensins due to genetics or reduced gene copy numbers

are likely to represent specific disease endophenotypes that

are based on weakened intestinal barrier integrity of the

ileum or colon. Ultimately, this promotes bacterial adhesion,

invasion, and mucosal inflammation, which are hallmark

features in CD.

Innate Immunity and NOD2 Polymorphisms
NOD2 plays a role as an intracellular sensor of bacte-

rial peptidoglycan structures in three of the main cells

types representing the intestinal innate immune compart-

ment, i.e., the dendritic cells, monocytes/macrophages and

neutrophils. As dendritic cells are required for activation

and polarization of naive CD4þ T cells, all modifications

of the functional phenotype of dendritic cells are essential

for adaptive responses. NOD2 activation by peptidoglycan

monomeric structures modifies the response pattern of den-

dritic cells.59 One or more programs can be induced in

dendritic cells, depending on the type of molecular struc-

tures that activate pattern recognition receptors on the

surface of or inside dendritic cells.60 Cellular-mediated

immunity (Th1, Th17), humoral immunity (Th2, Th9),

and/or tolerance (regulatory T cells, Treg) are the cardinal

programs induced by means of dendritic cell-induced

instruction and activation of naive CD4þ T cells.61 In the

case of a functional NOD2 program, the phenotypic profile

imprinted by NOD2 activation in human dendritic cells is

directed towards Th17 activation59 due to enhanced pro-

duction of IL-23, IL-1b, and IL-6. Activated Th17 cells

produce, e.g., IL-17, IL-21, IL-22, TNF-a, IL-26, and

CCL20 and thereby promote immune responses that eradi-

cate extracellular microorganisms (bacteria and fungi) by

recruiting (via IL-8) and activating neutrophils (IL-17), as

well as challenging the production of antimicrobial pep-

tides (S100A8, S100A9, RegIIb, RegIIIc) from murine
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epithelial cells (IL-22 induced).62 Redundancy at the level

of NOD2’s modifying attributes seems to exist, as Toll-like

receptor 2 (TLR2) also recognizes molecular structures

derived from bacterial peptidoglycans, and appears to regu-

late the dendritic cell phenotype towards Th17 activation in

a manner similar to NOD2.63 Moreover, collaboration

between NOD2 and TLR2 results in additional enhance-

ment of Th17-directing abilities in dendritic cells,63 and

NOD2 deficiency (knockout mouse) has been observed to

reduce this phenotypic shift. The functional consequence of

mtNOD2 for the dendritic cell phenotype is reduced at IL-

23 and IL-1b levels, and a defective IL-17 production from

memory T cells.59 Moreover, by use of gene expression

arrays it was recently shown that certain antiapoptotic gene

products are highly upregulated in mtNOD2 dendritic cells

from CD patients, which is in contrast to cells from CD

patients with wtNOD2, although cells from both disease

subgroups express enhanced levels of these gene products

as compared to healthy controls.64

The role of a functional NOD2 in macrophages/mono-

cytes is, like in dendritic cells, to respond to intracellular

bacteria (i.e., the MDP component) and mediating the syn-

thesis of proinflammatory molecules, in particular IL-8, IL-6,

IL-1b, and TNF-a. In mtNOD2 human macrophages33 and

peripheral blood mononuclear cells,17 a diminished proin-

flammatory response is observed upon MDP stimulation.

Additionally, NOD2 has been shown to act negatively on the

TLR2-mediated Th1 response in murine macrophages. How-

ever, this inhibition is abolished in NOD2 knockout mice

directing the response towards an increased Th1 cytokine

response.65 These findings are in agreement with the charac-

teristics of an enhanced Th1 response observed in CD.66

In neutrophils, wtNOD2 stimulation by MDP is reported

to enhance production of b-defensin (HBD-1 and HBD-2), as

well as LL-37, IL-21, TNF-a, and IFN-c.67 Defective NOD2

signaling in neutrophils has been found to reduce HBD-2,

LL-37, IL-21, TNF-a, and IFN-c,67 thereby implicating a col-

lectively reduced antimicrobial functioning in neutrophils that

may further consolidate the significance of the NOD2 sensor

in the innate antimicrobial defense program.

Based on the functional roles of NOD2 in guiding

the activation of innate immune responses against extracel-

lular bacteria, and the additional improvement of epithe-

lium-derived antimicrobial peptide release, it seems likely

that the ability to clear off extracellular bacteria is impaired

in cases of NOD2 polymorphisms that result in a lack-of-

function phenotype. Such attributes could lead to changes

in bacterial colonization patterns in the intestine.

HIGH ILEAL ABUNDANCE OF E. COLI:
A CAUSATIVE FEATURE IN CD?

Human beings have 10 times more bacteria than en-

dogenous mammalian cells, and therefore the microbial

influence on the intestinal microenvironment in health and

disease needs attention. The enteric gut microbiota is

acknowledged to perform a number of host beneficial func-

tions including training of the immune system, preventing

pathogenic growth, and production of vitamins and antiin-

flammatory mediators, but the individual factors that deter-

mine a healthy gut microbiota are yet unresolved. Genetic

deficiencies in host-derived defense mechanisms, such as

NOD2 polymorphisms, may, however, contribute to a

reduced gut-barrier and thereby favor pathogenic species.

To counteract for a dysbalanced microbiota, the immune

system might generate a persistent and unspecific inflam-

matory response targeted against the intruding enteric bac-

teria that promotes inflammation-induced cellular necrosis

in the gut epithelium. There is evidence for bacteria play-

ing a causative role in the pathogenesis of CD, since the

composition of the intestinal microbiota in CD differs from

that of healthy individuals.10,11,68–73 In this context some

subspecies of E. coli bacteria have been isolated in abnor-

mally high numbers in mucosal samples, particularly from

the ileum of CD patients.7,8,69,74,75 Specifically, one study

showed that 50%–100% of the total number of aerobes and

anaerobes from early and chronic ileal lesions was com-

prised of E. coli bacteria, and these were recovered in all

biopsies from early lesions, and in 65% of chronic lesions.6

Additionally, clusters of E. coli strains were found in the

lamina propria of ileal CD tissue but not in controls,76 indi-

cating that some of the strains are truly invasive. Finally,

E. coli bacteria have been detected in CD-derived granulo-

mas,77 a common histopathological feature of CD, espe-

cially when NOD2 polymorphisms are involved.21

It is, however, still a matter of debate whether the

higher abundance of E. coli bacteria is involved in the pri-

mary or secondary disease course in CD, or in both. Such

an answer is pivotal for predicting the causative and pro-

gressive factors in CD, and for bringing the research closer

to the microbial etiopathogenesis of CD. Motives for a pri-

mary involvement are supported by: 1) a high prevalence

of E. coli in CD as compared to UC and healthy controls,

making the high prevalence of E. coli a distinctive hall-

mark for CD, and 2) the pathogenic features of some

E. coli isolates from CD, including the potential to induce a

host-derived and persistent inflammation. The susceptibility

of injured tissue for bacterial invasion may additionally

favor colonization of otherwise host-rejected pathogens

and, hence, it can be speculated that E. coli bacteria could

also contribute to a renewed outbreak of inflammation, and

thereby mediate a CD flare-up.

Adherent-invasive E. coli: A New Bacterial
Pathovar

Progress in understanding the influence of E. coli
bacteria in CD has lead to the exploration of a new
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pathovar, the adherent-invasive E. coli (AIEC), which is

isolated from the ileal mucosa in 36%–38% of CD

patients.7,8 Strains belonging to the AIEC pathovar do not

share virulence genes with other enteropathogenic species;

instead, they possess strain-specific adhesion and invasion

to a variety of cell lines and evade host defenses by repli-

cating within activated macrophages without inducing

apoptosis.6,7,78 Several studies have addressed issues con-

nected to the mechanism of action of AIEC strains, and

most have focused on the involvement of AIEC in ileal

disease affection by examining interactions between AIEC

and the host epithelium. Adhesion is the first step in bacte-

rial establishment, and is considered as the most critical

step, i.e., the ‘‘point-of-no-return.’’ AIEC strains adhere to

the brush border of ileal enterocytes via an interaction

between type 1 fimbriae on the bacterial surface,79 and

mannosylated receptors on the apical side of ileal epithelial

cells. Carcinoembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion

molecule 6 (CEACAM6) is identified as a receptor

exploited by AIEC strains, and an increased expression of

CEACAM6 on ileal epithelium correlates with a higher

prevalence of these bacteria strains in the ileum.7,80 In vivo

data from CEACAM6-transfected mice also verify an

inflammatory linkage between the prototypic AIEC strain,

LF82, and CEACAM6, since transgenic mice only develop

mucosal inflammation after challenge with LF82.81

The acquired properties of AIEC strains, including

the ability to assist in their own adhesion by triggering an

inflammatory response of TNF-a and IFN-c from activated

macrophages that boost CEACAM6 expression,80 support a

primary involvement of AIEC in CD. Additionally, a recent

study demonstrated a higher percentage of invasive E. coli
in biopsies from newly diagnosed IBD patients compared

to controls, pointing to a possible role of E. coli in the ini-

tial phase of inflammation.82 Besides their possible

involvement in early inflamed lesions, AIEC strains have

moreover been isolated from chronic lesions and from sur-

gically ileal resections,7 which also implies a role of AIEC

in the secondary disease course, i.e., in disease recurrence.

The involvement of AIECs in early disease phases,

however, needs further support from data verifying the

presence of AIECs in early inflamed biopsies from newly

diagnosed CD patients.

Host Responses to E. coli
Genetics such as defects in the NOD2 protein may

promote aberrant bacterial colonization in the ileum that

triggers disease progression (Fig. 1B), and/or E. coli colo-
nization may progress secondarily to the establishment of

inflammation by other priming factors (Fig. 1C). A recent

study has reported a relation between the most prominent

NOD2 risk alleles and an altered microbiota in IBD, and in

particular the occurrence of Proteobacteria and Actinobac-

teria were found to be significantly increased in CD.73

Among the studied Proteobacteria, only the Escherichia ge-

nus, however, correlated with CD. Finally, the microbiome

from individuals being homozygotic for one of the NOD2

variants was found to be distant from that of heterozygotes

and wildtype patients, sharing similar gut microbiomes,73

hence indicating that polymorphisms at both alleles are

required to induce a NOD2 lack-of-function protein that

affects the intestinal microbial composition.

A reduced antibacterial activity in the ileum, as a

consequence of, e.g., mtNOD2, might explain why CD

patients are more prone to E. coli habitation at this site.

That an antibacterial activity is important for regulating the

number of E. coli has been supported in several stud-

ies36,37,40,43; however, it still needs to be addressed whether

some E. coli species, e.g., the pathogenic ones are more

exposed for host-secreted antimicrobial peptides as com-

pared to nonpathogenic E. coli.
Resistance towards antimicrobial peptides is observed

in strains from the genus of Lactobacilli and Bifidobacteria,
also generally regarded as being host beneficial,40,83 and a

similar resistance might be found among nonpathogenic

E. coli.
Summarizing, these data point to the relevance of

investigating risk alleles associated with CD, and the indi-

vidual gut niche that appears to be different depending on

the NOD2 genotype due to an altered functional response

pattern (e.g., lowered antimicrobial activity). Finally, the

connection between genetics and the involvement of spe-

cies from the Escherichia genus in intestinal disorders

seems to deserve greater attention.

First and Second Line of NOD2-mediated
Host Defense

The first line of defense set off by the gut epithelium

is highly integrated with the underlying immune compart-

ment, and the two defense systems work as a collective

unit in the efforts to avoid pathogenic bacteria invasion.

NOD2 is an integral bacteria sensor in both systems, boost-

ing the production of antimicrobial peptides from the epi-

thelium (Paneth cell-derived a-defensins, and Th17-induced

IL-22 production of antimicrobial peptides). Mutations in

NOD2 that disturb the levels of antimicrobial compounds

may significantly contribute to the ecosystem in the gut

lumen. As described earlier, the sensing of bacteria by

NOD2 in dendritic cells is a contributing factor to Th17-

development in the gut tissue, and in the case of CD it

may therefore be of importance how a defective NOD2

sensing system in dendritic cells mediates immune reac-

tions against AIEC. Presently, no studies have examined

the effect of mtNOD2 in connection with the immune

response in human dendritic cells or macrophages against

AIEC, but in isolated human mtNOD2 monocytes (the
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blood precursor for tissue macrophages and some gut den-

dritic cells), a reduced early response of IL-1b, IL-6, and
IL-10 after infection with the AIEC-LF82 strain was previ-

ously reported,84 thus indicating that an altered activation

profile is present in mtNOD2 monocytes. Both IL-1b and

IL-6 are essential for Th17-development, while IL-10 is

important for tissue homeostasis, and a delayed production

of these cytokines may reduce the ‘‘in time’’-immunity

against AIEC-LF82. If such regulations also apply for lam-

ina propria-residing dendritic cells, mtNOD2 may result in

less activation and expansion of Th17 and Tregs, which are

of importance for clearing off extracellular bacteria and

inducing tissue homeostasis, respectively. Additionally, the

impaired activation profile in mtNOD2 neutrophils further

contributes to a reduced antibacterial defense system at the

mucosal lining.

A summarized integration of the NOD2 involvement

in the epithelia and the underlying immune compartment is

depicted in Fig. 2.

RESTORATION OF THE MICROBIOTA: EXCLUSION
OF PATHOGENS WITH NONPATHOGENIC BACTERIA

Modification of the gut microbial community might

be a method to reestablish a balanced microbiota in CD

patients. Based on this idea, increased focus has been

centered on the therapeutic function of pathogenic exclu-

sion using nonpathogenic bacteria, e.g., probiotics. How-

ever, the efficacy of exclusion with probiotics in CD is not

completely established, as several intervention studies have

failed to show an actual efficacy in the maintenance of

disease remission.

Nevertheless, the probiotic potential of E. coli Nissle
1917 (ECN) in CD should not be underestimated, since

this nonpathogenic bacterium has advantageous properties

that may compensate for the reduced barrier integrity in

CD. First, ECN may possess antagonistic effects in that it

prevents adhesion and invasion of various AIEC strains to

Intestine-407 cells.85 It is likely that ECN competes for the

same host receptors as AIEC, e.g., by use of type 1 fim-

briae, and here small differences in the sequence of the

FimH-adhesin of ECN and AIEC may confer a stronger

attachment of ECN to host receptors. Second, ECN is

stimulatory on the expression of HBD-2 in several colonic-

derived cancer cell lines, e.g., Caco-2, T84, and HT29

cells, whereas some pathogenic species of E. coli show

opposing effects on antibacterial secretion levels, probably

to protect themselves against host defenses.86 Hence, the

composition of the microbiota also determines the anti-

bacterial expression patterns, and suggests that ECN and

other nonpathogenic bacteria may be important mediators

in sustaining antibacterial shielding in CD, but more

substantive evidence is clearly needed.

Although in vitro-generated results point to a possible

efficacy of ECN at the ileal site as well as in the colonic

milieu of CD, it still needs to be established whether ECN,

like the AIEC strains, also uses CEACAM6 for host inter-

action (Fig. 3A), or whether it interacts with the overlying

mucous layer and thereby avert AIEC penetration into the

epithelium (Fig. 3B). Based on the current reported data, it

is not possible to clarify this issue further, as in vitro stud-

ies with cell lines do not fit appropriately to address ques-

tions relating to the influence of host mucous due to its

absence in cultivated cells. Therefore, future studies, includ-

ing intestinal mucosal samples from CD are warranted to

confirm the current in vitro results.

FIGURE 2. A functional NOD2 response against AIEC in the ileum.
The epithelia-induced host defense: intracellular NOD2 in Paneth
cells induces the secretion of a-defensins upon AIEC invasion to
prevent host entry. The underlying gut immune defense: within
the lamina propria, macrophages (MØ), neutrophils (N), and dendri-
tic cells (DC) are activated upon epithelial invasion of AIEC result-
ing in an inflammatory response comprising cytokines,
chemokines, and antibacterial products. Dendritic cell-derived
molecules (IL-23, IL-1b, and IL-6) result in development of Th17
cells from naive CD4þ T cells important for clearing off extracellular
AIEC. AIEC adhesion to host epithelium enhances the production
of IL-8, a chemokine, involved in the attraction of neutrophils to
the gut lymphoid tissue, wherein IL-17 from Th17 mediates the
cellular activation.
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To generate further insight into the complex interplay

between host responses and bacteria inhabitants in CD,

ECN as well as AIEC bacteria should be investigated for

their ability to induce/repress the expression of antibacteri-

als in the ileum of CD or in genetically predisposed

patients. This would clarify whether specific disease endo-

phenotypes, i.e., specific groups of CD patients, such as

those carrying mutations in the NOD2 locus and/or those

colonized with high numbers of AIEC, would benefit from

probiotic-induced prophylaxis, e.g., by use of ECN.

CONCLUSIONS
We propose that a reduced intestinal barrier integrity

and innate immunity as a consequence of a genetic failure in

NOD2 may link to establishment of an unfavorable bacterial

population in a subgroup of CD patients, thus representing a

specific disease endophenotype. Among this patient group,

the identification of a new ileum-associated bacterial patho-

var, i.e., AIEC, may arise from an impaired host response

due to a reduced function of the NOD2 sensory machinery.

A likely mechanistic explanation for the mtNOD2 to predis-

pose for CD is based on the integrated function of NOD2 at

the gut epithelial level, where it is a link to a-defensin pro-

duction but also to the innate immune instruction of Th17

responses and neutrophilic activation. All these functions are

collectively important for the removal of extracellular patho-

genic bacteria and in sustaining intestinal tissue homeostasis.

The current findings of 1) increased display of CEA-

CAM6 on the ileal epithelium, 2) numerous E. coli in the

ileal mucosa, and 3) a lowered production of bioactive

a-defensins are all important implications in CD that can

be translated and clinically tested with appropriate thera-

peutics in the right patient group. As suggested by Car-

valho et al,81 antibodies specific to CEACAM6 might be a

new way to prevent the establishment of pathogenic AIEC

strains, and thereby to avert a persistent inflammatory

response. A second option is to administer suitable antago-

nistic nonpathogenic bacteria to exclude pathogenic attach-

ment to the host epithelium. Finally, supplementation with

bioactive antimicrobial peptides such as a-defensins may

contribute in restoring the host-barrier integrity of the

ileum in CD patients with a defective NOD2 function.

Together, these potential treatment strategies benefit from

targeting specific single markers associated with some

patient subgroups, instead of the more broad-acting effects

induced by the immune suppressive treatments presently

used in CD, e.g., glucocorticoids or immunosuppressives

(azathioprine, 6-mercaptopurine or methotrexate).

In conclusion, ileal establishment of pathogenic, tis-

sue-destructive bacteria, such as AIEC, may be a distinc-

tive feature in CD being genetically predisposed to reduced

intestinal barrier integrity in the ileum, and an altered bac-

terial sensing by innate immune cells. Hence, a specific

disease endophenotype that characterizes ileal affected CD

is described. This notation opens up preventive strategies

aiming to reduce disease relapses based on an increasing

gut mucosal host defense in a subgroup of CD. It is there-

fore suggested that future translational research should

focus on classifying distinct CD subgroups (Table 1) as a

FIGURE 3. Proposed mechanisms for exclusion of AIEC attachment to gut epithelium by nonpathogenic bacteria. High-affinity interactions
between nonpathogenic bacteria (e.g., other E. coli species such as ECN) and host receptors displayed by the gut epithelium (A) or mucin
glycoproteins (B) leading to reduced access for AIEC bacteria to interact with favored gut receptors.

TABLE 1. Clinical Approach to Classify a Subgroup of CD
Patients Manifested with NOD2 Polymorphisms, Ileal
Inflammation, Reduced Antimicrobials and Colonization
with AIEC in Ileum

Factors to consider when probing for a NOD2-induced
disease endophenotype

� Genotype for main NOD2 polymorphisms
(SNP8, 12 and 13).

� Localize the intestinal inflammatory extension:
ileal or/and colonic.

� Analyze the expression of antimicrobials from
Paneth cells (e.g. a-defensins).

� Screen for CEACAM6 expression on ileum epithelial cells.

� Search for AIECs in endoscopic biopsy samples
(ileal and colonic) and in feces.
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step towards introduction of more individualized treatment

options in the future.
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An increased number of mucous-adhering Escherichia coli strains
have been isolated from the gut mucosa of Crohn's disease (CD)
patients (Gophna et al., 2006; Martin et al., 2004; Martinez-Medina et
al., 2009; Neut et al., 2002). This has lead to the description of a new
bacterial pathovar known as adherent-invasive E. coli (AIEC)
characterized by its distinctive ability to adhere to and invade the
intestinal epithelium, in particular ileal cells (Baumgart et al., 2007;
Boudeau et al., 1999; Darfeuille-Michaud, 2002; Darfeuille-Michaud
et al., 2004; Jensen et al., 2011). Several studies indicate that AIECs
could be involved in initiating and perpetuating the intestinal
inflammation in CD (Barnich et al., 2007; Bringer et al., 2006; Glasser
et al., 2001; Ryan et al., 2004; Wine et al., 2009).

The classification of AIECs most commonly relies on phenotypic
assays including adhesion, invasion and intracellular replication tests
of E. coli isolates. This approach is laborious and does not allow an
exact quantification of AIECs from human samples as only few E. coli
colonies are selected for classification. Quantitative real-time PCR
(qRT-PCR) is a fast and sensitive method, which successfully has been
applied to identify and quantify microbes from clinical specimens
(Baumgart et al., 2007; Furet et al., 2009; Huijsdens et al., 2002;
Martinez-Medina et al., 2009).

This study reports the validation of a qRT-PCR assay for
quantification of the number of LF82, a AIEC-prototype strain, and
total E. coli in human intestinal samples. To this aim, standard curves
made from known quantities of target bacteria (given as colony
forming units (CFU)) and different tissue masses were compared. To
assure high specificity to the chosen target, proper primer design was
thoroughly considered, and primers targeting different genetic
elements of the specific bacterium were compared.

Two E. coli strains were included; LF82, and the non-pathogenic
strain, E. coli Nissle 1917 O6:K5:H1 (ECN). LF82 was transformed with
a plasmid, pAR181, which encodes the gene for green-fluorescent
protein (GFP). Overnight cultures of the strains were washed and
diluted to desired concentrations in PBS (102 to 107 CFU). Ileal tissue
from two CD patients undergoing laparoscopic resection of the small
bowelwas used to study the effect of tissue on qRT-PCR assay stability.
The standard curve samples of pre-determined bacterial numbers (in
CFU per 100 μl) were pelleted by centrifugation (10,000×g for 3 min),
lysed by addition of 180 μl ATL lysis buffer (DNeasy, Qiagen, Hilden,
Germany), and then pre-determined amounts of tissue were added
(0, 2, 4 and 8 mg). Samples were homogenized with TissueLyser II
(Qiagen) and DNA was extracted by the DNeasy Blood & Tissue kit
(Qiagen).

Two selective targets were used for detecting LF82: the inserted
GFP gene and the inherited marker of LF82; the pMT1-like plasmid

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mimet.2011.04.002
mailto:SJEN0236@heh.regionh.dk
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.mimet.2011.04.002
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/01677012
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Fig. 1. Quantification of LF82 bacteria present in a tissue matrix. Standard curves were
generated from amplification of LF82 bacterial DNA without (denoted ‘B’ and
symbolized with (●)) or with tissue in different sizes of 2 (▲), 4 (■) or 8 (○) mg
(denoted ‘IB’). (a), (b) and (c) represent standard curve samples amplified with
primers targeted to GFP, pMT1 or 16SE.coli DNA sequences, respectively. Samples that
contain ECN bacteria are denoted BECN and symbolized with (◊). Dashed horizontal
lines indicate the signal from pure tissue DNA (denoted ‘I’) and no bacteria added. Each
data point display the mean±SD of three technical replicates.
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(dbGSS Id: 16343059) described previously (Baumgart et al., 2007).
The GFP gene was applied as a selective target for GFP-tagged LF82,
thus being highly specific for exogenous LF82 added to tissue samples.
16S ribosomal DNA was used as a target for total E. coli (Huijsdens et
al., 2002). Primers and probes were designed in PrimerExpress 3.0
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) and sequences were
aligned in BLAST (www.ncbi.nih.gov/BLAST/) to assure specificity. The
sequences (5 -3 ) and concentrations for the primer and probes were:
GFP-forward; AGGTGATGCAACATACGGAAA (900 nM), GFP-reverse;
AAAGCATTGAACACCATAAGA (900 nM), GFP-probe; CTACCTGTTC-
CATGGCCAACA (250 nM), pMT1-forward; CCATTCATGCAG-
CAGCTCTTT (450 nM), pMT1-reverse; ATCGGACAACATTAGCGGTGT
(450 nM), pMT1-probe; CACCGCCAGCACCAATGCCA (250 nM),
16SEcoli-forward; CATGCCGCGTGTATGAAGAA (900 nM), 16SEcoli-
reverse; CGGGTAACGTCAATGAGCAAA (900 nM); 16SE.coli-probe;
TATTAACTTTACTCCCTTCCT (250 nM). The qPCR analysis was carried
out with TaqMan Gene Expression Master Mix and Power SYBR Green
Master Mix (Applied Biosystems); the latter was used to generate
dissociation curves.

Data were analyzed in GraphPad 5 (Prism, San Diego, CA, USA)
using linear regression functions to evaluate the standard curves and
PCR efficiencies obtained with different primer sets (Fig. 1, Table 1).
Covariance analysis, ANCOVA, was used to compare slopes and
y-intercepts for linear regression lines. Assay sensitivity was evaluated
using unpaired t-tests for comparison of threshold cycle (Ct) values
obtained with two-fold different concentrations (Table 2). Assay
variation was expressed as coefficient of variation (%CV). Results were
considered significant at Pb0.05.

To quantify LF82 in the context of intestinal tissue samples that
differ in size, three primer sets; pMT1, GFP and 16SE.coli, were used to
generate standard curves based on predetermined numbers (CFU) of
LF82. Primer specificity was initially tested from dissociation curves
with SYBR Green amplification chemistry. All three primers displayed
one and the same peak in samples consisting of LF82 alone and when
LF82 was added to tissue in defined number, thus demonstrating a
high specificity to only the target amplicon. For all three primer sets, a
linear relationship between log numbers of LF82 and Ct values was
observed (Fig. 1). The 16SE.coli primer yielded identical results when
tested against similar bacterial numbers of LF82 and ECN (Fig. 1c).
Contrarily, the GFP and pMT1 primer sets did not show specificity to
sequences in ECN, as no amplification was observed from purified
ECN-DNA at all tested concentrations:102 to 106 CFU (Ct valuesN38).

There was no indication of an interfering effect of tissue when
increasing the amounts of intestinal tissue from 0 to 2, 4 and 8 mg
(Fig. 1a and b), as slopes of the four standard curves were highly
similar (P=0.22 with GFP, P=0.11 with pMT1, and P=0.06 with
16SE.coli). Some of the y-intercepts were significantly different, but
the differences were not systematically associated to the amount of
intestinal tissue. Moreover, the standard deviations of the y-intercepts
were similar within the same primer sets, suggesting that these
differences were inherent to the method rather than being caused by
tissue interference. This is in agreement with previous reports
showing differences in y-intercepts, but not in slopes, from standard
curve samples of bacteria and yeast in different sample matrices
(Hierro et al., 2006; Prol et al., 2009).

Quantification of LF82 with the 16SE.coli primers was stable in
samples of LF82 alone and in the presence of 4 mg tissue as the
corresponding standard curves were found to be juxtaposable
(Fig. 1c). Therefore, relative E. coli numbers can reliably be estimated
from a standard curve comprising E. coli alone, as tissue did not
interfere with quantification.

For evaluation of assay applicability, three parameters were
examined: 1) the lower limit of detection, 2) the variation associated
with tissue-to-tissue differences, bacterial cultivation and sample
processing, and 3) the sensitivity. The detection limit for the GFP
primers was found to be ten-fold higher (104 LF82) as compared to
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the pMT1 and 16SE.coli primers (103 LF82) (Table 1). The variation in
LF82 quantification by use of the GFP and pMT1 primers was low
(≤2.0 %CV from all sources of variation), indicating a high assay
robustness. However, the variation in relation to different tissue
origins was higher with the 16SE.coli primers (13 %CV). This was
expected and can be explained from the variable number of E. coli in
intestinal tissue from different individuals. Using the GFP primers, we
detected a two-fold difference in bacterial numbers in the upper range
(i.e., 5×105–106 CFU), but not when low numbers of LF82 were
compared (i.e., 5×103–104 CFU) (Table 2). A similar conclusion was
drawn from the results obtained with the 16SE.coli primers. On the
contrary, the pMT1 primers detected a significant difference of LF82 in

http://www.ncbi.nih.gov/BLAST/


Table 1
“Stepwise” determination of the detection range for LF82 quantification. The detection range for quantification of LF82 was determined from the following criteria: 1) a robust PCR
efficiency i.e., α approximating a mean-value of −3.3 with SD≤0.2 (%CV≤6%), and 2) a high linearity i.e., R2≥0.98. The four standard curves in Fig. 1 were used to calculate the
slopes (α), the PCR efficiency (%E) and the linearity coefficient (R2). When moving one row down in the table, one sample was removed from the lower end of the standard curve.
Refer to Fig. 1 for abbreviations of sample names. The reactions’ PCR efficiency was calculated from %E=(101/-α−1)×100%. Bold values fulfill the criteria for slope, SD and linearity.
16SE.coli primers were tested on a standard curve setup spanning from 102 to 107 CFU and with 4 mg tissue (†).

GFP pMT1 16SE.coli

α±SD %E R2 α±SD %E R2 α±SD %E R2

B(102–106, 107 †) −3.0±0.1 117 0.97 −2.8±0.2 129 0.95 −3.0±0.1 117 0.95
B(103–106, 107 †) −3.3±0.1 102 0.98 −3.2±0.1 104 0.99 −3.5±0.1 94 0.99
IB2mg(102–106) −2.8±0.1 132 0.97 −3.1±0.0 113 1.00 – – –

IB2mg(103–106) −2.6±0.1 143 0.98 −3.1±0.0 109 1.00 – – –

IB2mg(5×103−106) −2.6±0.1 141 0.97 – – – – – –

IB2mg(104–106) −2.9±0.1 119 0.99 – – – – – –

IB4mg(102–106, 107 †) −2.6±0.2 143 0.94 −2.8±0.1 128 0.98 −3.0±0.1 115 0.98
IB4mg(103–106, 107 †) −3.1±0.1 112 0.99 −3.0±0.1 114 0.99 −3.3±0.1 102 0.99
IB8mg(102–106) −2.7±0.2 136 0.95 −3.8±0.1 129 0.97 – – –

IB8mg(103–106) −3.0±0.1 113 0.97 −3.2±0.1 104 0.99 – – –

IB8mg(5×103–106) −3.3±0.1 102 0.98 – – – – – –
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the lower range (Pb0.05, Table 2). In general, the pMT1 primers
showed a superior assay stability compared to the GFP primers by
giving PCR efficiencies within the range of 90–110% (Table 1), and
producing lower Ct values (Fig. 1). Moreover, the pMT1 primers were
less affected by lower target numbers and were more stable in
quantifying LF82 from different cultivations. The pMT1 plasmid has
not been found in other AIEC strains isolated from the ileal mucosa of
CD patients, making it specific to the AIEC-prototype strain, LF82
(Baumgart et al., 2007). Although a high sequence similarity has been
found to the pMT1 plasmid present in Yersinia pestis (Baumgart et al.,
2007; Miquel et al., 2010), this plasmid would not be detected by the
pMT1 primers as tested by PrimerBLAST. However, to quantify other
endogenous AIEC strains than LF82, further targets need to be
identified and validated.

Three different approaches were considered to normalize quan-
tified LF82 to tissue size: 1) measurement of total nucleic acid
concentration, 2) quantification of 18S rDNA, and 3) weighing of
tissue. The latter was most appropriate as 18S rDNA amplification was
poorly correlated to the nucleic acid concentration and tissue mass
(data not shown). This may be due to the presence of mucous, which
has a mass, but contains no 18S rDNA. Thus, the recommended unit of
LF82 quantification is CFU/mg tissue.

In conclusion, we have established and thoroughly validated a
qRT-PCR assay based on standard curves to quantify the number of
AIEC-LF82 bacteria in the presence of intestinal tissue from CD
patients. Revelation of the pathological microbiota in a variety of
diseases, including CD, might give rise to new tailored therapeutic
strategies in the future (Jensen et al., 2011). This assay can be
implemented in future research e.g., in parallel with phenotypic
assays (adhesion, invasion and replication tests) for the classification
of LF82, as qRT-PCR is fast, quantitative and shows little technical
variation as opposed to more traditional cultivation methods.
Table 2
Evaluation of assay sensitivity. The data represent the average differences in cycle number (Δ
to compare two-fold differences in numbers of LF82 in 4 mg tissue samples. Level of significa
on sample set I and II, and 16SE.coli primers were only assessed on sample set II.

GFP

Sample set I Sample set II

5×103 vs. 104 (two-fold, low) 1.5±0.8 (P=0.14) 0.6±0.7 (P=0
5×105 vs. 106 (two-fold, high) 0.9±0.2** 0.6±0.1**
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Adherent-invasive Escherichia coli (AIEC) are reported to inhabit the gut mucosa in Crohn’s disease (CD),
however, little is known about the importance of host factors for the interplay between AIEC and the
human gut.

To examine if differences in bacterial adhesion patterns are disease associated, the AIEC-prototype
strain LF82 was evaluated for its ability to adhere to ileal and colonic biopsies from CD and healthy
controls (HC). Moreover, the efficacy of the non-pathogenic E. coli Nissle 1917 (ECN) in averting LF82
adhesion to ileal mucosa was assessed.

Similar numbers of LF82 adhered to biopsies from CD and HC. A significantly greater LF82 attachment
to ileal versus colonic mucosa was found in HC (P < 0.01), however, not in CD. ECN did not reduce the
adhesion of LF82 to ileal specimens in CD or HC.

These results show that enhanced bacterial adhesion ability is unlikely to play any significant role in
CD, thus implying that other host protective factors may be impaired in CD. Further, exclusion of LF82
attachment by ECN co-incubation does not appear to represent a relevant treatment regimen.

� 2011 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Adherent-invasive Escherichia coli (AIEC) comprise a subgroup
of E. coli spp. named from their distinctive ability to adhere to and
invade the intestinal epithelium [1e4]. The AIEC occurrence has
been reported to be prominent in ileal mucosa from Crohn's disease
(CD) patients [3], but recent research also points to an AIEC pres-
ence in the colon [5], which suggests that these species are not
restricted to specific intestinal sites.

Several host factors contribute to CD, and one of these may be
a failure to exclude AIEC attachment to the epithelium. This could
arise from differential expression of epithelial receptors and/or
glycosylations of mucins in CD, or result from a reduced bacterial
shielding due to impaired immune functioning and/or reduced
production of antimicrobial compounds [6]. Barnich et al. [7],
ia coli; ATG16L1, autophagy-
tigen-related cell adhesion
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y controls; NOD2, nucleotide-
Ps, single nucleotide poly-
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revealed that the ileal epithelium in CD patients is highly mannosy-
lated compared to that of the colon; possibly explaining previous
reports of AIEC preference for the ileal compartment. The adhesion
mechanism of AIEC strains involves interactions between type 1
fimbriae [8,9], and mannosylated glycoreceptors, mainly carci-
noembryonic antigen-related cell adhesion molecule 6 (CEACAM6),
present on the apical side of ileal enterocytes [7,9]. Adhesion mech-
anisms involved in AIEC interactionwith colonic epithelium has not
yetbeendescribed, however, thepresenceofpathogenicE. coli spp. in
the colonic mucosa from CD is reported [5,10e12].

Individual genetics is another host factor that likely contributes
to the establishment of the gut microbial ecosystem. Specific single
nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) have been associated with CD,
and these may affect the bacterial colonization pattern in the
intestine, as they are involved in the innate immune defense
against pathogenic microbes. SNPs within the nucleotide-binding
oligomerization domain containing 2 (NOD2) and autophagy-
related 16-like 1 (ATG16L1) have specifically been associated to
CD [13e16], and requires specific attention in relation to bacter-
iaehost interactions.

Introduction of beneficial species into the gut of CD patientsmay
be a way to re-establish a balanced microbiota. As adhesion is the
first step for establishing an infection, itmight bepossible toprevent
adhesion of AIEC by harmless microbes with similar or improved
adhesion abilities as compared to the AIEC strains. The non-
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pathogenic bacterium E. coli Nissle 1917 (ECN) has been shown to
reduceAIECadhesion to Intestine-407cells [17], suggesting thatECN
and AIEC compete for the same host receptors. Moreover, a recent
study found that ECN suppresses the level of proinflammatory
cytokines induced by LF82 and inhibits LF82 invasion in Caco-2 cells
[18]. In spite of these promising in vitro results, the gut epithelium in
CD patients differs from Intestine-407 and Caco-2 cells, and before
proceeding to clinical studies it is of importance to investigate the
efficacy of ECN against AIEC species in human gut epithelium.

Insight into the microbeehost interactions in CD is pivotal for
elucidation of themicrobial impact in CD, and therefore the focus of
this study was to assess the adhesion of the AIEC-prototype strain
LF82 to intestinal tissue from the ileal and colonic compartments in
CD and healthy controls (HC). ECNwas also evaluated for the ability
to avert LF82 adhesion to ileal mucosa. The use of primary human
intestinal tissue to examine LF82 adhesion and exclusion in CD and
HC is adding additional insight into host factors of relevance for the
pathogenesis of CD, and highlights individual human variations in
terms of bacterial adhesion patterns.

2. Results

It was examined if the AIEC-prototype strain LF82 preferentially
adhered to human ileal tissue rather than colonic tissue, and if
tissue from CD patients in general exhibited a greater LF82
attachment susceptibility than that from HC. The question was
addressed by use of an ex vivo model based on co-incubation of
LF82 and human intestinal tissue biopsies.

2.1. LF82 adhesion to ileal and colonic tissue is not altered in CD

Comparisons of the number of LF82 adhering to ileal and colonic
samples showed that the AIEC strain adhered to tissue from both
A

C D

Fig. 1. No preference for intestinal attachment of LF82 in CD. Intestinal samples were obtain
with 107 LF82 for 1 h. The number of tissue-adhered LF82 was determined by quantitativ
individual ileum and colon samples. The standard deviation (SD) in LF82 adhesion is based
performed to test for differences in LF82 adhesion to ileal and colonic tissue in CD and HC (n
tissue, expressed as D(ileum-colon), and based on data from A. Differences were tested by
number of LF82 adhering to ileum and colon tissue. E, LF82 attachment to inflamed (n ¼ 2
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the ileum and the colon compartments (Fig. 1A). In CD patients no
difference in the adherence of LF82 to ileum and colon tissue was
observed, but in the HC tissue a statistically significantly larger
number of LF82 attached to ileum than to colon tissue (Fig. 1A). We
found no significant differences between the preferential site for
LF82 adhesion in CD patients and HC (Fig. 1B). When performing an
overall comparison of the attachment ability of LF82 to ileum tissue
in CD versus HC no significant differences were observed (Fig. 1C),
and neither for colonic tissue (Fig. 1D), indicating that the mucosa
from HC might also be a niche for LF82 attachment.

The greater individual variation observed amongst CD patients
(Fig. 1B) was due to two individuals (CD5 and CD6, Fig. 1A) showing
a larger number of LF82 adhering to the colon tissue than to ileum
biopsies, whereas tissue from the other four CD individuals showed
adhesion patterns similar to HC tissue.

To test if the individual variations in CD were based on muta-
tions in CD-associated loci, we genotyped for the three common
NOD2-SNPs (8, 12 and 13). NOD2 polymorphisms were the only
genotypes tested for, as we focused on bacterial attachment as the
output measurement, and estimated that changes in NOD2 func-
tionality would most critically affect the intestinal mucosa. All
individuals were found devoid of these three SNPs in the NOD2
gene.

When considering whether differences in disease activity in the
ileum influenced LF82 adhesion, no significant differences were
observed in the number of adhering LF82 between inflamed and
non-inflamed ileum (Fig. 1E), hence suggesting that LF82 attach-
ment may be independent of any ileal inflammatory activity.

2.2. E. coli as an inhabitant of the ileumand colon compartments in CD

The number of indigenous LF82 and total E. coli spp. in the ileum
and colon compartments of CD were examined. To ensure
B

E

ed from Crohn’s disease patients (CD) and healthy controls (HC), and incubated ex vivo
e real-time PCR by use of specific primer pairs. A, quantification of adhered LF82 to
on duplicate biopsies from the same patient (indicated with bars). Paired t-test was

s, P > 0.05; **, P < 0.01). B, Group-wise differences in LF82 adhesion to ileum and colon
an unpaired t-test. The bar represents the SD of D(ileum-colon). C and D, indicate the
) and non-inflamed ileum tissue (n ¼ 5) from CD patients.
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Fig. 2. The indigenous niche of LF82 and E. coli spp. in ileum and colon in CD. Quantification of indigenous LF82 (A) and E. coli (B) with the pMT1 and pan-E. coli primer sets,
respectively, in single biopsies from ileum (n ¼ 3) and colon (n ¼ 2) derived from CD patients. C, % indigenous LF82 of total E. coli was determined in each biopsy.
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quantification of adhesive indigenous E. coli only, tissue samples
were washed extensively in PBS buffer prior to the analysis. Only
CD samples were examined for indigenous bacteria due to a limited
number of samples available from HC. The average number of
indigenous LF82 in ileum and colon biopsies was equal, but large
individual variations were observed (Fig. 2A). A tendency toward
more indigenous E. coli bacteria in the ileum sections as compared
to the colon was found in CD (Fig. 2B). The percentage of LF82 of
total E. coli in ileal biopsies ranged from <1% to 40%, and in colonic
samples from 2 to 17% (Fig. 2C), showing that the proportion of
indigenous LF82 of total E. coli also varied among the patients.

When comparing the number of indigenous LF82 (Fig. 2A) with
those of LF82 adhering to the ileum and colon biopsies upon ex vivo
incubation (Fig. 1C and D), up to 500 times more LF82 were able to
adhere to the tissue than detected in situ, suggesting that the
saturation for LF82-binding was not met under in vivo conditions.

2.3. ECN does not avert LF82 adhesion to ileal tissue

To address the effect of bacterial competition for binding sites in
the mucous and at the ileal epithelium, it was examined whether
the non-pathogenic E. coli strain ECN excluded LF82 adhesion to
A B 

Fig. 3. ECN does not exclude LF82 adhesion to ileal mucosa. Ileal biopsies from 7 Crohn’s d
incubated with LF82 and ECN for 1 h at 37 �C. The number of LF82 was determined by qRT-P
exclude LF82 attachment. The number of adhered LF82 in ileal samples from CD (A) and HC
(C). The mean of LF82 from duplicate biopsies is given. A paired t-test was applied to analyz
difference in LF82 adherence (D) between co- and single-incubated samples in 7 CD patien
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ileal tissue in CD and HC. Both bacterial strains were found to
agglutinate in a 5% suspension of baker’s yeast, indicating the
expression of the adhesion protein FimH.

Co-incubations with ECN and LF82 showed no significant
reduction in LF82 adhesion to the ileal biopsies in CD or in HC
(Fig. 3A and B). There was a tendency toward a greater adhesion of
LF82 after co-incubation with ECN; albeit this “increase” was
statistically insignificant (Fig. 3C). This could, however, not be due
to an unspecific quantification of ECN with the pMT1 primers, as
these do not detect ECN DNA [19].

Quantification of total E. coli showed a significantly larger
number of total E. coli in samples co-incubated with ECN and LF82
as compared to single-incubations with LF82 (60e270%more E. coli
in CD samples (P < 0.001) and 100e150% in HC (P < 0.05) (data not
shown)), implying that ECN binds to the ileal mucosa in CD patients
and HC.

3. Discussion

Several host factors are likely to be involved in the etiopatho-
genesis of CD. Here we tested if certain preferences for LF82
adhesion may contribute as a host factor. Bacterial adhesion is of
C 

isease (CD) patients and 3 healthy controls (HC) were incubated with LF82 only or co-
CR and compared in single- and co-incubated samples to assess the potential of ECN to
(B) after incubation with LF82 alone (B) or LF82 together with ECN in equal numbers
e for differences in LF82 tissue-attachment with and without ECN co-incubation. C, The
ts and 3 HC was tested by unpaired t-test. The bar indicates the SD.
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specific relevance in CD, as microbial dysbiosis has become
a phenotypic hallmark in CD gut mucosa.

We found no difference in LF82 adhesion between CD and HC,
thus indicating that enhanced intestinal adhesion of LF82 is
unlikely to contribute as a primary host factor in CD. This conclu-
sion is, however, based on a small number of biopsies from HC and
CD patients, and therefore it must be emphasized that a more
divergent adhesion pattern could arise if additional samples were
included. The adhesion capacity of LF82 to ileal and colonic mucosa
from CD was found to be more variable than that of HC, which
displayed a significantly increased attachment of LF82 to ileal
biopsies than to colonic tissue. Previous data by Barnich et al. [7],
showed that the ileal, but not the colonic epithelium from CD has
an up-regulated expression of CEACAM6 (the AIEC-exploited host
receptor), which points to an increased AIEC interaction with the
ileal compartment, as compared with the colon. However, when
comparing the present results with data from others showing
pathogenic E. coli in CD colonic mucosa [5,10e12], it seems likely
that the colon could also be a site for AIEC attachment. In the
present study, the model system comprised intact mucosal biopsy
samples including the overlying epithelial layer andmucous. As the
density of mucous increases when moving from the small to the
large intestine [20,21], it is possible that the number of LF82
quantified in colonic samples represents a greater proportion of
mucous-associated LF82, as compared to LF82 in ileal samples,
which more likely reflects epithelial attachment (to e.g. CEACAM6).
Individual differences in LF82 adhesion could therefore be due to
variations in the amount of mucous-related glycoproteins in CD.
Collectively, our present observation of a great inter-individual
variation in LF82 attachment to ileal and colonic biopsies, and in
the number of indigenous LF82 and total E. coli in CD, support the
general view of CD as a multifactorial disorder with profound inter-
individual response patterns.

The possible association between NOD2 polymorphisms and an
increased AIEC attachment might be of importance, since NOD2
functions as a bacterial sensor in ileal Paneth cells [22,23] and in
innate immune cells [24e26]. Hence, CD patients and HC were
genotyped for the three SNPs (8, 12 and 13), but none were
homozygous or heterozygous for any of these SNPs, and accordingly
the main NOD2 variations did not explain the inter-individual
variations among CD patients in the present study. The variations
found within CD patients need, however, to be stressed, since these
deviations suggest the presence of disease-associated differences in
individual CD patients that may relate to genetics, to differential
receptor expression patterns in the ileum and colon and/or varia-
tions in the gut microbiomes.

The non-pathogenic E. coli bacteria ECN, known to be a probiotic
bacterium, was included in this study, since previous results in
Intestine-407 cells pointed to this bacterium as a potential
competitor for LF82 adhesion [17], and a suppressor of pro-
inflammatory cytokines [18]. As these data have not yet been
confirmed in studies testing the bacterial adhesion to gut mucosa, it
was of interest to test the competitive properties of ECN against
LF82 in ileal tissue. However, we observed no reduction in the
number of ileum-adhered LF82 after co-incubation with ECN in CD
or HC. The disagreement between our present data and previous
results by others [17] is likely caused by differences in the culture
systems. In the study by Boudeau et al. [17], and Huebner et al. [18],
an intestinal cell line model was employed. The advantage in using
a cell line is the uniformity of the cells and the ability to handle cells
under controllable conditions. The disadvantage is the lack of
similarity to the in vivo gut environment, i.e., the lack of mucous
and disease-caused changes in cell functionality, e.g., over-
expression of CEACAM6 [7]. Such attributes might be crucial for
the bacterial in vivo behavior. For this reason, bacterial adhesion
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was here analyzed with human gut tissue including the individual
variation in the enteric microbiota, the mucus layer as well as the
diversity of receptor display. One limitation of our study setup is the
use of a model system, where bacterial adhesionwas not physically
restricted to the luminal site of the biopsies. Therefore, the quan-
tified number of adhering bacteria may in principle also include
bacteria that bind to non-luminal locations in the biopsy. However,
initially we evaluated bacterial adhesion to intestinal tissue by
confocal microscopy, and found the model to be applicable for
comparison of levels of bacterial adhesion to the luminal site of
intestinal tissue. We scanned above and through random spots in
the tissue, and could identify a primary association of the GFP-
tagged LF82 to the luminal surface. Additionally, the number of
LF82 that adhered to inflamed versus non-inflamed ileal tissue did
not differ (Fig. 1E). This indicates that binding to and uptake by
leukocytes, which accumulate in the CD inflamed intestinal mucosa
do not appear to influence the number of LF82 quantified here.
Thus, the possible interaction of LF82 to the non-luminal surface
did not significantly interfere with the quantified number of tissue-
adhered LF82. Confocal microscopy was, however, not found
applicable to quantify LF82 in larger tissue sections, and therefore
we established, and used a qRT-PCR assay [19] to specifically
quantify the AIEC-LF82 strain in intestinal biopsies.

In conclusion, the lack of differences in LF82 attachment to
human intestinal tissue from CD and HC indicate that other host
factors than the display of receptors for LF82 may play a role for the
increased AIEC numbers found to be present in individuals with CD.
LF82 was found to adhere to intestinal biopsies from HC with an
enhanced preference for ileum as in contrast to colonic tissue, but
this patternwas reversed in some CD patients resulting in a greater
individual variability in this group as compared to HC. However,
more data are needed to verify our findings and thereby to address
the significance of AIEC strains in CD. Finally, the competitive
exclusion of LF82 attachment to ileal tissue by the non-pathogenic
bacteria, ECN, did not prove successful, and the probiotic efficacy of
ECN against LF82 needs more attention in the future.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Bacterial strains and culture conditions

The AIEC-prototype strain, E. coli LF82, derived from a CD patient
[1] was kindly provided by Dr. Arlette Darfeuille-Michaud, Uni-
versité d’Auvergne, France. The non-pathogenic, probiotic bacte-
rium E. coli Nissle 1917 O6:K5:H1 (ECN) was obtained from Statens
Serum Institute, Copenhagen, Denmark. LF82 was transformed
with the plasmid pAR181 encoding the gene for green-fluorescent
protein (GFP) and a gene conferring resistance to chloramphenicol.
LF82 (pAR181) (termed LF82) was grown without stirring in 10 ml
LBmedium containing 25 mg/ml chloramphenicol at 37 �C. ECNwas
grown similarly to LF82 except for the absence of antibiotics.
Bacteria were grown overnight and washed with PBS, and a pre-
determined correlation factor was used to determine the concen-
tration of each bacterium at a given OD. The correlation factors for
LF82 and ECN at OD¼ 1were 1.05�109 CFU/ml and 9.93�108 CFU/
ml, respectively. Bacteria were tested positive for their ability to
agglutinate yeast cells (an indicator of mannose-specific lectin
affinity e.g., FimH expression) in a 5% suspension of baker’s yeast.

4.2. Patient recruitment

Seven patients with CD and 3 HC were studied. Due to ethical
concerns of performing an ileocolonoscopy among healthy indi-
viduals, the number of samples from HC was limited. All CD
patients were diagnosed according to previously published
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standardized diagnostic criteria [27]. Previous or present disease
activity in the ileum was the key enrollment criterion for CD
patients. Exclusion criteria were: Treatment with antibiotics during
the latest two months prior to tissue sampling, pregnancy or
breast-feeding, age below 18 years or above 70 years. The inclusion
criterion for the HC was no anamnesis of any gastrointestinal
pathology. Six to 8 biopsies were obtained from each of the 6
patients and 3 controls, who underwent a video ileocolonoscopy, of
which 4e5 biopsies were taken after intubation of the terminal
ileum. Two to 3 biopsy specimens were obtained from the colon.
The biopsies were obtained from slight-to-moderately inflamed
areas, if any, as assessed by endoscopy [28], otherwise from non-
inflamed regions. A laparoscopic ileocecal resection was obtained
from one CD patient, and was cut into 6 pieces of approx. 1 mm3.
Biopsies were placed in PBS on ice and were immediately used in
the adhesion analysis of LF82 (see below). Information about the
patients and the biopsy specimens is given in Table 1.

All patients participated in this study in accordance with the
principles outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki V and with the
approval of the Scientific Ethics Committee of the Copenhagen
Capital Region (H-C-2009-055). Informed written consent was
attained from all participants.
4.3. Adhesion assay

Confocal microscopy was initially used to evaluate the adhesion
of GFP-tagged LF82 to gut tissue by scanning above and through the
tissue. 107 colony forming units (CFU) of LF82 diluted in PBS was
Table 1
Patient description. Indicated are gender, age, medicals, location for biopsy-
extraction, disease activity and the number of ileal and colonic biopsies.
CD ¼ Crohn’s disease, HC ¼ healthy controls. “Normal” indicates no current or
previous inflammation; “activity” indicates slight-to-moderate inflammation and
“no activity” indicates no current inflammation, but previously. *This patient
underwent a laparoscopic ileocecal resection from which tissue was cut into
1 � 1 � 1 mm pieces for adhesion analysis with LF82.

Patient
ID

Gender Age Medications Biopsies and
disease activity

Biopsy
number

HC1 Female 50 No Ileum: Normal
Colon ascendens:
Normal

4 ileum and
2 colon biopsies

HC2 Female 21 No Ileum: Normal
Colon ascendens:
Normal

4 ileum and
2 colon biopsies

HC3 Female 18 No Ileum: Normal
Colon descendens:
Normal

4 ileum and
2 colon biopsies

CD1 Male 56 Vibeden Neoterminal ileum:
Activity

4 ileum and
2 colon biopsies

Colon: Normal
CD2 Female 34 Acasol Neoterminal ileum:

No Activity
Colon descendens:
Normal

5 ileum and
3 colon biopsies

CD3 Male 33 Pentasa Ileum: No Activity
Colon sigmoid: Activity

4 ileum and
2 colon biopsies

CD4 Male 35 No Neoterminal ileum:
No activity
Colon descendens:
Normal

4 ileum and
3 colon biopsies

CD5 Male 34 No Neoterminal:
No Activity
Colon ascendens:
Normal

5 ileum and
2 colon biopsies

CD6 Female 57 No Ileum: No Activity
Colon descendens:
Normal

4 ileum and
2 colon biopsies

CD7* Male 39 No Ileum: Activity
Colon: Normal

6 ileum pieces
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added to 6 wells of a 96 well-plate in a volume of 100 ml. Equal
numbers (107 CFU) of LF82 and ECN were co-incubated in two of
the wells in a total volume of 100 ml. Biopsies from each individual
were analyzed in duplicate, i.e., 2 ileal and 2 colonic biopsies were
incubated with LF82, and 2 ileal biopsies were incubated with LF82
together with ECN. Additional biopsies obtained from some of the
CD patients were incubated in 100 ml PBS for analysis of indigenous
E. coli species, and were quantified similarly to LF82 added ex vivo
to biopsies, see below. Bacteria and tissue were incubated at 37 �C
for 1 h, and non-adhering bacteria were subsequently removed by
briefly shaking the single biopsy in an Eppendorf tube with 1 ml
PBS. This washing step was repeated three times using a new
Eppendorf tube for each rinse. All samples were stored in 100 ml
RNA-later (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) at�80 �C until further sample
processing.

4.4. Quantitative real-time PCR

Tissue samples were weighed and homogenized with Tissue-
Lyser II (Qiagen) bymilling each sample with a 5 mm stainless bead
at 15 Hz for 1 min in a round-bottomed Eppendorf tube.

DNA was extracted from all biopsies by the DNeasy Blood &
Tissue kit (Qiagen). The amplification was performed with TaqMan
Gene Expression Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA,
USA). Primers and probes were designed in Primer Express 3.0
(Applied Biosystems) to target the inherited marker of LF82; the
pMT1-like plasmid [29,30] and 16S ribosomal DNA for targeting
total E. coli [31]. The primer- and probe sequences were: pMT1-
forward CCATTCATGCAGCAGCTCTTT, pMT1-reverse ATCGGACAA-
CATTAGCGGTGT, pMT1-probe CACCGCCAGCACCAATGCCA, 16S E.
coli-forward CATGCCGCGTGTATGAAGAA; 16 S E. coli-reverse
CGGGTAACGTCAATGAGCAAA and 16S E. coli-probe TATTAACTT-
TACTCCCTTCCT. The specificity of the primers was reported previ-
ously [19]. Primers and probes labeled with FAM and the quencher
IBFQ were obtained from IDTDNA (Leuven, Belgium). The concen-
trations applied were as follows: 450 nM for pMT1 primers, 900 nM
of the 16S E. coli primer set, and 250 nM for both probes. The
amplification was performed in a total reaction volume of 10 ml on
the 7900HT RT-PCR System (Applied Biosystems) using the stan-
dard settings for the thermal cycler. Purified DNA samples were
diluted two-fold prior to analysis.

4.5. Quantification

The number of LF82 and total E. coli was quantified from a vali-
dated assay comprising two standard curves of pre-determined
number of LF82 ranging from 103 to 107 CFU [19]. The standard
curve equation for each primer set is given in Table 2. The deter-
mined number of LF82 (expressed as CFU) was related to the
weighed tissue mass of the single sample, resulting in the quantity
stated as CFU/mg.

4.6. NOD2/CARD15 genotyping

All patients were genotyped according to the three most
common NOD2/CARD15 gene variants in CD: R702W (SNP8), G908R
(SNP12) and L1007fs (SNP13) [14,15], with the corresponding NCBI
Table 2
Standard curve equation used to determine the CFU of LF82 and total E. coli. The
standard curve equation comprises the mean values of slopes and y-intercepts of 2
dilution series. The operative detection range is given for each primer set.

Primer Equation Detection range (CFU)

pMT1 Ct ¼ �3.4 log(CFU) þ 44.3 103�107

16S E. coli Ct ¼ �3.3 log(CFU) þ 41.8 103�107
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reference SNP ID: rs2066844, rs2066845, and rs2066847, respec-
tively. The genotyping was performed with TaqMan based primer-
and probe sets. SNP detection assays for SNP8 and SNP12 were
purchased from Applied Biosystems (assay IDs: C_11717468_20 and
C_11717466_20, respectively). A SNP detection assay for the inser-
tion SNP13 was designed in Primer Express 3.0 and purchased from
Applied Biosystems. Primer and probe sequences for SNP13 assay
were: forward TGTCCAATAACTGCATCACCTACCT, reverse ACTTC-
CAGGATGGTGTCATTCC and the two probes CTGCAGGCCCCTTGA
and CTGCAGGCCCTTGA. The amplification was carried out as
described above.

4.7. Data analysis

Manual setting of threshold and baseline was performed with
SDS Software 2.3 fromApplied Biosystems. The threshold was set to
a reporter signal (DRn)¼ 0.2 for both primer pairs. The baselinewas
adjusted from 3 to 2e3 cycles before the lowest threshold cycle (Ct)
value for a given primer pair.

4.8. Statistics

Paired t-test in GraphPad 5 (Prism, San Diego, CA, USA)was used
to compare numbers of LF82 adhered to ileum and colon biopsies of
the same patients, and numbers of LF82 adhered to ileal samples
with and without ECN. An unpaired t-test was used to compare the
difference of LF82 adhesion between CD and HC. Differences were
considered significant at P < 0.05.
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Abstract 

Background: E. coli strains are likely involved in the 
pathogenesis of inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), as 
implied from a higher prevalence of pathogenic E. coli in 
the gut of IBD-affected individuals. However, it is unclear 
whether different E. coli segregate from each other in their 
abilities to promote inflammation. Here, we studied in-
flammation-inducing properties of sixteen intestinal E. coli 
strains from five IBD patients and one healthy control. 

Methods: Viable E. coli were added to human monocyte-
derived dendritic cells (moDCs) or monolayers of intestinal 
epithelial cells (IECs), followed by analysis of secreted 
cytokines, intracellular levels of reactive oxygen species, 
and modes for induction of cell death.   

Results: Fourteen of the E. coli isolates induced the same 
profound pro-inflammatory profile in moDCs irrespective of 
their site of location (ileum/ colon/ feces), disease origin 
(diseased/ non-diseased) or known virulence factors. This 
group included the pathogenic E. coli LF82 and the probi-
otic E. coli Nissle. Two of the ulcerative colitis (UC)-
isolated E. coli strains induced a different cellular pheno-
type with elevated IL-18 and generally enhanced cell 
death in both moDCs and IECs.  

Conclusions: The similarity in inflammation-inducing 
properties of the tested E. coli strains indicates that they 
may promote inflammation when in contact with the innate 
immune compartment. Thus, an increased presence of E. 
coli in itself may promote gut mucosal inflammation. The 
cytopathic characteristics harbored by the two UC-isolated 

E. coli strains, moreover, suggest that some subsets of E. 
coli may initiate pathophysiological disease mechanisms 
distinctive from other E. coli.  

Introduction 

Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis (UC) are 
chronic inflammatory bowel diseases (IBD) that are 
believed to arise from defects in the gut barrier, 
combined with excessive immune responses to the 
commensal gut microbiota. Despite the fact that CD 
and UC are distinct disorders, they share clinical and 
pathogenic features that appear to involve E. coli. 
An increased number of E. coli has been identified in 
the gut mucosa of CD and UC patients compared to 
healthy controls.1-6 Some of these E. coli isolates 
have shown to exhibit strong host-interacting proper-
ties that include the ability to adhere to and invade 
the gut epithelium,7 and moreover to evade clear-
ance from immune cells by replicating within phago-
cytic cells,8 and thus promote their survival below 
the protective epithelial barrier. 

Disease-associated E. coli might initiate their estab-
lishment in the gut by overgrowing the commensal 
microbiota via adaption to environmental changes 
such as inflammation. Thus, instead of being cleared 
by the host inflammation, it is speculated that E. coli 
might take advantage of the inflammatory environ-
ment and promote chronic gut inflammation. Wheth-
er E. coli and/or other microbes take part in the early 
inflammation or act secondary in the disease pro-
gression of CD and UC is unknown. Nonetheless, 
the bacterial-induced host inflammation significantly 
affects the host barrier integrity. During homeosta-
sis, the interplay between bacteria and dendritic 
cells (DCs) is mainly accomplished upon M cell en-
try.9 When the epithelial barrier fails against invading 
microbes, the immune cells located in the lamina 
propria become crucial in preventing systemic 
spread of the infection. However, infections that 
evade efficient immune clearance convey to an on-
going active inflammatory response. DCs are central 
for induction of sustained gut inflammation in IBD as 
they instruct and activate the bacteria-specific adap-
tive immune cells that continuously infiltrate lamina 
propria in the disease process.  
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CD is characterized by a typical Th1 (IFN-γ) and 
Th17 (IL-17, IL-22, IL-21) effector response, which is 
mediated via secretion of DC-produced IL-12p70 
and IL-1β, IL-6 and IL-23, respectively.10-12 A pro-
longed Th1/Th17 activity together with increased 
levels of pro-inflammatory cytokines (TNF-α, IL-1β, 
IL-6) produce exacerbated epithelial damage and 
tissue injuries. Collectively, these mechanisms may 
drive an ongoing translocation of enteric bacteria to 
lamina propria. Disease-associated gut pathogens 
such as invasive E. coli might be potent inducers of 
Th1/Th17-mediating DC immunity due to their dis-
play of various pathogen-associated molecular pat-
terns (e.g. LPS) that activate the expression of im-
mune-related genes including IL-12p70, IL-23 and 
IL-6, which drive the Th1/Th17 expansion.13,14 Thus, 
E. coli strains are plausible drivers of pro-
inflammatory response factors related to the 
Th1/Th17-associated CD pathogenesis. Conversely, 
the predominant immune phenotype of UC is mani-
fested by a Th2 effector response of high IL-5 and 
IL-13 levels.15,16 IL-13 may play a role in the disease 
process, as it is recognized to augment e.g. the cy-
totoxic effect of natural killer T cells on host cells, 
and thereby causes severe tissue damages.17  

In spite of the many studies reporting on changes in 
the microbial ecosystem in CD and UC patients 
compared  to healthy individuals, only a few have 
looked at the functional importance of these obser-
vations.7,8,18 In the present study, we performed a 
functional analysis of the host response to sixteen 
viable E. coli strains isolated from colon, ileum and 
feces in CD, UC and one healthy individual. To this 
purpose, we used two cell models: human mono-
cyte-derived DCs (moDCs) and fully differentiated 
intestinal epithelial cells (Caco-2). The cells were 
exposed to viable pathogenic- and non-pathogenic 
E. coli isolates from clinical samples of IBD- and 
healthy individuals to compare the functional attrib-
utes of these bacteria.  

Materials and Methods 

Isolation of clinical E. coli from human biopsies and 
feces  

Permission for the study was obtained from the Re-
gional Ethics Committee for Copenhagen County 
Hospitals (Permission no. H-C-2009-055) and all 
participants gave their informed written consent. 
Patients with IBD were diagnosed according to 
standardized criteria.19,20 Enrolled healthy controls 
had no history of gastrointestinal disease. Biopsies 
were taken during videoendoscopy from the ileum 
and colon with sterile forceps, then directly trans-
ferred to Statens Serum Institut (SSI) Transport Me-
dium,21 and transported to SSI at 4°C. Immediately 
upon arrival, biopsies were inoculated on SSI enteric 
medium22 and incubated at 37°C overnight. Fecal 

cultures were grown by suspending 10 µl or an 
amount equivalent to 10 µl feces into 2 ml of PBS 
(pH=7.38). The suspension was mixed, and 10 µl 
was plated on SSI enteric medium22 and incubated 
at 37°C overnight. The plates from overnight incuba-
tion were examined for colony characteristics, size, 
and color of the cultured organisms. Colonies with 
characteristic features of E. coli were chosen for 
further identification using PGUA test and Minibact E 
test (Statens Serum Institut, Copenhagen, Den-
mark).23  

E. coli characterization  

Phylogenetic groups (A, B1, B2 and D) were deter-
mined by a PCR procedure based on genes chuA, 
YjaA and an anonymous DNA fragment, using pri-
mers and conditions exactly as described by Cler-
mont et al24  Virulence genes of common E. coli 
pathotypes (VTEC, EPEC, ETEC, EAEC) were de-
tected by DNA probe-hybridization assays: verocyto-
toxin genes (vtx1, vtx2, saa, ehxA) intimin (eae), 
bundle-forming pili (bfpA), EAST1 (astA), marker for 
enteroaggregative E. coli (aatA, aggR, aaiC), heat 
labile and heat stabile toxin (lt and st) and marker for 
diffuse adherence (SLM862) as described previous-
ly.25  

The pathogenic E. coli strain, LF82 isolated from a 
CD patient26 was kindly provided by Dr. Arlette 
Darfeuille-Michaud, Université, d’Auvergne, France. 
The probiotic bacterium E. coli Nissle 1917 
(O6:K5:H1) (ECN) was obtained from Statens Se-
rum Institut, Copenhagen, Denmark. These two E. 
coli strains were included as reference strains in the 
analysis. 
 
Generation of monocyte-derived dendritic cells 

Monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs) were 
differentiated from CD14+ monocytic cells obtained 
from buffy coats of healthy donors (Rigshospitalet, 
Denmark). Briefly, peripheral blood human mononu-
clear cells were isolated by Ficoll Paque PLUS (GE 
Healthcare Bio-Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden) 
density gradient centrifugation and CD14+ cells 
were positively selected by magnetic CD14+ based 
Microbeads (MACS, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Glad-
bach, Germany) on a LS Macs separation-column 
(MACS). 2×106/well  CD14+ monocytes  were cul-
tured in 6-well-plates (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark) for 
6 days in RPMI 1640 (Lonza, Vallensbæk, Copen-
hagen) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated 
fetal bovine serum, 1 % penicillin-streptomycin, 1% 
L-glutamine (all Lonza) and differentiated to moDCs 
by adding 30 ng/mL IL-4 (CellGenix, Freiburg, Ger-
many)  and 20 ng/mL GM-CSF (CellGenix) in the 
culture medium. On day 3, half of the cell culture 
medium was replaced with fresh medium containing 
60 ng/mL IL-4 and 40 ng/mL GM-CSF. On day 6, 
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moDCs were tested for expression of CD1a and 
CD14 by flow cytometry to ascertain for differentia-
tion of monocytes into moDCs, which were then 
used for bacterial stimulation. 

Culture of intestinal epithelial cell line  

Caco-2 cells (ATCC-HTB-37, Manassas, USA) 
(passage numbers p = 22-26) were cultured in Dul-
becco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, Lonza) 
supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine 
serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, 1% non-essential 
amino acids (Lonza), and 1% L-glutamine. Cells 
were seeded in 12-well tissue-culture treated poly-
carbonate transwell inserts (12 mm diameter, 0.4 µm 
pore size, Costar, Corning, NY) at a cell density of 
4.25 × 104 cells/well. Medium was replaced every 
2nd to 3rd day. On day 21, cells were fully differenti-
ated and were used for co-culture with bacteria.  

Host cell stimulation with viable E. coli 

E. coli were grown overnight in Luria-Bertani medi-
um to stationary phase. Bacteria were then washed 
twice in PBS (pH=7.2) prior to addition to host cells. 
Multiplicity of infection (MOI) was adjusted using a 
pre-determined optical density-colony -correlation 
factor for each isolate. 

A total of 6 × 105 moDCs per well were seeded in 
48-well suspension plates (Greiner Bio-One, Mon-
roe, North Carolina, USA) in antibiotic-free RPMI 
1640 (Lonza) supplemented with 10% heat-
inactivated fetal bovine serum , and 1% L-glutamine 
(Lonza). Cells were co-cultured with live E. coli at 
different MOIs: 1, 5 and 10 and tested in a blinded 
fashion. LPS (1 µg/mL) from E. coli O26:B6 (Sigma-
Aldrich) was used as a positive control. Following 1 
h of stimulation, gentamicin (50 µg/mL, Sigma Al-
drich, Steinham, Germany) was added to kill extra-
cellular bacteria. moDCs were incubated with bacte-
ria for a further 19 h. Supernatants were harvested 
after 20 h, and the cell viability and production of 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) were both analyzed 
by flow cytometry. 

The monolayer of differentiated Caco-2 cells in 
transwells was washed in 37°C pre-warmed PBS 
and replaced with fresh pre-warmed culture medium 
without antibiotics. The number of differentiated 
Caco-2 cells was determined in one to three wells by 
cell counting (NucleoCounter, Chemometec, Allerød, 
Denmark). On average, 6 × 105 viable cells were 
present in the transwells, and stimulated with live E. 
coli at different MOIs: 100, 500 and 1000. After 1 h 
of stimulation, 50 µg/mL (MOI 100) or 100 µg/mL 
gentamicin (MOI 500, 1000) was added to kill extra-
cellular bacteria. The co-cultivation continued for a 
further 17 h before measurement of cell viability and 
intracellular production of ROS. Cell supernatants 

were stored at -80 °C until chemokine- and cytokine 
analysis by ELISA.  

Before inclusion of gentamicin, we examined the 
dose-dependent effects on cytokine production and 
cell viability in LPS-stimulated and medium-treated 
cells, and found no effects at the given concentra-
tions. Accordingly, gentamicin was added to all 
treatments, including medium-treated cells. 

Flow cytometry analysis 

moDCs were stained with 2′-7′-Dichlorodihydro-
fluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) (Invitrogen, Eu-
gene, OR, USA) for measurement of ROS. Briefly, 
DCFH-DA is a non-fluorescent stain that is taken up 
by cells and oxidized to fluorescent dichlorofluores-
cein (DCF) by intracellular esterases in the presence 
of ROS. SYTOX® AADvanced™ (AAD) (Invitrogen) 
was used to assess cell viability, as it binds to the 
nucleic acids of dead cells. Cells were stained with 5 
µM DCFH-DA for 45 min and with 0.2 µL SYTOX-
AAD/120,000 cells just prior to analysis. Flow cy-
tometry analysis was carried out on a BD FACSCan-
to II Flow Cytometer (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) and 
data were further analyzed with FlowJo software 
(Tree Star, Inc. / FlowJo LLC, Ashland, OR, USA). 

Staining of moDCs with CD1a and CD14 was con-
ducted as described previously.27 Reagents were 
the following: CD1a/PE (clone #HI149, BD Biosci-
ences), CD14/PE-Cy7 (clone 61D3, eBioscience, 
San Diego, CA, USA). 

Cytokine analysis of moDC and Caco-2 superna-
tants 

Cytokines and chemokines in the cell supernatants 
were determined by ELISA according to the manu-
facturer’s instructions. The following kits were used: 
IL-8 (BD Biosciences), TNF-α, IL-6, IL-1β, IL-12p70, 
IL-10 (all R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN, USA), IL-
18, and IL-23 (both eBioscience).   

Statistics 

Non-parametric statistics was used to test statistical 
differences between treatments by use of GraphPad 
Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA). 

Results 

Characterization of intestinal E. coli isolates 

E. coli strains were isolated from two CD patients, 
three with UC and from one healthy control. Disease 
activity was assessed by endoscopy. All E. coli iso-
lates were defined based on biochemical tests and 
characterization of pathotype levels. The distribution 
into phylogenetic types A, B1, B2 and D are shown 
in Table 1. The adherent-invasive E. coli (AIEC) 
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reference strain LF82, the recognized probiotic 
strain E. coli Nissle (ECN), E. coli from UC patients 
and one E. coli strain from one of the CD patients 
were of the phylogenetic group B2, which have pre-
viously been associated with IBD.6,28 No verotoxin-
producing genes or other common virulence genes 
were detected amongst the E. coli isolates based on 
hybridization assays.  

Table 1.Characterization of clinical E. coli isolates. E. coli 
strains were isolated from two Crohn’s disease (CD), three ul-
cerative colitis (UC) patients and one healthy control from differ-
ent locations (ileum/colon/feces). Adherent-invasive E. coli refer-
ence strain, LF82, and the probiotic E. coli Nissle (ECN) were 
moreover included in the analysis. The phylogenetic group (A, B1, 
B2 and D) of each E. coli strain was determined by PCR.24 

 

Response profiles in dendritic cells challenged with 
the CD-associated E. coli strain LF82 

Initially, the cytokine response and viability of 
moDCs were assessed upon exposure to the CD-
associated E. coli strain LF82 at three different MOIs 
(MOI 1, 5 and 10), and compared to challenge with 
purified LPS or medium alone (unstimulated). The 
host response induced by LF82 was evaluated 
based on moDC secretion of seven different cyto-
kines: IL-1β, IL-6, IL-23, IL-12p70, TNF-α, IL-18 and 
IL-10 (Fig. 1A). LF82 mediated a clear MOI-
dependent pro-inflammatory cytokine response in 
moDCs. Increasing the bacterial load from MOI 1 to 
10 correlated with a rise in nearly all cytokine levels, 
except for IL-6 and TNF-α, which were generally 
highly expressed, also at MOI 1. The inflam-
masome-derived cytokines, IL-1β and IL-18, were 
produced at the highest in MOI 10 LF82-exposed 
moDCs (Fig. 1A). The viability changed in a MOI-
dependent manner with a slight decrease in viability 
from MOI 1 (approx. 55% viable cells) to MOI 10 
(approx. 40% viable cells), but the percentage of 
viable cells upon LF82 exposure was still compara-

ble with unstimulated moDCs, even at increasing 
MOIs (Fig. 1B).  

A majority of E. coli isolates from IBD patients in-
duce similar cytokine profiles in dendritic cells  

We then compared the cytokine response elicited 
from moDCs after incubation with 11 clinical E. coli 
(Table 1), as well as LF82 and ECN (Fig. 2). The 
similarity in response pattern from moDCs was as-
sessed and visualized graphically in spiderweb plots 
showing the cytokine expression levels of IL-1β, IL-
6, IL-23, IL-12p70, TNF-α, IL-18 and IL-10 at MOI 1, 
5 and 10, Fig. 2A. The majority of the tested E. coli 
strains, including the probiotic ECN, were found to 
be similar in their ability to provoke a pro-
inflammatory cytokine response in moDCs at all 3 
MOIs. The only exception was the single UC-
isolated E. coli strain, C691-04A, that differed by 
inducing higher IL-18 levels and less of the other 
cytokines, especially at MOI 10 (Fig. 2A).  

The moDC viability after 20 h of stimulation with the 
13 E. coli was strain- and MOI dependent (Fig. 2B). 
In general, the moDC viability dropped with increas-
ing MOI, and the most pronounced effect was ob-
served upon stimulation with C691-04A. At MOI 5 
and 10, the moDC viability was less than 10% when 
stimulated with C961-04A, whereas the percentage 
of viable moDCs stimulated with the other E. coli at 
high MOI, was still comparable with unstimulated 
moDCs (approx. 40%, Fig. 2B). Thus, moDC did not 
respond differently to pathogenic E. coli and com-
mensal E. coli, or to E. coli isolated from ileum, co-
lon, or feces from IBD patients or healthy individuals. 
The UC-associated E. coli strain C691-04A, howev-
er, showed different inflammation-promoting charac-
teristics than the other E. coli. It induced up to 18 
times lower levels of total measured cytokines than 
LF82 and the other clinical E. coli at MOI 10 (Fig. 
2C), and was found to be cytotoxic as judged from 
the secretion of IL-18 and the high moDC mortality 
(Fig. 2B).  

IL-18 secretion is a distinct phenotype of C691-04A-
exposed dendritic cells  

To address if bacteria isolated from CD and UC 
patients in general differed in their properties to in-
duce inflammation via moDCs, we included two ad-
ditional E. coli from UC patients (C233-04 and C311-
05), as well as another E. coli strain from a CD pa-
tient (C305-05). ECN was also included in the further 
analysis, since our data indicated that it may medi-
ate pro-inflammatory effects. The three E. coli 
strains: C233-04, C311-05 and C305-05 (Table 1) 
had similarity with C691-04A in that they were iso-
lated from feces and belong to the E. coli phyloge-
netic group B2. We assessed the overall host cyto-
kine response to the new strains in comparison to 

E. coli ID Source Group Phylogenetic 
group 

LF82 Ileum CD B2 
ECN Feces Probiotic  B2 
C691-04A Feces UC B2 
C469-12 Colon Control A 
C470-12 Colon Control B1 
C471-12 Ileum Control D 
C472-12 Ileum Control D 
C478-12 Feces Control D 
C475-12 Colon CD A 
C476-12 Colon CD A 
C473-12 Ileum CD A 
C474-12 Ileum CD A 
C477-12 Feces CD D 
C233-04 Feces UC B2 
C311-05 Feces UC B2 
C305-05 Feces CD B2 
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the response induced by LF82 at MOI 1, 5 and 10. 
The level of cytokines induced by each strain versus 
that of LF82 (i.e. the ratio to LF82 at the given MOI) 
is displayed in a heat map (Fig. 3A). When chal-
lenged with C691-04A, all cytokines, except for IL-
18, were found to be markedly reduced in a MOI-
dependent manner as compared to LF82 (Fig. 3A, 
blue areas). IL-18, on the other hand, was highly up-
regulated (Fig. 3A, red). E. coli C311-05 behaved in 
a manner similar to C691-04A, although it was found 
to be less potent in terms of IL-18 induction (Fig. 
3A). ECN, C233-04, and C305-05 provoked cytokine 
responses in moDCs resembling those of LF82 (Fig. 
3A, white areas). The noticeably enhanced IL-18 
level induced by C691-04A at all 3 MOIs was statis-
tically, significantly different from that of LF82 and 
ECN, whereas C311-05 induced intermediate levels 
without being significantly different from that of the 
other bacteria (Fig. 3B). 

When focusing on the cytokine signature of E. coli-
exposed moDCs, we found great differences be-
tween C691-04A, C311-05 and the remaining E. coli 
strains, represented here by LF82 (Fig. 3C). For 
C691-04A at MOI 10, IL-6 and TNF-α each made up 
30-40% of the measured cytokines, IL-18 15%, and 

IL-23 8%, while IL-12p70 and IL-10 were about 3% 
of total cytokines, and IL-1β was almost absent. For 
MOI 10 LF82, the moDC cytokine was tipped to-
wards approx. 50% TNF-α, 30% IL-6, 9% IL-10, 5% 
IL-23, 5% IL-12p70 and little of the caspase-1-
induced IL-1β (1%) and IL-18 (0.06%) (Fig. 3C). 
C311-05 showed a pattern in between that of C691-
04A and LF82, as is evident from Fig. 3A.   

IL-18 is the one cytokine for which we observed the 
greatest differences between the two types of E. 
coli-elicited moDC responses. IL-18 is recognized to 
be secreted by cells undergoing inflammation-
induced cell death, thus emphasizing that reduced 
viability and increased IL-18 levels might link togeth-
er. As C691-04A, and also to a lesser extent C305-
05, showed properties of enhanced IL-18 and re-
duced viability at 20 h post challenge, we further ex-
amined changes in the cellular viability at an earlier 
time point to describe the initial differences in the 
moDC response against IBD-associated E. coli 
strains. 

Early changes in cellular viability dynamics of C691-
04A-exposed dendritic cells  

Figure 1. Response profile in dendritic cells upon challenge with viable E. coli LF82. A, Comparison of cytokine responses from 
monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs) exposed to lipopolysaccharide (LPS) (1 µg/mL) and LF82 at MOI 1, 5 and 10 in supernatants 
harvested upon 20 h of stimulation. At 1 h post challenge, 50 µg/mL gentamicin was added to all moDC cultures to kill extracellular 
bacteria. Data show average of technical replicates with bars representing the min/max values. B, Viability plots of mature moDCs 
stained with the dead-marker stain, SYTOX® AADvanced (AAD), after 20 h of stimulation, and subjected to flow cytometric analysis. 
The plot displays AAD versus side scatter (SSC) of 120,000 moDCs. The encircled population make up the viable population (AAD-
negative, high SSC). The other AAD-negative population with low SSC represents apoptotic cells, while the AAD-positive cells are 
necrotic. Data are representative for 6 donors. 
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The cellular regulations that might predispose to the 
noticeably higher moDC mortality mediated by 
C691-04A at 20 h post challenge was studied by 
examining viability versus cell death modes in 
moDCs at 4 h post challenge. We identified changes 
within different cellular viability and death modes by 
use of flow cytometry. The dead-marker stain AAD 
was applied to distinguish between dead and viable 
cells, and moreover to classify cell subpopulations 
that do not strictly group into these two categories. 
By use of AAD versus side scatter (SSC) biplots, we 
identified five distinguishable moDC subpopulations 
that were designated: V, D1, D2, D3 and D4 cells, 
as displayed for LF82-exposed moDCs (Fig. 4A). 
Cells termed, V, were viable, as they were negative 

for AAD staining (Fig. 4A), and exhibited higher for-
ward-scatter (FSC) properties compared to the other 
cells (Fig. 4B). Cells of D1 were negative for AAD 
and in combination with a low FSC versus SSC, we 
identified these cells to be apoptotic (also confirmed 
by stimulation of moDCs with the apoptosis-inducing 
drug camptothecin that induced >50% D1 cells, and 
by Vybrant DyeCycle Violet/SYTOX AADvanced 
staining to identify FSC-SSC properties of apoptotic 
cells (data not shown)). D2- and D3 cells displayed a 
low but indistinguishable FSC, suggesting that these 
cells were dead. Cells of D2 stained negative for 
AAD, and in combination with the low FSC, D2 
makes up for dead cells probably with no DNA due 
to degradation. D3 cells were positive for AAD, i.e. 

Figure 2. Dendritic cell response to 13 clinical E. coli isolates from healthy and IBD individuals. A, Cytokine profiles in super-
natants from monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs) exposed to 13 viable E. coli isolates (Table 1) at MOI 1, 5 and 10 for 20 h. 
moDCs were treated as described in Fig. 1. Cytokine levels are displayed at log scale, and represents average data from 6 donors. 
B, Viability of moDCs after 20 h of stimulation with the 13 E. coli isolates, determined as the percentage of SYTOX® AADvanced 
(AAD)-negative and SSC-high cells after flow cytometry (encircled population in Fig 1B). C, Total abundance of the measured cyto-
kines for LF82 (representative for the levels induced by all 13 E. coli strains except for C691-04A) and C691-04A. Data are repre-
sentative for 6 donors. 
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dead cells. D4 cells were also identified as dead, as 
they stained positive for AAD, but due to their SSC 
resembling that of viable cells, D4 cells seems not 
as destructed as D3 and D2. D2, D3 and D4 all rep-
resent cell death modes resembling necrotic cell 
death; disparate from apoptosis (D1). ECN (Fig. 4C) 
and the other E. coli strains listed in Table 1 promot-

ed the same cellular death modes and percentages 
of these as presented for LF82 (data not shown), 
except for C691-04A and C311-05. 

The subpopulations induced in moDCs exposed to 
C691-04A at MOI 1, 5 and 10, and by C311-05 at 
MOI 5 and 10 changed considerably as compared to 
those identified in LF82- and ECN-exposed cells, 
making it hardly impossible to identify the same 
subpopulations as for LF82 and ECN. The differ-
ences were therefore best described by simply look-
ing at the dynamic changes in subpopulation biplots 
of moDCs exposed to C691-04A at different MOIs 
as compared to the other E. coli at similar MOIs (Fig. 
4A-C). Specifically, we found overall changes in the 
properties of the V population (lower SSC, and dis-
tribution into two subpopulations), as well as in-
creased apoptosis frequency (D1) at MOI 1 with 
C691-04A, and at MOI 5 and 10 with C311-05 (Fig. 
4C). Based on the clear changes in FSC-SSC-
properties of the V population in C691-04A-exposed 
moDCs (Fig. 4C), it was apparent to us that the V 
subpopulation from C691-04A-exposed moDCs 
might include cells that hold other characteristics 
than viable cells.    

The cytopathic properties of E. coli C691-04A pro-
mote induction of a distinct dendritic cell subtype   

To examine the characteristics of the V subpopula-
tion, we first compared the early changes of the 
live/dead cell dynamics induced by C691-04A and 
LF82. The V subpopulation arising 4 h post chal-
lenge could be divided into two subpopulations, des-
ignated D5 and V0, based on their FSC-properties 
(Fig. 5A). D5 cells displayed a lower FSC than V0, 
but were negative for AAD-staining, and showed a 
dispersed SSC. Noticeable, the D5 population was 
only induced by C691-04A, and marginally by C311-
05 at MOI 5 and 10 (the SSC-high population in 
between V and D4 in Fig. 4D) and not by LF82 (Fig. 
5A), nor the other E. coli strains (data not shown). 

When comparing the cellular characteristics induced 
at 4 and 20 h post challenge with C691-04A, it was 
notable that the D5 subpopulation was only visible 
upon short-term challenge (Fig. 5B). After 20 h, the 
majority of moDCs were identified as dead based on 
a low viability (<10% at MOI 5 and 10) and an in-
crease in AAD-stained cells, mainly D3 cells (20% 
and 55% at MOI 10 after 4 and 20 h of stimulation, 
respectively). It was also evident that the SSC-
properties of D5 cells was MOI-dependent at 4 h 
post challenge, as low SSC was seen at MOI 1 and 
5, while a high SSC-subtype was identified at MOI 
10 (Fig. 5B). Since differences in attributes of these 
early-arising moDC subpopulations seem to relate to 
later cellular destiny, i.e. inflammation or bacterial 
containment, we also looked into their ability to pro-
duce reactive oxygen species (ROS), as ROS are 

Figure 3. UC-isolated E. coli C691-04A enhances IL-18 secre-
tion in dendritic cells. A, Dendritic cell (moDCs) secreted cyto-
kines mediated by three ulcerative colitis (UC) E. coli strains 
(C691-04A, C311-05 and C233-04), two E. coli from Crohn’s 
disease (CD) (LF82 and C305-05) and E. coli Nissle (ECN), 
relative to those induced in moDCs by LF82. Cells were stimulat-
ed as described in Fig. 1. B, Statistical comparison of IL-18 levels 
from moDCs after 20 h of stimulation with LF82, ECN, C691-04A 
and C311-05 at MOI 1. The Kruskal-Wallis test supplied with a 
Dunn's Multiple Comparison Test was used for statistical compar-
ison. ***, p ≤ 0.001; **, p ≤ 0.01; ns=non-significant. A, B include 
average data from 5-11 donors. C, The cytokine signature from 
moDCs exposed to LF82 and C691-04A at MOI 1, 5 and 10. Data 
show the percentage of the individual cytokines in relation to their 
total amount, shown in Fig. 2C. LF82 data are representative for 
all examined E. coli strains, except for C691-04A and C311-05. 
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recognized to take part in bacterial breakdown in 
phagocytic cells. High ROS production is therefore a 
measure of metabolically active cells that (try to) 
take care of their bacterial cargo. Intracellular ROS 
production in each identified subpopulation from Fig. 
5B is illustrated at 4 and 20 h post challenge with 
C691-04A (Fig. 5C). Cells that were AAD-negative 
(V, D5 and D1) were also ROS-producing, thus rep-
resenting metabolically active and intact cells. How-
ever, the highest levels of ROS were produced from 
V and D5 cells (Fig. 5B, C). On the contrary, D2, D3 
and D4 cells were low in ROS, likely as a conse-
quence of their lack of cellular intactness (mem-
brane leakiness is a prerequisite for staining AAD-
positive). Intracellular ROS was measurable both at 
4 and 20 h post challenge, implying that ROS pro-
duction is not an early-induced host effect. Moreo-
ver, when comparing intracellular ROS induced by 
LF82, ECN, C691-04A and C311-05 in viable cells, 
there were no apparent differences at any tested 
MOI (Fig. 5D). From these observations, it seems 
that ROS production might be a general host de-
fense mechanism provoked independently of the 
pathogenicity of the single E. coli strain, and thus not 
a specific phenomenon linked to bacterial cytopathi-
city.  

Based on the current analysis of changes in cellular 
subpopulations, and not specifically their ROS char-
acteristics, it is noticeable that early appearance of 
the D5 subpopulation promoted by C691-04A at all 
MOIs, and by C311-05 at MOI 5 and 10 (data not 
shown), relate to the attribute of these bacteria that 
also give rise to high IL-18 levels and increased 
overall cell death at 20 h post challenge (summa-
rized in Table 2).  

E. coli C691-04A and ECN have cytopathic proper-
ties in intestinal epithelial cells at high MOI  

The similarity in the pro-inflammatory cytokine re-
sponse induced in moDCs upon challenge with clini-
cal E. coli strains implies that all the E. coli are able 
to induce a profound immune activation in moDCs if 
they get into contact with them i.e. by breaching the 
epithelium or crossing via M cells. Breaching via the 
epithelium might be induced by bacteria that medi-
ate a cytopathic effect on the epithelium; manifested 
in vitro by impaired viability, coupled with excretion 
of IL-18. As C691-04A showed these features in 
moDCs, we speculated if such cytopathic effects 
were also evident in epithelial cells.  

Figure 4. Divergent viability dynamics in E. coli-exposed dendritic cells. A, SYTOX® AADvanced (AAD) versus side-scatter 
(SSC) biplots showing five different dendritic cell (moDC) subsets (V, D1, D2, D3 and D4) promoted by LF82 at MOI 1, 5 and 10 
after 4 h of stimulation, as revealed by flow cytometry. Cultures were added 50 µg/mL gentamicin at 1 h post challenge. B, Forward 
scatter (FSC) versus SSC overlay biplots from the analysis in A, exposing the FSC-SSC properties of the individual subpopulations 
(V, D1, D2, D3 and D4) emerging upon 4 h challenge with LF82 at different MOIs. C, AAD-staining vs. SSC in moDCs exposed to E. 
coli Nissle (ECN), C691-04A and C3111-05 for 4 h at MOI 1, 5 and 10. D, Biplots displaying the FSC-SSC properties of the moDC 
subtypes from C. Data are representative for 2 donors. 
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Figure 5. C691-04A induces distinct dendritic cell death 
modes during early stages of infection. A, Comparison of 
C691-04A- and LF82-induced dendritic cell (moDC) subtypes 
(V, D1, D2, D3 and D4) at 4 h post challenge with MOI 5, 
displayed as SYTOX® AADvanced (AAD) versus side scatter 
(SSC) (left biplots). The viable (V) population is further divided 
into two populations (D5 and V0) based on forward-scatter 
(FSC) properties (A, right biplots). D5 represents a FSC-low 
phenotype that stains AAD-negative. B, Comparison of the 
distribution of the V  subpopulation into D5 and V0, as induced 
by different MOIs of C691-04A at 4 h and 20 h post challenge. 
Representative biplots of AAD versus SSC for 4 h exposure to 
C691-04A are shown in Fig. 4C. C, Production of intracellular 
reactive oxygen species (ROS) in the six moDC subpopula-
tions (V0, D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5) mediated by C691-04A after 
4 and 20 h of stimulation. Cells, processed as in B, were co-
stained with DCFH-DA, and subjected to flow cytometric analy-
sis to determine ROS production. The mean fluorescence 
intensity (MFI) of the six moDC subpopulations represents the 
ROS amount produced within the individual moDC populations. 
D, ROS production in viable moDCs (V0/V) treated with viable 
LF82, E. coli Nissle (ECN), C691-04A or C311-05 at different 
MOIs relative to that in medium-treated moDCs. The bars 
indicate upper-and lower values. A-D, at 1 h post challenge, 50 
µg/ml gentamicin was added to the cell co-culture. Data are 
representative for 2 donors. 
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Intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) were exposed to 
C691-04A at MOI 100, 500 and 1000, followed by 
comparison of the apical cytokine response to the 
response induced by LF82 and ECN. Five different 
cytokines were evaluated: IL-18, IL-8, IL-1β, TSLP 
and TNF-α, but only IL-18 and IL-8 were detectable.  

IL-18 was secreted in a MOI-dependent manner 
upon exposure to the three bacteria. At MOI 100, the 
IL-18 level was comparable to medium-treated IECs; 
however at MOI 500 and 1000 in particular, IL-18 
secretion was increased. Noticeable, C691-04A and 
ECN mediated up to 3-fold higher IL-18 secretion 
compared to LF82 at MOI 1000, suggesting a differ-
ent potency amongst the bacteria at high MOI (Fig. 
6A). The IL-8 response was opposite to IL-18, and 
decreased as MOI was increased. At MOI 1000, 
C691-04A and ECN did not induce IL-8 secretion, in 
contrast to LF82 (Fig. 6B). The cell mortality fol-
lowed the cytokine pattern, as there was a clear 
drop in viability above MOI 500, which was most 
profoundly observed upon challenge with C691-04A 
and ECN (Fig. 6C). IECs were still metabolically 
active in regard to intracellular ROS production up to 
MOI 1000 for LF82, and up to MOI 500 for C691-
04A and ECN (Fig. 6C), where viability also declined 
dramatically for the two latter. These data demon-
strate that at high cell-to-bacteria ratios C691-04A 
and ECN are both capable of promoting inflamma-
tion-induced cell death in IECs, and that LF82 is less 
potent in provoking cytopathic effects in IECs.!  

Discussion 

Disease-associated E. coli may be important players 
in initiating or driving disease processes in immune-
mediated diseases like IBD, as they carry potent 
ligands for innate receptors needed for recognition 
by and activation of innate immune and epithelial 
cells. DCs are important mucosal innate immune  

 

cells that regulate the distinctive inflammatory signa-
tures in tissues, and drive phenotypic changes and 
proliferation of adaptive immunity. The intestinal 
epithelium, on the other hand, protects against bac-
terial entrance into systemic circulation. In the cur-
rent study, we examined the combined effects of 
IBD-associated E. coli isolates on moDCs and IECs 
upon challenge with viable E. coli isolated from dif-
ferent gut samples (ileum/ colon/ feces) and individ-
uals (diseased/ healthy). We found that E. coli in 
general, regardless of their intestinal location, pro-
moted a characteristic pro-inflammatory cytokine 
response in moDCs, except for the two UC-isolated 
E. coli that showed features distinctive from the oth-
er 14 E. coli isolates. The most common fingerprint 
in E. coli-challenged moDCs was high secretion of 
TNF-α, IL-6, IL-10, but also noticeable levels of the 
Th1-polarizing cytokine IL-12p70 and Th17-
expanding IL-23. However, the two E. coli strains 
C691-04A and C311-05 isolated from UC patients 
evoked a different response in moDCs compared to 
the other E. coli. C691-04A induced up to 18-times 
less total cytokine at MOI 10, while increasing the 
levels of IL-18 more than 15-fold compared to the 
other E. coli strains, reducing the overall cell surviv-
al, and changing the cellular death modes in a man-
ner that essentially differed from the remaining E. 
coli isolates. Together, E. coli C691-04A was ob-
served to mediate specific inflammation-induced 
killing at high bacteria-to-cell ratios in both moDCs 
and IECs. Such properties may promote bacterial 
translocation into the gut lamina propria, thereby 
causing activation of phagocytes, including DCs. 
Since moDCs were also profoundly affected by 
C691-04A at low bacteria-to-cell ratios, the explicit 
behavior of this E. coli strain is suggested to give 
rise to specific pathophysiological processes relating 
to IBD, or more specifically to UC. The distinct prop-
erties of C691-04A on moDCs were also observed 
by E. coli C311-05, also isolated from a UC patient, 

Table 2. Summary of the distinct dendritic cell phenotypes induced by C691-04A compared to LF82 after 4 and 20 h of stimu-
lation. IL-18 is indicated as the ratio between C691-04A and LF82 (only measured in supernatants after 20 h of stimulation). Percent-
age of viable cells and D5 was determined as given in Fig. 4A and 5A. Intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels from the 
viable population (V0), V0-ROS, was determined as the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI) of DCFH-DA by flow cytometry. 

! ! ! LF82! C691*04A!

! ! MOI!1! MOI!5! MOI!10! MOI!1! MOI!5! MOI!10!

IL)18!(ratio)!
4!h!
20!h!

)! )! )! )! )! )!

1! 1! 1! 17! 13! 12!

Viability!(%)!
4!h!
20!h!

50! 60! 50! 25! 30! 30!

55! 55! 40! 30! 10! 5!

D5!subtype!(%)!
4!h!
20!h!

<!1! <!1! <!1! 45! 45! 30!

<!1! <!1! <!1! 2! 1! 1!

V0)ROS!(MFI)!
4!h!
20!h!

17,500! 21,400! 35,200! 29,900! 32,600! 31,900!

29,700! 36,200! 54,300! 35,000! 77,000! 38,000!
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although less profound effects were seen even at 
MOI 10.  

The host-phenotype induced by C691-04A has to 
our knowledge not been described previously as a 
feature of IBD-associated E. coli. Today, the fea-
tures of AIEC, i.e. 1) adhesion to IECs, 2) invasion in 
IECs and 3) escape from host clearance,8,18,29 are 
considered as cardinal characteristics, used to iden-
tify functional effects of E. coli in relation to IBD, and 
in particular CD. Here, we demonstrate that parame-
ters relating to immunity, specifically the inflammato-
ry profiles in moDCs, as well as the type of cell 
death may be important for judging E. coli patho-
genicity in the host. Thus, new properties within IBD-
associated E. coli have been described herein, and 
we suggest that these attributes are likely to contrib-
ute in the processes resulting in epithelium break-
down, and the ongoing elicitation of inflammatory 
leukocytes and cytokines characteristic for both UC 
and CD.    

IL-18 is an important cytokine bridging the innate 
and adaptive immune system by differentiating and 
activating IL-12p70-promoted Th1 cells.30 The signif-
icance of IL-18 in the inflammatory progression of 
IBD has been reported by several studies,31-34 and 
the effect of neutralizing IL-18 in animal models, has 
shown to reduce the inflammation.35,36 Mature IL-18 
is secreted from the inflammasome by a caspase-1-
dependent mechanism and is secreted as cells un-
dergo inflammation-induced cell death in response 
to host-depriving signals. This fate of cell death is 
known as pyroptosis, and is believed to become 
effective when the host cannot clear the bacteria 
through the common non-inflammatory death route 
i.e. apoptosis.37 As already reported for Salmonella 
typhimurium and Staphylococcus aureus,38,39 it is 
likely that E. coli C691-04A also induces host cell 
death via the pyroptotic way, which thereby would 
explain the high IL-18 levels, the increase in cell 
mortality and the early distinct cell death modes 
induced in moDCs exposed to this E. coli strain. We 
speculate, if the distinct moDC population, D5, me-
diated by C691-04A, but not the other E. coli iso-
lates, is an initial identifier for cells undergoing py-
roptosis. To conclude on this, more studies are 
needed that focus on the mechanisms that deter-
mine the distinct host cell death, but also on the 
specific attributes of E. coli C691-04A that makes it 
lethal to the host cell.  

We also observed an early increase in the apoptotic 
cell population (D1) at stimulation with C691-04A, 
implying that other death processes seem to pro-
ceed in the early phase. It has previously been 
shown that Yersinia spp. elicit apoptosis in the early 
phase of an infection,37,40 likely as a strategy to pre-
vent inflammation-induced host clearance, and 
thereby gain time to establish prolonged infection.37 

Besides mediating a similar and distinct host re-
sponse, the two E. coli isolates C691-04A and 
C311-05, also have in common that they are isolat-
ed from UC patients. Based on the current study, it 
seems apparent that some E. coli from UC patients 
induce a different host response as compared to the 
CD-associated E. coli isolates, but it is evident that 
many more isolates will need characterization to 
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Figure 6. E. coli C691-04A and E. coli Nissle show a cytopathic 
effect on intestinal epithelium cells at high MOI. A, B, IL-8 and IL-18 
secretion from intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) exposed to viable LF82, 
E. coli Nissle (ECN) and C691-04A at MOI 100, 500 and 1000 for 20 h. 
C, IEC viability 20 h post challenge with the indicated viable bacteria at 
different MOIs. D, Comparison of intracellular reactive oxygen species 
(ROS) production induced by the three viable E. coli strains 20 h post 
challenge. IECs were exposed to viable E. coli for 1 h, followed by 
addition of 50-100 µg/ml gentamicin for the remaining 17 h of stimula-
tion. Data are average of duplicate samples from one experiment, 
representative of three. Bars indicate upper- and lower values. 
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settle whether we have here identified E. coli strains 
that specifically relate to initiation of UC. It has for 
long been known that Th1/Th17-expansion is a 
hallmark for CD lesions,10,41 whereas Th2 is domi-
nating in UC.15 Based on the current observations, 
we suggest that the cytokine profiles promoted by 
the two unique UC-associated E. coli strains indeed 
may relate to common UC-disease characteristics. 
While IL-18 in combination with IL-12p70 is shown to 
promote Th1 expansion, the effector function of IL-
18 in the absence of IL-12p70, is reported to medi-
ate Th2 progression of naïve T cells42,43 as well as 
IL-4 and IL-13 production by basophils, which favor 
Th2 polarization.44 The finding that C691-04A in 
particular, and also C311-05, mediated a cytokine 
response with higher IL-18 versus IL-12p70 levels at 
MOI 10 may drive towards Th2 expansion rather 
than Th1. On the contrary, CD-associated LF82 and 
the clinical E. coli isolates from CD patients pro-
voked a strong pro-inflammatory response repre-
sented by profound TNF-α, IL-6, IL-10, high IL-
12p70 and IL-23 and also IL-1β, thus suggesting 
expansion of Th1 (IL-12p70) and Th17 (IL-6, IL-1β, 
IL-23). Hence, although the pathogenesis of CD and 
UC both involves E. coli, it seems that there might 
be intrinsic differences in the features of these E. 
coli strains that could account for the divergence in 
immunophenotypes identified as characteristics for 
each disease.  

In the literature ECN is described as a non-
pathogenic probiotic E. coli with the ability to com-
petitively exclude LF82 adhesion to IECs and to 
exert anti-inflammatory properties to host cells.45,46 
However, the data presented here, and our recently 
published data47 did not support these findings of 
ECN as a non-pathogenic E. coli that exhibits host 
beneficial properties. We have recently shown that 
ECN was unable to exclude adhesion of LF82 to 
human ileal and colonic biopsies,47 and here we 
showed that ECN provoked a pro-inflammatory host 
response in moDCs similar to that of the pathogenic 
LF82. It could be alleged that DCs encountering 
bacteria which have passed the first host barrier (the 
epithelium) are primed via their innate receptors to 
respond in a defensive manner regardless of the 
pathogenicity of the bacterium. Moreover, in our 
epithelial cell model, ECN showed the same cyto-
pathic effect to IECs as C691-04A at high numbers. 
E. coli LF82, ECN and C691-04A all belong to the 
phylogenetic group B2, which also has shown to be 
a common characteristic of E. coli strains isolated 
from a diseased gut,28 and moreover reported to be 
linked to virulence.48 Nevertheless, ECN has been 
used in clinical trials with IBD patients and shown to 
prevent relapse in UC to a similar extent as the anti-
inflammatory drug mesalazine in inactive UC,49 
whereas no effects of ECN administration has been 
shown in CD patients.50 In consideration of the in-
herited limitations of in vitro model systems and 

thereby the challenge of translating observations to 
in vivo behaviors, we cannot exclude that ECN in 
interaction with other gut commensals display host 
protective properties.  

There are several data showing a disease-relevance 
of E. coli in IBD, since E. coli strains are more nu-
merous in IBD compared to healthy guts.2,3,6,51,52 
Several of these studies are mainly based on bacte-
rial characterization of the isolates, and are rarely 
including bacteria-induced host responses. Our pre-
sent functional data showed that some of the clinical 
E. coli isolates diverge from each other in terms of 
the fingerprint they impose on host innate cells, and 
that the host response mediated by CD- versus UC 
isolated E. coli matched the Th-phenotype describ-
ing each disease. Conclusively, this study identifies 
two functionally different E. coli subgroups in IBD-
mucosa that induce distinct pro-inflammatory pheno-
types in moDCs, and in intestinal epithelium at high 
bacteria numbers. The distinct functional differences 
in E. coli isolated from CD and UC patients may 
represent bacterial phenotypes that could account 
for the broadly diverse immunological disease pat-
terns found in UC versus CD lesions.   
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Abstract 

Background: Defective immune regulation and an altered 
gut microbiota are believed to drive chronic gut inflamma-
tion. The aim of this study was to examine the immuno-
regulatory effect of gut commensals (two bifidobacteria 
strains and Faecalibacterium prausnitzii), and their secret-
ed products, on the pro-inflammatory host response in-
duced by a viable, pathogenic E. coli strain isolated from a 
Crohn’s disease (CD) patient. 

Method: Human monocyte-derived dendritic cells 
(moDCs) and intestinal epithelial cells (IECs) were ex-
posed to viable E. coli alone or in combination with UV-
killed gut commensals or their fermentation medium (FM). 
The host response was assessed from cell-secreted cyto-
kines and surface molecule expression on moDCs.  

Results: Viable E. coli induced a characteristic pro-
inflammatory moDC response with elevated Th1 (IL-
12p70, IL-27, IL-18) and Th17 (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-23)-
promoting cytokines, concomitant with enhanced TNF-α, 
IL-10, HLA-DR, CD86, CD40 and CCR7. Co-challenge 
with E. coli and UV-killed gut commensals induced no 
changes to this pattern. Contrarily, FM from all three bac-
teria was found to reduce overall E. coli-induced cytokine 
levels by a factor of two, with most profound effects on IL-
12p70 that also paralleled with decreased CD40. In IECs, 
E. coli-mediated IL-8 and TGF-β were not altered after co-
incubation with FM.  

Conclusions: The predominant IL-12p70 and CD40-
suppressive effect of commensal FM on E. coli-induced 
moDC activation demonstrates a key function of these 
commensal-derived products to primarily affect Th1-
polarizing moDC responses. This effect might play a role 
for gut immune homeostasis. Notably, such products may 
also have therapeutic applications in CD.  

Introduction 

The gut environment is comprised of a complex 
microbial ecosystem that requires a balanced regu-
lation by host cells to preserve a homeostatic gut 
immune environment that avoids excessive inflam-
mation, when not needed. Alterations in the microbi-
al community (dysbiosis) are believed to provoke an 
over-activated host immune response against the 
microbiota, which might propagate chronic inflam-
mation. Crohn’s disease (CD) and ulcerative colitis 
(UC) are the two most common inflammatory bowel 
diseases (IBD), and although displaying different 
disease phenotypes, they are both believed to result 
in part from microbial dysbiosis and exacerbated 
immune responses against the commensal micro-
biota.1 

The cytokine signature in CD is comprised of 
Th1/Th17 driving cytokines (IL-12p70, IFN-γ/ IL-23, 
IL-6, IL-1β, IL-17), whereas in UC, a Th2-like im-
mune response with IL-13 and IL-5, forms the phe-
notype.2 Dendritic cells (DCs) are fundamental for 
directing T cell differentiation towards such immune 
phenotypes (e.g. Th1, Th17, Th2, and regulatory T 
cells (Treg)). However, it is not fully understood 
which mediators that favour one IBD immune pheno-
type from the other, but as the cytokine signature in 
DCs is dictated by the nature of the microbes being 
processed, certain subsets of bacteria might be cru-
cial for determining the final disease phenotype. A 
subgroup of E. coli, known as adherent-invasive E. 
coli (AIEC), displays pathogenic traits that are be-
lieved to be linked to the disease pathogenesis of 
CD.3 Likewise, subsets of UC-derived E. coli have 
been found to mediate a host phenotype with simi-
larities to the disease phenotype of UC.4 Although 
displaying two distinct Th-phenotypes, the pro-
inflammatory cytokine profile of both CD and UC is 
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characterized by an additional group of cytokines, 
namely TNF-α, IL-1β and IL-6, which contribute in 
different degrees, but are crucial for propagating 
inflammation.2  

While some bacteria induce a highly pro-
inflammatory host phenotype, other gut commensals 
might elicit a non-inflammatory/tolerogenic immune 
response that is suggested to balance the gut envi-
ronment. Some commensals belonging to the phy-
lum of Firmicutes such as Faecalibacterium 
prausnitzii (F. praus), are shown to be important in 
neutralizing the effect of pro-inflammatory cytokines 
via production of immunosuppressive cytokines such 
as IL-10 and TGF-β5 that facilitate propagation of 
Treg cells, while other Firmicutes, like certain Lacto-
bacillus strains, induce an inflammatory cytokine 
signature.6 Particularly, F. praus and certain 
bifidobacteria spp. have been shown to be important 
in counteracting host inflammation, and importantly 
these bacteria are present in lower numbers in the 
mucosa of IBD patients.5,7 The mechanism(s) by 
which spp. such as F. praus and bifidobacteria me-
diate host homeostasis, is not fully understood but 
recent studies indicate that the effect is not only 
mediated by the bacterium itself, but also by the 
fermentation medium (FM) produced by the bacte-
rium.5 Sokol et al. found that F. praus is a weak in-
ducer of Th1-mediated cytokines (IL-12 and IFN-γ) in 
peripheral blood mononuclear cells, whereas IL-10 
production was favoured. They also found that only 
FM from F. praus had an inhibitory effect on NF-κB 
activation and IL-8 production in IL-1β stimulated 
Caco-2 cells, whereas F. praus itself showed no 
effect. Moreover, two other studies have reported a 
suppressive effect on IL-12 production of FM from 
bifidobacteria in activated DCs.8,9 Together, these 
studies demonstrate an important effect of FM from 
certain gut commensals in counteracting an inflam-
matory response. However, it is currently not known 
if the potency of FM from F. praus and various 
bifidobacteria spp. becomes effective in a gut envi-
ronment colonized with pathogenic E. coli, as is the 
case in IBD.  

The aim of the present study was to examine the 
immune regulatory potency of FM from F. praus and 
two bifidobacteria strains on human monocyte-
derived dendritic cells (moDCs) and intestinal epi-
thelial cells (IECs) exposed to viable, disease-
associated E. coli. We found that FM from these 
bacteria had a selective suppressive effect on the 
highly pro-inflammatory cytokine signature in 
moDCs mediated by viable E. coli.  

 

 

Materials and Methods  

Generation of monocyte-derived dendritic cells 

Monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs) were 
generated from CD14+ monocytic cells derived from 
buffy coats of healthy donors (Rigshospitalet, Den-
mark). Peripheral blood human mononuclear cells 
were isolated by Ficoll Paque PLUS (GE Healthcare 
Bio-Sciences AB, Uppsala, Sweden) density gradi-
ent centrifugation and CD14+ monocytes were posi-
tively selected by magnetic CD14+ based Mi-
crobeads (MACS, Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch Glad-
bach, Germany) on a LS Macs separation-column 
(MACS). CD14+ monocytes (2×106)  were differenti-
ated to moDCs by adding 30 ng/mL IL-4 (CellGenix, 
Freiburg, Germany)  and 20 ng/mL GM-CSF 
(CellGenix) in the cell culture medium of RPMI 1640 
(Lonza, Vallensbæk, Copenhagen) supplemented 
with 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum, 1% 
penicillin-streptomycin and 1% L-glutamine (all, Lon-
za). CD14+ monocytic cells were plated in 6-well-
plates (Nunc, Roskilde, Denmark) for 6 days. On 
day 3, half of the cell culture medium was refreshed 
with medium containing 60 ng/mL IL-4 and 40 ng/mL 
GM-CSF. Immature moDCs were ready for stimula-
tion on day 6, where the differentiation of monocytes 
into moDCs was evaluated by means of CD1a and 
CD14 expression by flow cytometry.10 

Culture and differentiation of intestinal epithelial cell 
line 

Caco-2 cells (ATCC-HTB-37, Manassas, USA) 
(passage numbers p = 22-26) were cultured in Dul-
becco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, Lonza) 
supplemented with 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine 
serum, 1% penicillin-streptomycin, 1% non-essential 
amino acids (Lonza), and 1% L-glutamine. Cells 
were seeded in tissue-culture treated polycarbonate 
transwell inserts (12 mm diameter, 0.4 µm pore size, 
Costar, Corning, NY) at a cell density of 4.25 × 104 
cells/well. Medium was replaced every 2nd to 3rd 
day and cells were grown for 21 days to obtain a 
fully differentiated monolayer.  

Bacterial preparation 

The AIEC reference strain, LF82 was isolated from a 
chronic ileal lesion of a CD patient,11 and was kindly 
provided by Dr. Arlette Darfeuille-Michaud, Universi-
té, d’Auvergne, France. E. coli LF82 was grown to 
the exponential phase (optical density (OD) = 0.6 to 
0.8) in Luria-Bertani medium. Viable E. coli LF82 
was washed in PBS prior to stimulation and adjusted 
to the desired bacteria number per moDC or IEC 
(represented by the multiplicity of infection (MOI)). 
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This calculation was based on a pre-determined OD 
to colony forming unit correlation factor.  
Bifidobacterium bifidum Z9 (B. bifidum) (Faculty of 
Life Science, University of Copenhagen, Denmark) 
and Bifidobacterium longum subsp. infantis (DSM 
20088) (B. longum) were grown anaerobically for 24 
to 36 h at 37°C in de Man Rogosa Sharp (Merck, 
Darmstadt, Germany) broth added 5 g/L glucose 
(VWR Bie & Berntsen, Radnor, USA) and 0.5 g/L 
sterile filtered cysteine (Merck, Darmstadt, Germa-
ny). Faecalibacterium prausnitzii (F. praus) (DSM 
17677) was grown in anaerobic prepared brain-
heart-infusion medium (SSI Diagnostica, Hillerød, 
Denmark) during anaerobic conditions.  

Growth cultures of B. bifidum (OD = 1.2), B. longum 
(OD = 1.5), F. praus (OD = 1.3) and E. coli LF82 
(OD = 0.8) were washed in PBS and adjusted to OD 
= 1 prior to UV-treatment. Bacteria were UV-treated 
for 60 min under constant rotation, and killing was 
verified by plating the UV-treated bacteria on solid 
agar plates. To determine the concentration of UV-
killed bacteria, the bacterial preparation was lyophi-
lised and dry weight was determined upon correcting 
for salts in PBS.  

Preparation of fermentation medium from anaerobic 
gut commensals 

Fermentation medium (FM) from anaerobically 
grown B. bifidum, B. longum and F. praus was col-
lected by centrifugation (2000g, 20 min, 20°C) fol-
lowed by sterile filtration through 0.22 µm filters 
(VWR Bie & Berntsen, Radnor, USA) to remove any 
remaining bacteria in the supernatant. FM was 
stored at -80°C until use. Prior to stimulation with 
DCs and IECs, FM was filtered through 30 kDa cen-
trifugal filters (Amicon Ultra 30 kDa, Merck Millipore, 
Darmstadt, Germany) by use of high speed centrifu-
gation (14,000g, 20 min, 20°C) to exclude the pres-
ence of highly immunomodulatory β-glucans derived 
from the yeast extract present in the growth medium.  

Cell stimulation  

Immature moDCs were harvested in antibiotic-free 
cell medium and plated in 48-well suspension plates 
(Greiner Bio-One, Monroe, North Carolina, USA) in 
a concentration of 6 × 105 moDCs/well. MoDCs were 
stimulated with live E. coli LF82 at MOI 1 or 10, and 
UV-killed E. coli LF82 at a concentration of 5 µg/mL 
(corresponding to MOI 1) and 50 µg/mL (corre-
sponding to MOI 10). UV-killed B. longum, B. bifi-
dum and F. praus were added to moDCs at a con-
centration of 25 µg/mL, and FM was added to 
moDCs at a final 12-fold dilution. In one setup, E. 
coli LF82 was pre-incubated with FM for 1 h, then 
washed in PBS and adjusted to the right MOI in cell 

medium prior to addition to moDCs. Lipopolysaccha-
ride (LPS, 1 µg/mL) from E. coli O26:B6 (Sigma 
Aldrich, Steinham, Germany) was used as a positive 
control for E. coli-derived immunostimulatory mem-
brane components. All stimulations were performed 
in a single- or co-incubation setup. Following 1 h of 
stimulation, gentamicin (50 µg/mL) (Sigma Aldrich) 
was added to kill extracellular bacteria, and the 
moDCs were incubated with bacteria for further 19 
h. moDC supernatants were harvested after 20 h, 
and the viability and surface expression profile of 
moDCs was assessed by flow cytometry. 

Fully differentiated Caco-2 monolayers were washed 
in PBS and prepared with fresh cell culture medium 
without antibiotics. The number of live Caco-2 cells 
was determined in 1-3 wells by NucleoCounter 
(Chemometec, Allerød, Denmark). On average, 5.9 
× 105 live cells/well were obtained. The Caco-2 cells 
were stimulated with live E. coli LF82 at MOI 100 in 
a single- and co-incubation setup with FM from B. 
longum, B. bifidum and F. praus. At co-incubation, 
Caco-2 cells were pre-incubated apically with FM 
(final dilution 3-fold) for 24 h before viable E. coli 
LF82 was added. Following 1 h of stimulation with 
LF82, 50 µg/mL gentamicin was added to kill extra-
cellular E. coli.  

Flow cytometry analysis 

moDCs were stained with aqua-fluorescent reactive 
dye (Invitrogen, Eugene, OR, USA) to assess viabil-
ity. For surface expression profiles, the following 
anti-human antibodies were applied: CD40/PerCP-
Cy5.5 (clone 5C3) (BioLegend, San Diego, CA, 
USA), CD86/ V450 (clone 2331(FUN-1)), HLA-DR/ 
V500 (clone G46-6), CD1a/PE (clone #HI149) (all, 
BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, USA), 
CCR7/APC-eFluor780 (clone 3D12) and CD14/PE-
Cy7 (clone 61D3) (eBioscience, San Diego, CA, 
USA). The incubations were performed on ice. The 
flow cytometry analysis was carried out on a BD 
FACSCanto II Flow Cytometer (BD Biosciences, 
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, USA) and data were 
further analysed with FlowJo software (Tree Star, 
Inc. / FlowJo LLC, Ashland, OR, USA). 

ELISA 

moDC- and Caco-2-secreted chemokines and cyto-
kines were analysed by ELISA according to manu-
facturer’s instructions. Chemokine and cytokines 
were measured in cell supernatants by use of sand-
wich ELISA kits: IL-8 (BD Bioscience, Franklin 
Lakes, NJ USA), IL-1β, IL-6, IL-10, IL-12p70, IL-27 
and TNF-α (all R&D Systems, Minneapolis, Minne-
sota, USA), IL-23 and IL-18 (both eBioscience, San 
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Diego, CA, USA), and TSLP and TGF-β (both Meso 
Scale Discovery, Gaithersburg, Maryland, USA).  

Statistics 

Non-parametric statistic tests including the Mann 
Whitney test, were performed in GraphPad Prism 5 
(GraphPad Software, San Diego, CA, USA).  

Results 

Viable but not UV-killed E. coli LF82 propagates 
secretion of Th1- and Th1-promoting cytokines in 
dendritic cells. 

We first assessed the host phenotype of moDCs 
after challenge with the CD-associated E. coli LF82 
(the AIEC prototype strain). The cytokine signature 
of moDCs mediated by viable (MOI 1 and 10) and 
UV-killed (5 and 50 µg/mL, corresponding to MOI 1 
and 10, respectively) E. coli LF82 was assessed 
after 20 h of stimulation by measurement of nine 
distinct cytokines (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-23, IL-18, IL-12p70, 
IL-27, TNF-α, IL-10 and TGF-β) (Fig. 1A). Viable E. 
coli LF82 induced an overall dose-dependent and 
more profound enhancement of Th1- and Th17-
driving cytokines (high IL-12p70 and IL-1β, IL-23) 
than UV-killed E. coli LF82. Notably, the inflam-
masome-associated cytokines IL-1β and IL-18 were 

Figure 1. Comparison of the dendritic cell response to viable and UV-killed E. coli LF82. A, Cytokine secretion from mono-
cyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs) challenged with live (MOI 1 and 10), UV-killed (5 and 50 µg/mL corresponding to MOI 1 and 
10, respectively) E. coli LF82 and LPS (1 µg/mL) for 1 h without antibiotics and further 19 h with 50 µg/mL gentamicin. B, Viability 
plots of DCs after challenge with viable (MOI 10) and UV-killed E. coli LF82 (50 µg/mL). The viable moDC population was shown 
after staining with aqua-fluorescent reactive dye (upper plots), and in forward (FSC)/side (SSC) scatter biplots (lower plots). C, 
Surface molecule expression (CD86, CD40, HLA-DR and CCR7) on moDCs after stimulation with viable E. coli LF82 and LPS. 
Mean fluorescence intensities per treatment are given in the upper corners of plots. Data shown in A, B, C are from one donor 
out of 3 donors tested. 
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promoted by viable E. coli LF82 as in contrast to UV-
killed E. coli LF82. The pro-inflammatory cytokines 
TNF-α and IL-6 were induced by both live and UV-
killed E. coli LF82. IL-27 and IL-10 were both de-
creased at MOI 10 as compared to MOI 1, whereas 
IL-10 was enhanced by increasing the dose of UV-
killed E. coli LF82. While IL-10 primarily exhibits 
anti-inflammatory properties during cell-cell interac-
tions, IL-27 is reported to be pleiotropic in nature, as 
it increases Th1 development, while halting Th17 
expansion 12. The 2-fold decrease of IL-27 at MOI 10 
(viable LF82), concurrent with a 1.4-fold increase in 
IL-12p70 from MOI 1 to 10, and a 2-fold increase in 
IL-1β and IL-23, points to enhanced capability of 
Th17 propagation by moDCs exposed to high E. coli 
number. The immunosuppressive cytokine TGF-β 
was not affected by the bacteria. Overall, the cyto-
kine response from moDCs was more profoundly 
increased upon exposure to viable E. coli LF82 than 
UV-killed E. coli LF82. However, in comparison to 
LPS, the UV-killed E. coli LF82 was more potent, 
implying, as expected, that the response induced by 
UV-killed E. coli LF82 was due to simultaneous trig-
gering of multiple pattern recognition receptors on 
moDCs, and not solely based on an LPS effect. 

The viability was not affected by increasing the MOI 
from 1 to 10, or the concentration of UV-killed bacte-

ria from 5 to 50 ug/mL, as the percentage of viable 
cells remained in the range of 75-80% (Fig 1B). 
However, when increasing the number of E. coli 
LF82 to MOI 25 and 50, the viable moDC population 
dropped to 60% and 45%, respectively (data not 
shown).   

HLA-DR, CD86, CD40 and CCR7 surface expres-
sion is displayed upon stimulation with viable E. coli 
LF82 at MOI 1 and 10, and was compared to that of 
LPS- and medium-treated DCs (Fig. 1C). The ex-
pression of CD40, CD86 and HLA-DR was similarly 
induced by LPS and E. coli LF82 at MOI 10, while 
CD40 and HLA-DR expression was more profoundly 
increased with MOI 1. CCR7 expression was in 
general low, and appeared not to be affected by the 
bacterial number.   

Fermentation medium from anaerobic gut commen-
sals modify the E. coli-induced moDC response.  

The ability of certain gut commensals to neutralize 
the E. coli-mediated pro-inflammatory cytokine pro-
file in moDCs was then examined. Three anaerobic 
gut commensals, B. longum, B. bifidum, and F. 
praus, and their respective FM, were tested in a co-
incubation setup with viable E. coli LF82. Due to the 
aerobic requirements of moDCs, the anaerobic bac-
teria were UV-killed before inclusion.  
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Figure 2. Fermentation medium from anaerobic gut commensals has a regulatory effect on the dendritic cell response to viable   
E. coli LF82. A, Cytokine secretion levels from monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDCs) co-incubated with fermentation medium (FM) or 
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Overall, FM from all three species mediated a down-
regulation of nearly all cytokines induced by E. coli 
LF82 exposure (Fig. 2A, blue fields), whereas a 
slight up-regulation was found when co-incubating 
with UV-killed bacteria (red fields). The Th1-
promoting cytokine, IL-12p70, induced by E. coli 
LF82 was strongly down-regulated by all three bac-
terial FM (approx. 14-fold). Statistical comparison of 
IL-12p70 levels showed a statistically, significant 
decrease in IL-12p70 levels upon co-stimulation with 
FM (Fig. 2B). We also found a modest up-regulation 
of IL-18 by FM from the bifidobacteria strains when 
in co-culture with E. coli LF82, but not with FM from 
F. praus (Fig. 2A). TGF-β was not affected by the 
co-culture with FM or UV-killed bacteria. The single 
effect of FM and UV-killed commensals on moDCs 
was moreover tested, since an altered host pheno-
type could also be apparent without the presence of 
pathogenic E. coli (Fig. 2C). The single effect of FM 
on moDCs was, however, similar to the effect in-

duced by the cell culture medium (unstimulated 
moDCs), suggesting that FM alone does not pro-
voke a distinct moDC phenotype, but instead initi-
ates intracellular changes in immature moDCs that 
upon TLR-triggering results in an altered phenotype, 
as exemplified in Fig. 2A. UV-killed B. longum, B. 
bifidum and F. praus (25 µg/mL) only triggered a 
slight activation of moDCs, as compared to E. coli 
LF82, when added alone (Fig. 2C). 

Fermentation medium from gut commensals reduc-
es IL-12p70 levels and CD40 expression on dendrit-
ic cells  

To display the distinct moDC phenotype that be-
comes most apparent upon FM and E. coli expo-
sure, we directly compared the amounts of cytokines 
elicited by viable E. coli LF82 alone, and in co-
culture with FM from B. bifidum (Fig. 3A). It was 
clear that the total cytokine level from moDCs was 
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reduced upon co-challenge with E. coli LF82 and B. 
bifidum FM. The cytokines being most abundantly 
secreted upon E. coli LF82 exposure were TNF-α, 
IL-6, IL-10, IL-23, IL-12p70 and IL-27, of which IL-
12p70 and TNF-α were most profoundly reduced 
compared to the total cytokine profile at co-
incubation with B. bifidum FM (Fig 3B). Both TNF-α 
and IL-12p70 are crucial disease attributes in the 
pathogenesis of CD, but as shown here, FM from 
certain gut commensals holds the potential to 
dampen this phenotype, in a dose-dependent man-
ner (Fig 3C). Contrarily, when focusing on the total 
profile of measured cytokines in moDCs, IL-6 and IL-
10 were found increased by co-incubation of E. coli 
LF82 with B. bifidum FM (Fig. 3B). 

We also examined if the regulatory effect of FM di-
rectly affected moDCs, or if FM acted via modifica-
tions of E. coli LF82 (Fig. 3D). We found the IL-
12p70 down-regulation to be caused by a direct 
effect of FM on moDCs, as the IL-12p70 levels from 
moDCs pre-incubated with FM was statistically, sig-
nificantly decreased compared to single-incubation 
of E. coli LF82 with moDCs, whereas E. coli LF82 
pre-incubation with FM did not modify the IL-12p70 
levels in moDCs (Fig. 3D).  

Finally, the effect of FM from B. bifidum on the E. 
coli LF82-mediated moDC surface expression profile 
was assessed (Fig. 3E). Although the expression of 
CD86, CD40, HLA-DR and CCR7 molecules was 
found to be generally decreased by co-incubation 
with FM (Fig. 3E), only CD40 expression was statis-
tically, significantly decreased by FM (Fig. 3F). This 
effect on CD40 was also found for FM from B. 
longum, but not F. praus, although displaying lower 
mean fluorescence intensities (data not shown). 

The intestinal epithelial response induced by E. coli 
LF82 is not altered by bacterial fermentation medi-
um.  

The epithelium is constantly exposed to the microbi-
ota, and is crucial for the gut barrier integrity. The 
epithelium also cross-talks with the underlying im-
mune compartment by secretion of cytokines and 
chemokines of which the outcome is dictated by the 
microbiota. We speculated if the regulatory effect of 
FM could also be evident on epithelial cells, and 
therefore pre-incubated the apical part of IECs 
grown in a transwell system with bacterial FM for 24 
h prior to exposure with E. coli LF82 at MOI 100 for 
a further 18 h. The IEC response was assessed in 
regard to the following cytokines/chemokines: IL-8, 
TGF-β, IL-1β, TNF-α, TSLP, and IL-18, but only IL-8 
and TGF-β were detected in the basolateral com-
partment (Fig. 4). FM had no effect on IEC secretion 
of E. coli LF82-induced IL-8 and TGF-β. The IEC 

viability was not affected by the stimulants (data not 
shown).! 

Discussion 

Defective immune regulation in the mucosa-
associated lymphoid tissue due to bacterial dysbio-
sis is believed to mediate chronic inflammation, as 
established for CD and UC. The microbe-host inter-
action must be fine-tuned to preserve a homeostatic 
gut environment that is constantly exposed to envi-
ronmental changes. One of the key host cell types 
important for regulating the host immune response is 
DCs. The response of activated DCs is dictated by 
the nature of the microbes being processed, and 
hence the composition of the gut microbial ecosys-
tem is a main determinant for the existing gut im-
mune phenotype. In the present study, we examined 
the immune response induced by a viable pathogen-
ic E. coli and the immune regulation mediated by 
certain gut commensal bacteria and their secreted 
products. Our data showed that the moDC pheno-
type was strictly dictated by the nature of bacteria 
and bacteria-derived products encountered by 
moDCs.  

The AIEC prototype strain LF82 was included as a 
disease-associated pathogen found in CD. AIEC 
strains possess pathogenic traits in regard to adher-
ing to and invading IECs and escaping the host im-
mune response.3 In the current study, we showed 
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Figure 4. Intestinal epithelial response to viable E. coli 
LF82 is not altered by fermentation medium. Intestinal 
epithelial cells were pre-incubated for 24 h with fermenta-
tion medium (FM) from B. bifidum, B. longum and F. praus. 
The following day, viable E. coli LF82 (MOI 100) was added 
and co-incubated with FM for further 18 h. Basolateral IL-8 
and TGF-β were determined after 18 h. Median and inter-
quartile range (25th and 75th percentiles) are indicated 
based on 4 to 8 technical replicates representing 2 to 4 cell 
replicates.!
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that the immune response evoked by E. coli LF82 
was driven by Th1/Th17 cytokines (high IL-12p70/ 
IL-23, IL-1β and IL-6)13 augmented simultaneously 
with a characteristic pro-inflammatory response pro-
file (high TNF-α, IL-6 and IL-1β), as well as high 
levels of IL-27 and anti-inflammatory IL-10. This 
distinct Th1/Th17 driving moDC phenotype mediated 
by the AIEC LF82 also describes the disease pheno-
type of CD,14-16 and thereby support that E. coli such 
as AIEC link with CD immune pathogenesis. From 
the pro-inflammatory cytokine signature induced by 
viable E. coli LF82, it was clear that the pathogenic 
attributes of E. coli LF82 were primarily related to 
bacterial viability, since UV-killed E. coli LF82 did not 
promote high level IL-12p70 and IL-1β /IL-23, while 
inducing high level IL-10, IL-6 and IL-27. However, 
UV-killed E. coli LF82 was more potent than LPS in 
inducing most cytokines, except for IL-27, IL-18 and 
TGF-β, implying that the multiple effects from bacte-
rial derivate additively induces a more profound acti-
vation than that from sole TLR-4 activation by single 
LPS stimulation. Secretion of mature IL-1β and IL-18 
requires activation of the inflammasome, including 
caspase-1 activity, which is mediated through the 
pathogenic nature of the microbe. Thus, the ab-
sence of active IL-1β and IL-18 upon challenge with 
UV-killed E. coli LF82 might be due to the lack of 
virulence of non-viable bacteria.  

The cytokine signature of tolerogenic moDCs com-
prises high IL-10 and TGF-β production. In the cur-
rent study, TGF-β was not increased or reduced by 
viable E. coli LF82 in comparison to medium-treated 
moDCs (unstimulated). IL-10 was, on the contrary, 
increased at exposure to viable E. coli LF82, but the 
level dropped as the bacterial number was en-
hanced. This distinct MOI-dependency in the cyto-
kine levels, was only observed for IL-10 and IL-27, 
suggesting that moDCs when exposed to increasing 
numbers of E. coli LF82, were less likely to promote 
switching towards Treg cells (IL-10, TGF-β)13, and to 
dampen Th17 expansion (IL-27).12 IL-10 has a key 
function in averting progression of host inflammation 
by inhibiting Th1 polarization17 and NF-κB activa-
tion.18 However, during chronic inflammatory condi-
tions, the effector function of high IL-10 administra-
tion has also been linked to an enhancement of IFN-
γ-producing leukocytes in active CD.19 Thus, IL-10 
might exert opposing effector functions in a highly 
inflammatory gut environment.  

We found a profound effect of FM from gut com-
mensals (B. longum, B. bifidum and F. praus) in 
countering the pro-inflammatory signature induced 
by viable E. coli in moDCs. The Th1 (IL-12p70)/ 
Th17 (IL-1β, IL-6, IL-23) moDC phenotype mediated 
by E. coli LF82 was dampened by FM, as all cyto-
kines were reduced. The effect of FM was mainly 

attributed to reductions in IL-12p70 for all FM and in 
TNF-α for the bifidobacteria-derived FMs. This re-
duction in IL-12p70 was consistent with a decrease 
in CD40 expression. It has previously been shown 
that CD40/CD40L ligation augments the production 
of bioactive IL-12p70 in moDCs,20 and thus assists 
in the Th1 polarization. DCs from inflamed gut tissue 
in CD have moreover been found with an increased 
CD40 expression,21 together with increased IL-
12p70.14 

IL-10 was also reduced in amounts, implying that the 
reduced IL-12p70 was not caused by the mere 
presence of IL-10, which has been reported previ-
ously.9 In this study moDCs were co-challenged with 
UV-killed Lactobacillus acidophilus and FM from B. 
bifidum, and showed a reduction in Lactobacillus-
induced IL-12p70 production. However, in contrast 
to our data, IL-10 production from L. acidophilus was 
not affected by the presence of FM, as it was still 
enhanced. Our present results indicate that FM 
could play a role as a primary suppressor of IL-
12p70 production in moDCs, thereby reducing the 
likelihood of Th1 expansion and in addition dampen 
the inflammatory response (i.e. tissue damaging 
effects) by reducing TNF-α induced by viable patho-
genic E. coli.   

IL-18 was the only cytokine, among the tested, that 
was upregulated by bifidobacteria FM in conjunction 
with E. coli LF82. IL-18 is known for promotion of 
IFN-γ production from, amongst others, Th1 cells,22 
and display strongest effects together with IL-12p70. 
However, in the absence of IL-12p70, IL-18 can also 
drive the host response towards a Th2 polariza-
tion.23 From the low IL-12p70 production mediated 
by FM, the effect of IL-18 could therefore likely fa-
vour a Th2 polarization that would counterbalance 
the strong Th1 response.  

The signalling mechanisms involved in shifting the 
moDC phenotype by FM remains to be elucidated. It 
was shown by Sokol et al. that FM from F. praus 
inhibited NF-κB activity in IECs.5 A similar route 
might in part be conveyed in DCs due to the general 
suppression of the pro-inflammatory cytokines; how-
ever, as IL-12p70 production was specifically affect-
ed, other signalling networks are also involved. The 
suppressive effect on moDC-produced IL-12p70 was 
not apparent when UV-killed bifidobacteria or F. 
praus were co-administered with E. coli LF82. Con-
trarily, the bacteria were shown to exhibit an additive 
stimulation by mediating a slight up-regulation in the 
cytokine levels induced by E. coli LF82. During ho-
meostatic conditions gut commensal species are 
believed to impart a non-inflammatory/tolerogenic 
profile in DCs, consistent with the preponderant 
presence of Treg and Th17 cells,24-26 where Treg 
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prevent excessive immune activation, and Th17-
derived IL-17 activates neutrophils to phagocytose 
bacteria, thereby keeping their numbers in check at 
mucosal surfaces. Increment of Treg and Th17 
might be promoted by DC direction by FMs from 
some gut commensals. Although our present data 
needs validation in DC-co-culture with naïve CD4+ T 
cells, as well as in vivo, it is apparent that FM treat-
ment of E. coli-activated DCs gives rise to a moDC 
phenotype that would support for preferential Th17 
(IL-6, IL-1β, IL-23) and Treg (TGF-β, IL-10) devel-
opment from naïve CD4+ T cells. Together, our re-
sults emphasize an important regulatory role of FM 
from bifidobacteria and F. praus in modifying the 
moDC phenotype in a pro-inflammatory environ-
ment, and these seem to be fundamental for adjust-
ing immunity at the gut mucosal surface. It was re-
cently shown that during an acute infection, T cells 
are not only responding with an effector and memory 
T cell response to the pathogen, but also with a T 
cell response to the microbiota that phenotypically 
resembles the one elicited towards the pathogen 
(IFN-γ-producing memory cells).1 Establishment of 
such disequilibria (Th1 versus Treg/Th17) in the 
memory T cell compartment against the microbiota 
is a precondition for later host cytopathic T cell recall 
responses in the gut mucosa. In the long term, the 
progression of these commensal-specific memory T 
cells, which stay in systemic circulation, might result 
in the pathologies characterised as CD. Intriguingly, 
our data and previous data by others27 point to the 
presence of specific species within the commensal 
microbiota that influence the phenotype of DCs to 
limit the possibility of programming to expansion of 
microbiota-specific Th1 memory cells. However, 
infection-induced disturbances in the microbiota may 
alter their presence in the mucosal environment, and 
thereby reducing their ability to limit expansion of 
microbiota-specific Th1 cells. In CD lesions, Th17 is 
also abundant,16 and is possibly arising due to bac-
teria-DC interactions in the inflamed gut mucosa, 
resulting in propagation of IL-23, IL-1β and IL-6, and 
thus Th17 expansion in lymph nodes, as this will be 
the normal DC signature from interaction with many 
commensals. Further studies are required to confirm 
such associations.    

The IEC phenotype induced by viable E. coli LF82 
showed a pro-inflammatory character (high IL-8). E. 
coli LF82 did not induce TNF-α or TSLP at the IEC 
basolateral compartment, which in part matched the 
E. coli-induced phenotype of moDCs, since TSLP 
inhibits IL-12p70 from moDCs in favour of a Th2 
reaction.28 The suppressive/regulatory effect of FM 
on moDCs was not recovered in IECs, as the IEC 
cytokine profile induced by E. coli LF82 was not 
altered by FM. Sokol et al. found a reduction in IL-8 

from IL-β-stimulated IECs challenged with FM from 
F. praus. In the current study, the inflammatory con-
ditions were mediated by viable E. coli rather than 
by single inflammation-inducing components. Thus, 
the origin and degree of inflammation might explain 
the lack of effect of FM on E. coli-exposed IECs. 
Alternatively, other IEC mechanisms are affected by 
FM such as increase of the epithelial barrier integrity 
though expression of tight-junction proteins (e.g. ZO-
1), which was shown by Ewaschuk et al.29  

From an in vivo aspect, the effect of FM on DCs is 
likely manifested by a direct interaction taking place 
in lumen, lamina propria or/and in the subepithelial 
dome underlying M cells. DCs can protrude their 
dendrites into the lumen, and thereby mediate inter-
action with the bacterial compartment.30 Interaction 
with lamina propria DCs is only possible if the FM 
products are able to cross IECs in an active form. 
Short-chain fatty acids (SCFAs), including acetate, 
butyrate and propionate, represent such molecules 
and are produced by anaerobic gut commensals, i.e. 
especially Firmicutes such as Clostridium spp., and 
Actinobacteria including Bifidobacterium spp.31 M 
cells function as a passage route for luminal content 
trafficking to the subepithelial dome wherein DCs 
are located, followed by Peyer’s patch-assisted acti-
vation of T cells. To understand the “mode-of-action” 
and “route-of-interaction” of FM with DCs in vivo, it is 
necessary to identify the nature of FM components. 
We found a high proportion of acetate in the FM 
from B. bifidum (data not presented), whereas bu-
tyrate and propionate were not detected. Thus, in 
agreement with previous studies,32,33 acetate might 
be one of the components aiding in the immune 
suppressive effect of moDCs. In addition to the 
SCFA, gut commensals also produce a variety of 
other components of a more complex structure, 
which are recognized as exopolysaccharides. These 
structures are associated with the bacterial mem-
brane and can be secreted into the environment, 
wherein they have shown to exert immunomodulato-
ry effects such as favouring IL-10, but not IL-12 pro-
duction from macrophages.34 Thus, follow-up studies 
focusing on the single components produced by gut 
commensals are highly needed, as it is very unlikely 
that the effect only derives from a single component.  

Conclusively, the present study shows that the pro-
inflammatory signature induced by pathogenic viable 
E. coli is dampened by products secreted from cer-
tain gut commensal bacteria. These findings high-
light the crucial function of gut commensals to pre-
serve a homeostatic environment and to control 
bacteria-induced inflammation. 
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DISCUSSION( (

Crohn’s(disease((CD)(is(a(multifactorial(disease(with(profound(individual(disease(characteristics.(Identifying(

subgroups(of(patients(defined(by(disease(initiations,(mechanisms(of(action(and(manifestation(will(add(more(

insight(into(the(disease(determining(factors,(thereby(suggesting(individualized(treatment(strategies(of(

benefit(to(the(single(patient.(Chapter(2(of(this(thesis(describes(a(subgroup(of(CD(patients(with(a(disease(

endophenotype(of(ileal(disease(manifestation,(NOD2(polymorphisms,(decreased(αDdefensin(expression,(

and(increased(presence(of(E.#coli,(namely(adherentDinvasive(E.#coli((AIEC)(strains(1.(However,(due(to(the(fact(

that(only(30%(of(CD(patients(carry(a(variant(of(NOD2(2,3(and(a(proportion(of(the(patients(have(disease(

manifestation(in(the(colon,(other(CD(endophenotypes(need(to(be(described.((

Adhesion(to(host(cells(and(colonization(in(the(ileum(are(important(features(of(AIEC(strains(4,(In(Chapter(4,(

we(compared(E.#coli(LF82(adhesion(to(ileal(versus(colonic(tissue(from(CD(patients.(Bacterial(adhesion(was(

quantified(by(a(preDvalidated(qRTDPCR(assay(established(with(the(aim(to(specifically(quantify(E.#coli(LF82(

DNA(in(a(sample(matrix(of(eukaryotic((tissue)(DNA(5,(as(we(address(in(Chapter(3.(The(ileum,(compared(to(

colon,(was(not(subject(to(enhanced(E.#coli(LF82(attachment,(although(it(has(been(shown(that(ileal(

enterocytes(from(CD(have(an(increased(expression(of(AIEC(exploited(receptors(6,(and(AIEC(strains(are(

elevated(in(ilealD(compared(to(colonic(CD(4.(In(our(study(design,(the(mucous(layer(was(preserved(in(the(

adhesion(analysis,(because(mucous(serves(as(an(important(frontDline(barrier(against(bacterial(invasion.(

Moreover,(most(adhesion(studies(performed(with(the(AIECDLF82(strain(have(been(performed(with(intestinal(

cell(lines(7D9,(which(lack(the(mucous(layer(and(diseaseDrelated(receptor(display.(We(did(however(not(study(

bacterial(adhesion(to(the(different(mucosal(layers,(and(hence(the(total(quantified(bacterial(number(can(be(

mucousD(as(well(as(epithelial(adhering(E.#coli.(As(the(intensity(of(mucous(increases(from(the(ileum(to(colon,(

the(quantified(E.#coli(in(colon(might(be(mucousDadhering(bacteria,(whereas(the(bacterial(adhesion(to(ileum(

tissue(more(likely(represents(epithelial(interaction.(Thus,(the(presence(of(mucous(could(in(part(explain(the(

ability(of(E.#coli(LF82(to(adhere(to(both(tissues.(To(confirm(such(interactions,(the(spatial(adhesion(of(E.#coli(

LF82(to(the(firstDline(defence(compartments((i.e.(mucous(versus(epithelium(in(colon/ileum)(needs(to(be(

further(investigated.((

A(second(important(finding(of(this(study(was(that(gut(tissue(from(CD(and(healthy(controls(was(subject(to(

similar(E.#coli(LF82(adhesion(patterns,(suggesting(that(enhanced(E.#coli(LF82(adhesion(is(not(linked(to(CD.(

However,(other(diseaseDassociated(host(attributes(might(play(a(role(in(the(interaction(of(E.#coli(to(a(

diseased(gut.(It(is(possible(that(dysregulated(αDdefensin(secretion(10(favours(E.#coli(survival,(and(hence(
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allows(invasive(E.#coli(LF82(to(gain(access(to(the(epithelium,(and(ultimately(also(invade(the(cells(11.(We(did(

not(focus(on(the(antibacterial(host(defence(properties,(but(this(is(an(aspect(which(needs(to(be(addressed.(

Besides(focusing(on(the(hostDderived(factors(contributing(to(the(disease(course(in(CD(and(ulcerative(colitis(

(UC),(such(as(host(susceptibility(to(bacterial(adhesion(patterns,(we(also(studied(the(divergent(nature(of(E.#

coli#in(patients(with(inflammatory(bowel(diseases((IBD)(versus(controls.(There(are(several(reports(showing(

an(increased(presence(of(E.#coli(in(the(gut(mucosa(of(IBD(patients(9,12D18,(however(only(a(few(studies(have(

investigated(the(functional(importance(of(these(observations(4,6,19.(In(particular,(the(pathogenic(attributes(

of(UCDisolated(E.#coli(strains(are(scarce.(In(Chapter(5,(we(made(a(functional(analysis(of(16(clinical(E.#coli(

strains,(isolated(from(different(intestinal(locations,(by(typifying(the(dendritic(cell((moDC)(response(elicited(

by(each(of(the(single(strains.(A(general(proDinflammatory(host(response(of(Th1((ILD12p70)(and(Th17((ILD6,(ILD

23(and(ILD1β)Ddriving(cytokines(was(evoked(by(all(E.#coli(included(in(the(study.(We(could(not(correlate(CDD

isolated(E.#coli(from(the(ileum(or(colon(to(be(more(immune(provoking(compared(to(those(isolated(from(a(

healthy(gut;(likewise(pathogenic(compared(to(nonDpathogenic(E.#coli(induced(the(same(proDinflammatory(

moDC(response.(The(invasive(nature(of(certain(IBDDassociated(E.#coli,(together(with(the(reduced(barrier(

integrity(in(IBD,(might(enable(E.#coli(to(gain(access(to(the(mucosal(immune(system.(However,(not(all(of(the(

studied(E.#coli(isolates(evoked(the(same(type(of(proDinflammatory(immune(response.(We(found(that(two(of(

the(16(tested(E.#coli(strains(were(highly(lethal(to(moDCs(and(intestinal(epithelial(cells,(as(inferred(from(a(low(

viability(and(a(significantly(increased(ILD18(secretion.(Although,(our(data(do(not(directly(prove(a(linkage(

between(E.#coliDinduced(host(pyroptosis(and(ILD18(secretion,(we(have(evidence(suggesting(that(the(distinct(

host(phenotype(evoked(by(the(two(UCDisolated(E.#coli(strains((C691D04A(and(C311D05)(was(caused(by(

bacterialDinduced(pyroptosis(in(moDCs.(Pyroptosis(is(a(caspaseD1(dependent(inflammatory(cell(death(faith,(

and(studying(caspaseD1(activity(in(the(different(moDC(subtypes,(in(particular(the(subtype(we(designated(D5,(

would,(together(with(elevated(ILD18(secretion,(be(a(robust(indication(of(pyroptotic(cells(4,19,20.(The(distinct(

attribute(of(the(two(UCDrelated(E.#coli(strain,(suggest(that(characteristics(relating(to(immunity,(in(particular(

the(immune(phenotype(imprinted(in(DCs,(and(the(cell(death(program(induced(by(specific(E.#coli(strains,(are(

important(microbial(properties(to(judge(in(the(analysis(of(E.#coli(pathogenicity(in(host.((

The(identification(of(AIEC(in(CD(4,8,(and(the(description(of(a(new(subset(of(E.#coli(strains(isolated(from(UC,(

suggests(that(certain(E.#coli(strains(not(only(aggravate(the(gut(inflammation(in(IBD,(but(might(also(be(

involved(in(the(initial(phase(of(the(diseaseDdriven(inflammation.(However,(our(functional(description(of(a(

new(E.#coli(group(in(UC(needs(support(from(additional(studies(before(correlating(distinct(E.#coli(subsets(to(

the(pathogenesis(of(UC.((
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E.#coli(Nissle((ECN)(was(included(in(the(studies(as(a(nonDpathogenic(E.#coli(strain(with(reported(hostD

beneficial(properties(21,22.(We(examined(the(properties(of(ECN(at(two(levels(1)(the(ability(of(ECN(to(avert(E.#

coli(LF82(adhesion(to(ileal(gut(mucosa(from(CD(patients(and(nonDdiseased(individuals((Chapter(4),(and(2)(

the(immune(phenotype(evoked(by(ECN(in(moDCs((Chapter(5).(It(has(previously(been(shown(that(ECN(

competitively(excludes(LF82(adhesion(to(intestinal(cell(lines(21.(However,(our(published(data,(based(on(gut(

tissue,(did(not(support(the(in#vitro(established(conclusions(23.(The(disagreements(between(previous(data(

and(ours(might(be(explained(from(the(use(of(different(model(systems.((

We(next(studied(the(innate(immune(response(to(ECN,(and(found(that(ECN,(similar(to(E.#coli(LF82,(induced(a(

proDinflammatory(moDC(response.(Moreover,(the(epithelial(response(to(high(numbers(of(ECN(was(

characterized(by(ILD18(secretion(and(high(cell(mortality.(A(comparable(cytopathic(effect(on(the(host(was(

also(established(by(high(numbers(of(the(UCDisolated(E.#coli(C691D04A,(but(not(E.#coli(LF82.(Together,(our(

data(show(that(the(host(response(induced(by(ECN(was(similar(to(the(general(E.#coliDinduced(host(response,(

both(at(the(epithelial(level(and(in(the(immune(cells.(The(therapeutic(potential(of(ECN(in(maintaining(

remission(in(IBD(patients(has(so(far(failed,(particularly(in(CD(24.(From(our(data,(this(could(simply(be(

explained(by(the(lack(of(probiotic(efficacy(normally(attributed(to(ECN.(However,(more(hostDbacteria(

interaction(studies(are(needed(to(clarify(the(function(of(ECN,(and(the(conclusions(must(be(supported(by(

both(in(vitro(and(in(vivo(studies.(

In(general,(probiotic(treatment(in(IBD(has(not(proven(effective(in(the(maintenance(of(disease(remission.(

One(reason(might(be(that(the(hostDbeneficial(features(are(not(incorporated(in(the(bacterium(itself,(but(

rather(in(the(products(secreted(from(the(bacterium.(The(last(study(of(this(thesis((Chapter(6),(demonstrated(

a(strong(immunosuppressive(effect(of(secreted(products(from(B.#bifidum,(B.#longum(and(F.#praus(on(the(

proDinflammatory(moDC(response(induced(by(viable(E.#coli(LF82.(The(distinct(Th1(driving(cytokine(milieu(

favoured(in(the(presence(of(E.#coli(was(strongly(dampened(by(the(fermentation(medium(from(gut(

commensal(spp.(A(significant(reduction(of(ILD12p70(secretion(and(CD40(expression(on(moDCs(was(

observed.(The(gut(microbiota(in(IBD(has(been(characterized(as(having(a(decrease(in(commensals(such(as(

bifidobacteria(spp.(and(F.#praus,(in(parallel(with(an(increase(in(E.#coli.(CD(is(characterised(with(a(classical(

Th1/Th17(immune(phenotype(25D27,(and(as(we(showed,(this(could(in(part(be(caused(by(the(mere(presence(of(

E.#coli(and(a(decrease(in(immunosuppressive(factors.(There(is(published(data(showing(a(strong(

immunomodulatory(capability(of(products(secreted(by(gut(commensals(18,28.(These(studies(have(either(used(

UVDkilled(bacteria(or(inflammationDinducing(single(components(to(address(the(efficacy(of(the(products.(In(

our(analysis(we(included(viable(diseaseDlinked(E.#coli,(which(emphasises(a(high(potency(of(commensal(

secreted(products(to(suppress(immune(activation.(However,(so(far(no(studies(have(identified(the(bioactive(

components.(We(already(know(that(short(chain(fatty(acids(and(exopolysaccharides((EPS)(are(important(
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commensalDderived(products(having(an(essential(effector(function(in(gut(homeostasis,(and(these(structures(

are(likely(adding(to(the(overall(immunomodulatory(effector(function(of(the(commensal(products.(Our(group(

is(currently(working(on(to(identify(the(active(components(in(FM(from(B.#bifidum,(B.#longum(and(F.#praus.(

We(have(detected(a(high(amount(of(acetate(in(the(bacterial(fermented(medium,(which(likely(accounts(for(

some(of(the(effect,(but(we(have(preliminary(evidence(showing(that(the(overall(effect(comes(from(a(mixture(

of(bioactive(components.(We(are(therefore(also(looking(after(more(complex(structures(such(as(EPS.(In(the(

longer(run,(the(isolation(and(characterization(of(these(components(might(have(significant(treatment(

potential(in(certain(groups(of(IBD(patients.(((

A(final(important(comment(to(the(data(presented(in(Chapter(6,(is(the(comparison(of(the(immuneDresponse(

inducing(potency(of(viable(versus(dead(bacteria.(Throughout(all(the(studies(of(this(thesis,(viable(E.#coli(have(

been(included(to(investigate(the(bacteriaDhost(interactions,(since(the(pathogenic(nature(of(a(bacterium(is(

expressed(in(its(viable(stage(such(as(the(ability(to(adhere,(invade(and(evade(clearance(from(host(cells.(Some(

cytokines(are(only(processed(by(the(host(in(the(simultaneous(presence(of(multiple(pathogenDassociated(

molecular(patterns,(which(activate(a(range(of(pathogenDrecognition(receptors(on(DCs.(Secretion(of(mature(

ILD1β(and(ILD18(requires(activation(of(inflammasomeDassociated(caspaseD1.(It(has(been(demonstrated(that(

this(activation(depends(on(the(viable(stage(of(the(bacterium,(which(we(could(confirm(from(our(data(

showing(that(only(viable(E.#coli(LF82(was(able(to(induce(secretion(of(ILD1β(and(ILD18,(whereas(UVDkilled(LF82(

and(LPS(did(not(induce(secretion(of(any(of(these(cytokines.(We(also(found(that(UVDkilled(E.#coli(LF82(

compared(to(viable(LF82,(is(a(weak(inducer(of(Th1/Th17Dmediating(DC(immunity,(as(found(from(low(ILD

12p70,(ILD1β(and(ILD23(levels.(Thus,(to(address(bacteriaDhost(interactions,(the(inclusion(of(viable(bacteria(is(

essential(to(understand(the(type(of(host(effector(responses(determined(by(certain(bacteria.((

In(conclusion,(the(studies(of(this(PhD(thesis(show(a(functional(linkage(between(the(presence(of(E.#coli(and(

the(immune(phenotype(in(IBD,(suggesting(that(microbial(attributes(might(be(a(major(factor(contributing(to(

gut(inflammation(in(certain(patient(groups.(We(found,(when(in(contact(with(the(mucosal(immune(

compartment,(E.#coli(strains(are(able(to(evoke(a(proDinflammatory(immune(response(similar(to(the(immune(

phenotype(of(IBD.(The(literature(already(supports(the(ability(of(certain(IBDDassociated(E.#coli(to(invade(the(

epithelial(cells(and(thereby(gaining(access(to(the(mucosal(immune(cells.(We(also(described(a(new(subset(of(

UCDrelated(E.#coli(strains,(which(might(be(an(important(attribute(propagating(to(the(immune(phenotype(of(

UC.(We(could(not(correlate(enhanced(adhesion(of(a(wellDcharacterized(CD(isolated(E.#coli(strain(to(the(gut(

tissue(in(CD(compared(to(controls.(Nevertheless,(other(host(factors,(such(as(reduced(αDdefensin(secretion,(

could(be(more(important(host(attributes(favouring(E.#coli(colonization.(Finally,(a(therapeutic(approach(to(

restore(a(homeostatic(gut(environment(in(IBD(might(be(to(administer(commensalDderived(components,(

which,(as(we(demonstrated,(has(a(strong(immunosuppressive(effect(on(the(E.#coliDinduced(inflammation.((
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Overall,(this(PhD(provides(evidence(suggesting(a(microbial(significance(in(the(pathogenesis(of(IBD.(We(

included(gut(mucosal(human(samples,(intestinal(epithelial(cell(lines,(monocyteDderived(DCs(and(finally(

viable/dead(bacteria(to(thoroughly(study(the(bacteriaDhost(interactions.(In(spite(of(the(limitations(of(the(

different(models(and(the(complexity(of(elucidating(disease(aetiologies(with(multifactorial(appearance,(we(

have(addressed(important(hostD(and(bacterialDderived(functions(that(might(manifest(in#vivo,(and(managed(

to(gain(insight(into(fundamental(processes(potentially(involved(in(the(development(of(IBD.((
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